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JUlig's exploratioll of d'l' dll'lI", III ,11.111111\' I,,,. "III",',," 1111

Visions of Zosimos," (:W ')il, 011.'1111'1111."1111 III 1,/, I', III .1

psychologicalprocessthat requiresa hooly111('1.11,1 •• >I 1'Iu I"'" ",',
of division is presented as a horrifying lol'llIIe, II, IlIlw('vl'I,
dismemberment is ruled by the archetypal domillanl of
Dionysus, then the process, while beheading or dissolving the
central control of the old Icing,may be at the same time activating
the pneuma that is distributed throughout the materializations
of our complexes.The background of the second Dionysus offers
new insight into the rending pain of self-division, especially of
bodily experience.

J ung reminds us that Dionysus was called the divided one.
His dismemberment was evidence of his divisibility into parts.
In each part he lived as the pneuma dispersed in matter. Bits of
Dionysian spirit are like sparks shining in the terra foetida, or
the rotten stench of the decayingbody asit dissociatesinto pieces.
We experience this process in psychosomatic symptoms, in
hysterical conversions, in specifICsado-masochistic perversions,
in cancer fantasies, in fearsof aging, in horror of pollution, or in
disintegrative conditions that have a body f(xus. This experience
has its other side. The dismemberment of central control is at

the same time the resurrecrion of the natural light of archetypal
consciousness distributed in each organ.

Concluding then:

From this perspective of dismemberment, our rending can be
understood as the particular kind of renewal presented by
Dionysns. This renewal describes itself by means of a body
metaphor. The renewal that goes by way of dismemberment
is not a re-assembly of parts into another organizarion. It is
not a 1lI0VemeIHfrom integration to disintegration to re
integration. Perhaps, it is better to envision this renewal not as
a process at all. Rather, the crucial experience would be an
awareness of parts as parts distinct from each other,
dismembered, each with its own light, a state in which the
body becomes aware of itself as a composite of differences.The
scintillae of which Jung speaks in regard to the multiple
consciousness of the psyche may be experienced as embedded
in physical expressions. The distribution of Dionysus through
matter may be compared with the distribution of consciousness
through members, organs and zones.32

,I

Willie 111111'. •• lIclI cillploys the circular mandala as an image of

1111111;111 WllOkIlCSS, in a discllssion of regression to the archetypal

M"lhn alld her Divine Child, Jung also cites the "anthropoid psyche"

.IS its goal--the original image of incarnate wholeness.33 Imagery of

Ill(' SelL of the whole human being, may emerge geometrically or as a
I){)(~y iftlllf!.0' Hillman projects an aesthetic and intuitive eye into the

"anthropoid" body, discerning the archetypal light of consciousness

ill each organ. The fantasy of wholeness is thus freed from the static

geometric forms of Jung's mandala as the progressive goal of

individuation, and so is Dionysus. In antique Orphic ritual, Dionysus

is born, crowned, and sacrificed almost immediately. He undergoes

transformations as frenetic and stark as those of the self-sacrificing and

perpetuating anthroparion (dwarf) in the Visions of Zosimos to which

Hillman refers. The mandala may be his crown, his moment, but this

glory is fleeting. Hillman's dosing thoughts on dismembering and re

membering are thus particularly striking: "Perhaps, it is better to

envision this renewal not as a process at all." Not only does this resonate

with the timeless quality of myth, it strongly suggests that we may

never be more whole or more conscious than we are right now!

Hillman explores the archetypal light together with disturbing

organic imagery of illness, age, and dissolution. Otto also speaks of "wild
and demonic forms" of numinous experience-the "grisly horror and

shuddering" that appears on a Dionysian level. Jung sees regression to

the anthropoid psyche as a nekyia (ancient expression for ritualized

descent) leading to the "prenatal" level. Indeed the birth process itself

is the grand paradigm of initiation that transpires on a Dionysian level.

Here the work of psychiatrist Stanislav Grof offers us a dynamic extension

of the process and non-process described described by Hillman.

Grof devoted thirty years of research to the exploration of regressive

psychedelic experience and somatic memory. His explorations beyond

"ego-death" to a remarkable array of deep psychosomatic experiences

represent a veritable sequel to Jung's Symbols of Transformation,
particularly given Jung's discussion of a descent to the "realm of the

Mothers" and the "divine child" awaiting his conscious realization.
Grof describes four Basic Perinatal Matrices (BPM) that correlate with

the universal matrices of experience, which Grof designates as "systems

of condensed experience" (COEX systems). These may be understood

as archetypal and transpersonal experiences in their broadest



If one adheresto the old medicalmodel in which a malnial

substrateisnecessalYformemory,the nucleusofa singlecell--

'"l1pkd wid, P;ISsillll;lIestruggle and movement, to more tempered
';I.IlI'Soj renewed ;ldaptation or transformation.

Well known to Jungians, the alchemical "Axiom of Maria
I'rophetissa"-from One comes the Two that generates the Three
which resolves itself in Four (One realized)-runs intuitively parallel
(0 emf's schema. It is BPM III that indicates most precisely the stuff
or I )ionysian dismemberment, though different individuals tend to
regressively tap into one matrix more readily than others. Together
with personal complexes, object-relational history, and one's innate
archetypal endowment, perinatal experiences are immediately
pertinent to the formation of individual sexual styles-from one
individual's delight in tranquil and blissful union, another's inclination
to a submissive role, to another's aggressive, orgiastic, or polymorphous
disposition, ete.

Grof's research represents a powerful challenge to scientific
assumptions about memory. He finds that psychedelic subjects "can
relive their biological birth in all its complexity, and sometimes with
astonishing objectively verifiable details," which should be scientifically
impossible for want of the myelinization of infantile neurons (associated
with memory). He observes also that such memories "appear to include
the tissues and cells of the body," and furthermore: "The process of
reliving one's birth trauma can be associated with psychosomatic re
creation of all the appropriate physiological symptoms."36 This extends
to the reappearance of bruises and birthmarks. One is forced to such
extremity in the attempt to trace somatic memory that the very
question of psyche's independence from the body emerges. Grof observes
that as regressive psychedelic experience "extends into the transpersonal
realms, the limits of linear causality are stretched ad infinitum."37 The
memories of his subjects include not only episodes of embryonic life,
but the moment of conception; aspects of cellular, tissue, and organ
consciousness; archetypal images and patterns; memory of former
incarnations; consciousness of different animal species with insights
into their courtship and breeding-and on to identification with plants
or minerals, stellar bodies, the universe at large, etc. Grof is thus f-()l'ced
to dramatic conclusions:
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experiential application, The pnill.11.1I 1,11.1·,,·,.I1t I 111,,1''''11.11<".1
uterine life; II. the onset of biological delivl'l)' 1"'"1 III .111,1111111;III.
slow stressful movement through the birth calul; ;111.1IV. IIILI,I, alld
emergence. These are not etiological or causal, as the litnalislll and
reductionism of developmentalism would seek to persuade us, but

palpable metaphors-correlates of similarly structured lift experiences that

are not necessarily related in linear time. Consider, for example, how the
"one-, two-, three-, to four" progression of the matrices parallels
fairytale or ritual sequences, or again, the ubiquitous pattern of status
disequilibrium-crisis-renewed status.

In adult regressive experience, all these matrices involve personal,
psychosomatic, archetypal-visionary, and even cosmic equivalents of
the perinatal phases. Basic Perinatal Matrix I represents the "original
state of symbiosis with the maternal organism at the time of
intrauterine existence."54 It tallies experientially with the oceanic
expansiveness of sea or space, "good mother" experiences, loving
harmony, mystical union, visions of Heaven or Paradise, ease and

optimism, ete. BPM II brings the experience of being steadily
encroached upon, like the proverbial hero trapped in a chamber whose
walls begin to contract: cosmic engulfment, "bad mother" experiences,
guilt and inferiority, suffocation, no exit, prison, Hell, absurdity,
existentialism, etc. BPM III is a phase of especially piqued
psychosomatic arousal. The birth passage subjects a fetus to 50-100

pounds of pressure on its skull and body. Grof accordingly stresses
the fusion here of victimization, aggression, and global arousal:

The most imponant of theseare the elementsof titanic fight,
sadomasochisticexperiences,intense sexualarousal,demonic
episodes, scatological involvement, and encounter with
fire. All these occur in a context of a determined death

rebirth struggle:J5

BPM III tallies with torture, the simultaneity of pleasure and pain,
crucifixion, dismemberment, ete. Finally, BPM IV brings a sense of
fortuitous escape: the passing of a storm, spring, beautiful lights or
peacock colors, rebirth, Phoenix imagery, illumination, ete. Again, one
may discern how numerous life situations and processes ("systems of
condensed experience") parallel the perinatal processes-from secure
adapted states, to ever-renewed challenges, to enhancement of the same
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I am on the beach with a wonderful friend of mine as a huge truck full of

his lively, "really together, " and trustworthy friends pulls up. Looking up I
see thousands ofbeautiful gtdaxies spiraling across the night sky. They sparkle

and turn as little connecting lines and subtle geometric fOrms begin to be

generated. Golden bands like arrows move up, down, and across the sky as

a gigantic keyhole appears in the middle region. [Tn afraid I might bepulled

into the hole but then, from another part of the sky, comes an enormous key

that slides into the dark keyhole and turns iI/to it tightly. Then I am back

at home with a knife, killing vampires quite methodically.

Bearing these extraordinary insights with us, let's return to the
original dispersion of the alchemical scintillae that Jung and Hillman
describe. As the experiences of Grof's subjects suggest, the field of
the soul sparks represents a kind of archetypal cosmic background
radiation of psychic existence. I thus refer to the archaic myth
(foundational to astrology, Jewish mysticism, Orphism, Gnosticism,
and hermetic science generally), where a shattering of an aboriginal
vessel of light sees bits of light spread abroad in the darkness. Phanes
(coming of light) and Sophia (anima mundi) may be seen as premier
personifications of this creative field. Consider this starry field's
spontaneous appearance in the life crisis of a twenty-year-old
California girl, brusquely abandoned by her mother, just past a
suicidal crisis, and literally battling with vampires in her dreams.
Then this one arose:

1111 .111',1111IlItlV",\ IIIl' 1';1111'111heyond the old personalistic

P\yoIIO,lIl.dylll 'Ollll'pi iOIl of "dIe primal scene" (the child's vision
tli dlt' p,IIellls oOPldaling) to Ilothing less than the stuff of creation
IIlydlOlogy ;111.1an archetypal coniunctio of vulva and phallus. Jung's
sl'ndl" idenl dlcation of the alchemical scintillae with the archetypes
is lI'lllial here, He compares them with will-a' -the-wisps and fishes'
eyes, as we might compare them to fireflies, with a propensity for
Ihe fl)l"lIlation of complete archetypal images. Like the dreamer's

galaxies, the archetypes are "seeds of light broadcast in the chaos,"
According to Khunrath, the dark starry field represents "the seed plot
of the world to come." Jung states that "one such spark is the human
mind," holding with Khunrath that there are "fiery sparks of the soul
of this world ... the light of nature ... dispersed or sprinkled in and
throughout the structures of the great world into all fruits of the
elements everywhere."39 Paracelsus observes, "As the light of nature
cannot speak, it buildeth shapes in sleep from the power of the word
(of God)."40 But it is Agrippa von Nettesheim, an alchemist and

daring opponent of the witch craze of Frankfurt, who speaks of the
archetypal scintillae in a way that parallels the creaturely multiple
eyed Phanes as well-filled with seed, for via these scintillae "gleams
of prophecy come down to the four-footed beasts, the birds, and other
living creatures."41

Psychologically, we speak of a constellation, the "coming together
of stars" of a complex or dream. This spontaneous emergence presents
itself on a spectrum from mistakes, word slips, body language,
discordant moods, psychosomatic symptoms, and on to the specific
assemblage of images and personifications in dreams, bntasy, and
imagination. Diseases thus return to being gods. The (,'11.I/'1'1 O('/'I/{)tt/fIS

is as simple as it is encouraging here: "Let him who seeks uJnlinlll'
seeking until he finds. When he finds, he will hl'l:Olll" IIOlIhlnL Wllt'n
he becomes troubled, he will be astonished, and he will nde OVt'ldH'

All."42As suffering and deepening insight reveals ;IS "11011111•.•1" ICI.\s

to "astonished"-the particular shape and intention of hiogl.ll'hi •.d

complexes conform ever more to archetypal images Ih;11Wt'll' vil.dl)'
alive long before ego-consciousness arose to experil'nn' dH·1I1./\,\ d
departing the familiar gravity of one planet to he drawll II}' IIIl'
gravitational pull of another, we may muse on the "lIll',!',I'l\( I' oj
archetypal images from the deep recesses of inner space.

lOll Sf/'II,II/I} ,IIVII /III 11'1111,/11/", I," Il,IIV,1I1111V

the sperm and the OVUIIl WOIIIIIII.IVI' 10 ""111.1111 11111 III dl' Ii II'

information discussed inlllcdical hooks """1111111)', ,II 1.11IIII1Y,

physiology, and biochemisny of the body, COlistillil jOIl,d I.""'IS,

hereditalY dispositions of diseases, and parental characteristics,

but also complex memories from the lives of our human and
animal ancestors, and retrievable detailed information about all

the cultures of the world. Since LSD experiences also involve

consciousness of plants and inorganic matter down to the
molecular, atomic, and subatomic structures, as well as

cosmogenetic events and geographical history, one would

ultimately have to postulate that the entire universe was somehow

coded in the sperm and ovum. At this point, the mystical

alternative to the mechanistic worldview appears to be much

more appropriate and reasonable.3H
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I recall one personal dl"l';UlIill willI h I .1111-01.111.111'1',IVI',i1l1ll}'1ll'IIII,'

the home of my aging widowed lI\IIthl'l IIY 11'1',1111\ VOI<" 1111101

nowhere abruptly informs me: "This is no! will'll' YIlIlI III11dllT livl',~.

This is the home of the Green Virgin!" Looking arolllld, I hehold ,Ill'

sun and moon rising together, side by side, from horizon to mid-heaven

in a conspicuous coniunctio solis et lunae. A huge blue whale filled with

stars swims comfortably from between them off across the dome of

the sky. Indeed, the psyche challenges the literalism of personal

biography with some rather surprising god-parents! Constellations of

the disparate lights, the patterning of the scintillae into numinous

images, clearly mirrors the constellations of the astrological heavens.

And just as body and brain respond similarly to images coming from

"within" or "without," not being able to distinguish between the

two-so the psychic interior presents as a seamless universe. As above,

so below. Our examples indicate how psyche challenges the ego's

concrete worldview as it slowly generates an amalgam of archetypal

field and extended world to create an interior "world-image." The old

exclusive opposites, the res cogitans and res extensa of the Newtonian

Cartesian era, again have a soul between them! The old antagonism

gives way to the holistic and inclusive opposites of hermetic

epistemology. The reflective soul-vessel expands at the very cusp of
Nature's inside and Nature's outside, where microcosm and macrocosm

betray their secret symmetry (Fig. ]).

The soul-vessel is beautifully portrayed in the popular film Immortal

Beloved. The young Beethoven visualizes running away from his abusive

flther to lie down in a pool glistening with reflecting stars, and floats

suspended to strains of the "Ode to Joy." Goethe's story "The New

Paris: A Boy's Tale" fearures the same luminous circumplex in broad

daylight, as the puer beholds a circular hermetic garden that he

... had never seen before; all with !lowers, each division of

different colours, which likewise low and close to the ground,
allowed the plan to be easily traced. This delicious sight, which
I enjoyed in full sunshine, quite riveted illYeyes. But I hardly
knew where I was to set foot; f()(· the serpentine paths were most
delicatelylaidwith bluesand, which sn:lllt'd I()1<>rlllllp0!1the earth
a darker sky,or a skyseen in the W:illT.'"

Another dream reflects the same 11il1lilH)(ISVl'llill', :Issociated with the anima:

I 1111I 11'1110//1)1 II /'Ot/)Ioj'II'IIIi'! Oil tI ay.llitl ell'il" night. The sky is filled

/lJlll'IIII/'l Iho ",jlnl i/l tI,,· slillINI/er. I watch as my girlfriend dances

.l:/lII,t'fid/)I(/n'.I.lt'r! ill (/ r!i"phtlfloUS gown like one of the Three Graces in

/101 I j(('//j ,\ '/I/1,;fI,OIY o/Spring. " I watch as stars sparkle around her. Gazing
0/1, I /III/ ja' /flllt the stars shine right through her.

Till' same IIlan also dreamt of being seated alone in the front seat of
a ,heater:

As the curtain opens, an elegantly dressed but unknown woman strides

grtlcejUlly forward and whips a bowling ball at me as if I were the lead

pin. I catch the sphere and it floats just above my lap. The sphere is a

universe in itself. Stars and galaxies sparkle from the ever deepening layers

of its receding inner space.

Fig. 1:A portrait of the Anima Mundi as the ligament helwn'IIII1;1II('1.IIHIspiril
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Noll' Illl' f1Vl'l(lld rcpclition of "something" and the text's language

01 "'ll'l'carance" and "likeness." The visionary phantasma is so

l'Xlraordinary as to defY unequivocal earthly reference-its images are

d IIsiVl", layered in light, and finally inscrutable. At the core of this

breathtaking appearance, that which "seemed like a human form" is

enveloped in "something that looked like fire." The whole scene appears

in numinous splendor as "the glory of the Lord." The virtual

coalescence of the human image with divine glory has accordingly been

called ''Adam the Glory," a figure also called "Man" or "Adam as" in
Gnosticism, ''Adam Kadmon" in the Kabbalah, and the anthropos in

ancient Greece-all the archetype of the human being, whose essence

is God's essence. Psychologically, these are classic images of the Self,

with all the ambiguity between the human and divine being so typical

of the archetype. The theoretical inference (Self) is underscored by

characteristic quaternine imagery: an earlier appearance of four winged
creatures and the four wheels of Ezekiel's divine chariot: "Their rims

were tall and awesome, for the rims of all four were full of eyes all

around" (Ezekiel 1: 18). A colorful rainbow, the symbol of a renewed
covenant between God and humankind since Noah, also appears in

the vision.

Given the ambiguity of human and divine identities, how fantastic

might our-or better, the-ambit of reflective consciousness actually
be? Who or what is looking at Who or hat? This is indeed the numinous

mystery to which Otto refers in the passage that introduces this chapter.
The words of! Corinthians 13:12 (Paul at his best) come to mind: "For

we now see in a mirror, dimly, but then we will see face to face. Now

I know ony in part; then I will know fully, even as I have been fully
known." One draws a breath at such a threshold-the sheer reassuring

beauty of it! We are also given a hint that we may ultimately be dealing
with an "ocular apparatus" pertinent not only to visionary experience,
but to our last breath-to Near Death Experience and a consciousness

that looks on as the body is administered injections or electric
fibrillation. The theoretical term "the Self" rings hollow n the face of

such powerful visionary material, but if any image represents a

gravitational pole remote from uninitiated ego-consciousness, it is

surely this. Each of the scintillae may be conceived as holographically

related to every other, just as the archetypes interpenetrate one another.
Each is a Monad, a seed-point of a reative consciousness, the coming

101 SI\I/,IIIIIIIV/I 111/ 11'"",/, J/ II, I,H II,/IV lilt JIV

In Gnosticism, tilL' disl'l'rsed IIJ',III', ''1'1''.11 .I'. .,,',11/1, ill<' "I iI',lIl.d
archetypal principles in the lTealioll "I IIH' 111111'1"',(' I'IH' .I<·"II.~

represent a particular quality and period 01 Ii 1I1l·.()III.~I'('1 dcsnil,es

an aeon as "sort of half idea and half angel." In OrphisllI (p:lgall Greek

Gnosis), the multi-eyed divinely seeded Phanes is a comparable figure,

just as such subtle androgynous images figure prominently in the
mythology of Sophia's descent. Gnosticism itself is rooted in Hebrew

Merkabah mysticism, for which Ezekiel's original vision of the Chariot

of Yahweh is paradigmatic. A yll-century Jewish redaction of "The
Visions of Ezekiel" records that "Ezekiel sees seven heavens with their

seven Merkabahs [chariots] reflected in the water of the Chebar river.

This form of speculation about seven Merkabahs [corresponds] to the

seven heavens."44 A saying of Jesus in the Gospel a/Thomas (2nd century

C.E.) is a cameo of mystic phenomenology sufficiently congenial to the

Merkabah tradition to be compared to Ezekiel's original vision:

Jesus said, "The images are manifest to man, but the light in
them remains concealed in the image of the light of the father.
FIe will become manifest, but his image will remain concealed
by his light."45

The psychic images that emerge from the primordial vessel of light

are associated with the Hebrew god-imago itself1 Some seven hundred

years earlier, following the destruction of the first Temple by the

Babylonians in 586 B.C.E., Ezekiel was abiding with exiles along the
same river Chebar. There he experiences his vision of the Merkabah. The

celestial vehicle is surrounded by images of the starry firmament, which

appears as "something like a dome, shining like crystal" (Ezekiel 1:22). As
the prophet beholds:

[Above] was something like a throne, in appearance like
sapphire; and seated above the likeness of a throne was
something that seemed like a human form, Upward from what
appeared like the loins I saw something like gleaming amber,
something that looked like fire enclosed all around; and

downward from what looked like the loins I saw something
that looked like fire, and there was a splmdor all around. Like
the bow in a cloud on a rainy day, sllch was the appearance of
splendor all around. This was the appearance of the likeness
of the glory of the Lord. (I :26-2~)
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As the journey progresses, the dangers become progressively
greater.Angels and archons storm against the traveller "in otder
to drive him out"; a fire which proceeds hom his own body
threatens to devour him. In the Hebrew Book of Enoch there is

an account ... of his own mCiam"rphosis into the angel
Metatron, when his flesh was ITansf(lI'IlIedinto "fiery torches."

of light, the bindu of Ilinduislll. Inill', 1,·1.'1"', 1111'" 111.111'1.111.11 "I'.IIII.s

to the human mind, to compkxl's, 10 till' ,·,..11, ,IIHIIII .114 h"lnH's

generally, even as our examples have t(lCusnl Oil IIH' 1111<'1, ,he .lninl.l,
and the Self. More than two millennia after tbe visioll 01 F/.ckid was

recorded, Dorn echoes the ancient perception by speaking of a "light

of nature" (lurnen naturae) in relation to "Him to Whom it belongs"-

... Who deigns to make us his dwelling place .... He has
implanted that light in us that we may see in its light the light
of Him Who dwells in inaccessible light, and that we may
excel His other creatures; in this wise we are made like unto

Him, that He has given us a spark of His light. Thus the truth
is to be sought not in ourselves,but in the image of God which
is within us.4(,
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A" ""lilli', ,,, lilt' "( ;1t'aICi Ilckhalolh," every mystic must
IIl1dnglllllis IlallslimnaljoJ], bill with the difference that, being
less w"n hy Ihall EJ]och, he is in danget of being devoured by
Ihe "Iiery lorches."47

II IN I'/ III •• I)I II! I 111)1 n

Just as billions of cells in the body and countless tiny rods and cones

in the retina work in harmony to formulate images of the world, so

the archetypal lights of our soul-vessel generate, little by little, day

by day, a transformed vision of the world. This "imaginal retina" (our

entire archetypal endowment as its rods and cones) is nothing less than

the oculus irnagnationis of alchemy and hermetism, the eye of the

imagination born from beyond the dark mirror of the unconscious.

My own first memory of childhood rings with my mother's soft

laughter as she carries me over a stream of water along a curb where

streetlights are reflected in the sparkly current. This discussion is an

extension of that original "seeing image."
Elsewhere, a woman much in love with a woman sils onc niglll at

the end of a dock over a broad Minnesota lake. Its tranquil surE1cc

reflects the starlit sky as their sacra conversazioni go on into thl' night.

Capturing that magic in poetry, her final verse gives testament 'That

the only ones watching were the angels who gazed through Olll' '(llir

eyes." Finally, on the day of concluding this chapter, a psychot hcrapist

client brought the following dream.

Thc r;.hhi's metamorphosis has significant parallels with the human

I(HlIl lhat appears in the fiery aureole of Ezekiel's original vision. In
his sbamanic transformation into the angelic medium, the rabbi's very

flesh is transformed into "fiery torches" that emerge from his body.

The rabbi's visionary experience displays a highly cultivated ritual

intensity, but also has a pedestrian aspect. Every cell in our bodies is

a tiny furnace where oxidation transpires continually, a fever in matter,

life tilting ever forward on a deep somatic level.

We turn, finally, to the description by Gerhard Dorn of a gradual

coalescence of the fiery sparks of the soul into an inner eye:

Thus little by little [one] will come to seewith his mental eyes
a number of sparks shining day by day and more and more and
growing into such a great light that thereafter all things needful
to him will be made known.48

\/,\/1.11 II lIN/' 1 III NUII'/III il, "" II.IN I11I IIVI()(,

The "spark of His light" carries an additional significance in

Gnosticism, where it is specifically correlated with an emergent "call"

from the realm of light. It leads the Gnostic to a realization of his

spiritual origin and authentic identity, as well as to goals that seem to

leave this world, but in fact lie within us. This realization is conveyed

by any number of numinous "revealer figures"-actual visionary

personages such as the Garden Serpent, Sophia, Christ, Seth, or Norea,

who inhabit the Gnostic cosmos. The revelatory call awakens the

individual from the "sleep" and "drunkenness" of this world,

revolutionizes his view of it, and kindles ardent yearning. Revealer

figures might also act as mediums of transport through the seven

planetary spheres to the Pleroma (the All). The imaginal venture is

never without its dangers, however, as the Gospel of Mary and the myth

of Sophia's Descent will demonstrate. A figure known as Metatron

appears in precisely this role. The example echoes Merkabah mysticism,

and describes a rabbi's mystic flight through the seven planetary shells

that hold us all with chains of fateful Necessity. Note how intimately

the fiery lights are associated with his body:
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I..", 111."1111',.1".11"'1'0'"01,,111' 101II•..,. Bolh arc creator deities, both
("""("IIII •.Ily alldlOgYllou~. though both possess a phallic nuance as

.11IIV," ag"nl~ of creation. or the
I'olyn,"~ian god Tangaroa, a
Iradi Iional chant proclaims:
"I:,xisling alone, he became the
ulliverse." He is "light," "germ,"
"within," "enduring," "wise," and
"sacred."51 Today the wood
carved, round-faced, erect figure

(Fig. 2) stands in the British
Museum, perpetually in the act of
generating gods and men from its
body-from ears, eyes, nose,
mouth, cheeks, throat, breasts,

arms, hips, navel, belly, thighs,
and legs. His warm nut-brown
surface calls to mind the words of

Neumann (also Freud) regarding
the numinous accent of the skin

and every bodily orifice as a
conduit between the inner and
outer worlds. Consider how the

body of the god and the body of
the sculptor mirror each another.
Before there was sculpture there
was wood, then tree, then earth.

It is appropriate that this image
is wooden, for wood is mother

stuff, organic, and therefore also
hylic (material). In Gnostic
typology, the hylikoi ("wooden
ones") were viewed as sensualists,
devoid of spirit, though a notion
sharply contradicted by this
handsome portrayal of the creator.

Strangely enough, our most Fig.2:Anindigenou~ill\;\gcoldH'hody
ancient forebears actually were asa sourceofsYlllhols,

Neumann likewise honors the beauty and power of the unitary
anthropomorphic form while shifting to an archetypal perspective:

IOH SF\lI,IIIIl/IV/J 1111/1'1111,/11/", I['"I,I/VIII//IV

The Great Goddess as a whole is a symbol of creative life and

the parts of her body are not physical organs bur numinous

symbolic centers of whole spheres oflik. For this reason the

"self-representation" of the Great Goddess. her display of breasts,

belly, or entire naked body, is a form 01 divine epiphany.50

Think, my son, how man is formed in the womb; investigate
with care the skill shown in that work, and find out what

craftsman it is that makes this fair and godlike image. Who is it

that traced the circles of the eyes, that has pierced the orifices of

the nostrils and cars, and the opening of the mouth? Who is it

that has stretched the sinews OLltand tied them fast, and dug
out: the channels of the veins? Who is it that has made the bones

hard, and covered the flesh with skin? Who is it that has separated

the fingers, and shaped the broad surface of the soles of the feet?

Who is it that has bored the ducts? Who is it that has shaped

the heart into a cone, and joined the sinew (0 it, that has made

tbe liver broad, and the spleen long, and hallowed out the cavities

offhe lungs, and made the belly capacious? Who is it that has so

fashioned the most honorable parts that all may see them, and

concealed the parts that arc unseemly? See how many crafts have

been employed on one material and how many works of art are

enclosed in one compass!lo~

The body is our mother. The father tnallill'sts as creative action in and
upon body, world, and imaginatioll. We turn accordingly to two

I hold an extremely old paJoll ill IIIV,11'11/1. /III 1/11.1/./" 10 It'll 1/ II 1\ " 111"11

or a woman. I separate the longgrtly Iltlir iliitl dim, 11'11/1"\(111(I//,(li,~II"111

difficulty, 1look directly into the person's eyes. SIIllIJ~YI;',' ".[~('Il;;I/'I'1td.~t'.I011

the aspect of a younger adult man with full vitality, thell 1111/.'IJet/YOUlIgl'f'

aspect of a swashbuckling Errol Flynn type character. As the figure grows

still younger, I see only a huge eye looking at me, fOcused at the center, but

soft-edged on its periphery.

The human body presents a unitary image, by whatever
consolidation of energies, organ systems, or fleeting images it is
comprised or may emit. The whole composite appears in a beautiful
passage of pagan Gnostic tradition, the Egyptian Corpus Hermeticum:
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plants, albeit thc slrolllalolilCs tll,lI 1111/111'.1'111111.11111111.11',.111.11',1'.1

reefs in the Precambrian seas till' 1I111',III..! ",II 1"11" III.IIII,!',
protoplasm of single cells that so fascinall'll Reil II. Wild" tI\(' r,"II<·,dllgy
is amusing, the fact that plants harken back to LlI'tll's ILlliSilill1l 1'1'0111

a geological existence to life still resonates in the psychic imagery of

plants. While elsewhere comparing the "herb of immortality" with the
"treasure hard to attain," lung considers the extension of roots into

the inorganic realm in his discussion of tree symbolism: "In

psychological terms the self has its roots in the body, indeed in the
body's chemical elements."52 Countless identifications between

humankind and plants are celebrated in world mythology. All display
affinity with the mysteries of Mother Rite: the tree-births of Attis and

Osiris, the return of Persephone in an agrarian context, the proliferation
of Dionysian green. Tangaroa is the creator of all the elements of life:

sand, rocks, earth, sea, sky, light, and, of course, all of Polynesia. He creates

a world and beholds it through our bodies, our eyes.
We turn at last to a portrayal of Phanes on the famous relief at

Modena, Italy (Fig. 3). The beautiful full puer figure still carries a lion
and two additional zoomorphic faces on his midriff and sides, indicative

not only of his supra-solar shining and animal nature, but also his

ceaseless transformations and potency. Phanes emerges from between

the eggshells he has split above as below, as Time (a serpent) spirals

around him. Standing erect and winged, holding a scepter and staff,
Phanes is framed in an oval with signs of the zodiac and the four winds

appearing at the corners of the relief. A birth is occurring-time and

space and existence have come-the androgynous phallic god gives

form and life to all created things. Phanes is a living archetypal image

whose creation of earth, sky, sun, and moon is an imaginal

development, a mythic event referring to the birth of psychic
consciousness and a transformed vision of the world. Hidden within

the body, slowly emerging, the coming of Phanes' light refers not

simply to the sun that we see, but to a psychic sun by which we
see, as Goethe succinctly hymns:

Were not rhe eye to rhe sun akin
The sun we never could behold

Filled not a God's srrengrh us Wilhill
How could rhe divine hold liS l.:lIlhr;)llcd.'>\

MIIII' 111"'11111,11111111,;111Y pnll'pl iOIl of so subtle a being as Phanes

"l'lllIgS I'rolll sl;lll- ;llId IllIdignified suffering of the soul. The classic

.,II,III1;)lIicexperience of dismemberment in divine illness sees the novice

101ll :Iparr by demons, who eviscerate him, count his bones, and replace

Fig. 3: The Orphic creator god Phanes bursting from the egg ofNigl1l
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realization of the subtle body.
Thirty years removed, I may venture the ind lIsion of Ihe

experience that awoke this author to his psychological life. The
disquieting dreams had repeated countless times on the cusp of 1973

74: a muscular bird with razor-tipped wings emerges from an egg and
cuts itself to pieces; panting black men with furrowed skulls attempt
to tear me limb from limb; weeks later I float helplessly towards an
enormous minute-steak grinder in midair as a witch cackles on through
the night. Toes first, my body is instantly transformed into flailing
strips and sheets of bloody tissue unraveling in space, each with
hundreds of tiny shiny cysts on them. One night the phrase "Time is
Energy" repeatedly pounds in my mind. It takes two months before
the following dream (almost instantly) quells the storm:

10 the somber strains of an Albinoni Adagio I slowly float clockwise around

a vast stepped pyramid composed of cinder bloc/.:. Towering hundreds of

fiet in the air, its flat square deck is precisely inscribed with astrologiCfd

and occult symbols ,dong channels cut in alignment with distant points on

the horizon, planets, and stars. A human form some thirty fiet tall stands

at the center of this plateau, reminiscent of the bronze statue of Thomas

]effirson in his Washington monument. The fOrm is composed of a subtle

matter wrapped in etheric shells from cloudy white, to sky blue, to silver, to

gold at the core. Then suddenly I am walking along a sidewalk, where a

long-haired college kid in rr~yold satin jacket attempts to shoot me with a

sudden burst of automatic weapon fire befOre roaring off round the corner
in a taxicab.

Egos die, personas change, old garments are stripped away to reveal
new ones, but scarcely without abandonment and fear. Alas, a
preparedness to suffer, to throw one's whole life on the scale, as Jung
often reiterates, is a prerequisite to discovering one's real work in the
world. As the cosmic gives way to the pedestrian, here on the sidewalk,
as it were, one may recall the famous ohservation of St. Augustine,
inter urinarn et faeces nascirnur ("we are horn between urine and feces").
Still, humankind's perennial sense or kinship with the divine comes
shining through.

___________________________ •••••• III•• ~IJII._III



li·lIth
is the swell ofa breath

and the vision closed eyes see:

the palpable mystery of the person.

-Octavio Paz

CHAPTER FIVE

Syzygy Tango: A Picaresque
of Dreams

Sex and gender represent not only the most fundamental pair of
psychic opposites, but an essential religious mystery as well.
Eliade has maintained that gender is the religious mystery. One's

human identity, the particular quality of one's consciousness, indeed
the whole question of the religious dimensions of sexuality, lie first
and foremost in the bisexuality of the psyche. This mystery of sex and
gender is something alive and dynamic, framed by spirit and matter,
continuously making us in its image and presenting psychic images
for our reflection. It is secondary only to humankind's relationship
with the divine source-indeed, in the final analysis it is
indistinguishable from it.

Depth psychologically this bisexuality, psyche's and rogynOliS
matrix, expresses itself most fundamentally in the intrapsych ic
dynamism between anima and animus known as the syzygy. SyIygy
refers to anima and animus in a state of "being yoked together." "l'h is
is the essential inner relationship, a tandem arrangement, the original
"it takes two to tango." The endless dance of the syzygy colors Oil\"
moods, our perceptions, our entire approach to sex, love, and world.
Its oscillations influence how and when we draw upon the masculine
or the feminine aspects of our psyches. However essential to our
relationship with external objects of our love, persons are secondary
here, for we ultimately know what we know only through object
representations, within the psyche. This would imply an untenable
solipsism ("I alone exist") were the psyche merely personal. But the



111.1n'Sps}'che or Ihe animus as the contrasexual masculine image in a
wtliliall's psyche. The question is always one of admixture-especially
l.ir reaching in its implications for gay, lesbian, bisexual, or transgender
individuals, but already clearly perceptible in the preferred roles,

specifiC desires, or erotic preoccupations that any individual discovers
wit hin themselves along life's pathway. To be sure, an individual is

gellerally more consciously identified with one than the other
according to one's given physiology. Both archetypes arise as an
amalgam of: (1) one's latent sexual characteristics (or gender-related
aspects); (2) one's biographical experience of the opposite sex (or
dimensions of one's own sex) and, finally; (3) one's connection with

both archetypes as complementary aspects of the syzygy.
Anima and animus are highly contrasting archetypal structures,

as we have seen. Each has generated an entire literature. In one context

C. G. Jung indicates different aspects of the anima as Eve, Helen, Mary,
and Sophia-the maternal, the relational, the purely spiritual, and
the all-encompassing feminine. Always retaining her uniquely feminine
quality as she who gives birth, the anima is the archetype of life and
of psychic life. As such she is the premiere creatrix of form and image,
a mediator, a guide, a personification of one's emotional attitude
towards life. Through an extensive process of suffering and initiation
the anima slowly becomes soul. One's unswerving allegiance to her

productions is the process of soul-making itself.
Jung's association of the anima with the erosprinciple of relatedness

is most generally cogent. But along with Whitmont, Hillman, and
others, I embrace an additional differentiation of Jung's original
association of eros with the feminine. In the history of Western

symbolism the imagery of Eros is either androgynous or masculine!
The former reflects Jung's original symmetry (as does the mythic

image of bearded Aphrodite as an archaic phallic mother), while the
latter recognizes Eros as a masculine energy, albeit in service to the
greater feminine. He is her phallic exponent-as serpent, child, hero,
lover, king.

The animus is that agent by which the anima is pursued,

penetrated, impregnated, differentiated, and finally honored as the
crown of creation. Emma Jung similarly employs a number of

masculine personifications in her early characterization of the animus.
These appear on an ascending spectrum comparable to the

III, SI-\II.III1IIIV/' 11I110/lt,/II/)', /,lIli,/IVII/tiN

archetypal, transpersonal, al)(1 inlll('l\tlll.d 1I.IInlO"I ill!' I'S},' Ill' Iltlt
only demands a retreat from persollalisllI, 11111.dllllll.\ ill!' LitI i11.11ill('

deepest subjective experience leads also 10 an 1I11,'xl'l'lledohjl·uivil}',
the objective psyche. When human beings discover what lies l!losl
deeply within us, they may also behold one another from essentially
the same place-this is the mystery of the body of Christ, the body of
Dionysus, or the body of Sophia.

The myriad images that may express the syzygy are built up
through the lifelong mirroring of one's innate archetypal endowment
with accumulating experiences of persons and world-particularly the
indelible impressions of parents, siblings, lovers, and guides. Through
innumerable struggles of love the syzygy works to differentiate and
bring to awareness both the feminine and the masculine aspects of
the personality. Then again, images of the syzygy may arise directly
from their archetypal source with a startling autonomy and
independence from persons we have known. People frequently come
into analysis when they are tangled up in confusing romantic and erotic
situations. The greater part of analytic work consists of tracing psychic
images back to their original intrapsychic source, working to open
blockages and assuage the wounds that so sorely hamper one's self
determination and right relationship with others. Finally, the deepest
archetypal experience of anima and animus eludes linear time and

process altogether, ushering one into a state of liminality. There the
syzygy, as a sacred marriage (hieros gamos) becomes an all-embracing
experience of Now! The selfsame power makes any but its own
numinous moment irrelevant, even nonexistent. Ritual seeks to create

these momentary events-the coniunctio as a religious experience
supreme and above all others. Here the relativity of time, dimension,
and magnitude on the scale of psychic values need be recalled. For

the syzygy may appear in its cosmic aspect as goddess and god, e.g.,
Night and Phanes as co-creators in Orphism, Sophia and Yahweh as
co-creators in the book of Proverbs, Eros in continual pursuit of
Aphrodite in Greek contexts or again, the Great Parents or the exemplary
couple. Gnosticism refers to Sophia as the "syzygos" of Christ, and to
comparable couplings on different cosmic levels. The syzygy of Shiva
and Shakti in Tantric ritual is an additional example.

Like many analysts today, I look beyond Jung's original designation
of the anima as simply the contrasexual image of the feminine in a
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Clearly this approximates the hermaphroditic (alchemical) rebis to

which Jung refers. It is interesting to note that in the Late Middle Ages

visions of the Virgin Mary in the sky dripping milk from her breasts

Phanes, Tangaroa, Nut-Nu, and the Gnostic 50phia-Ialdabaoth

are excellent examples of the androgynous cosmogonic gods to whom

Jung refers. The greater number of dreams to be explored here feature
anima and animus in the interactive process of their protracted mutual

differentiation. This selection is also intended to highlight sexual

imagery of dreams generally. The following personal dream represents

a unique glimpse of an androgynous psychic being who might be the

spiritus rectorof our whole anima-animus intrapsychic dance. Few dreams
have ever prompted so deep a sense of the autonomous psychic life:

I am crouching in the middle of an open landscape. Small droplets.fidl on
my hands from the air. Upon gazing up I catch sight of a glimmering
winged figure hovering some twenty fiet above my head It is metallic but
also a living being, colored in silver, turquoise, and pink coral. The being
hasfull light-bluish breasts that drip milk into the air and a prominent
erectphallus. The being hovers, whirring in place in a vibrating aura of
light. Then it disappears.Actually, I cannot distinguish if the droplets are
milk or semen.
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nuance and level of application. The llIasculi Ill' idell t \I)' III (",IllSd isnll'ls

Emma Jung's perspective significantly. Most illlporl.llllly, it lL'lllpns

the transcendental inclination of logos to disengage from body and
seek its own exclusive goals. It also relieves the feminine (more

precisely, women) of that old theoretical burden of responsibility for

feeling and relatedness. One ponders what contribution Carl Jung's
feminine Eros and Emma Jung's "logos only" animus have made to

the conspicuous lack of regard for sexuality, sensuality, and aesthetics

(Eros and Aphrodite!) in analytical psychology. Jungian psychology

claims every conceivable sphere of culture as its rightful turf, but why
not these? I recall a startling moment in the famous video series The

Power of Myth here, where Bill Moyers begins to paraphrase Joseph

Campbell: "So, then, the meaning of life is ... " only to be abruptly

cut off as Campbell bursts back: "No, no, not the meaning-the experience
of life!" Just as the thinking function is deeply overvalued in our

culture, an obsessive concern for meaning needs to be tempered by
life itself Excessive concern for meaning begins to assume the character

of a moralistic perspective that holds life at arm's length. Life, however,

is simply not subject to moral critique. Our survey of patriarchal sexual
morality repeatedly exposes the maladies associated with the much

fabled supremacy of the transcending logos. C. G. and Emma Jung
appear to show us, respectively, a feminine eros robbed of its true

phallus (Eros himself) and a male animus with no eros! In this light,
the embrace of an archetypal psychology that understands "the animus"

by way of the phenomenal specificity of Eros, Hermes, Dionysus, Pan,

Apollo, or Zeus recommends itself as inherently more useful and

reasonable. The animus, in any case, represents phallic, seminal, willful,

active, and ideational qualities-at worst a nagging detractor and

ruthless critic, at best a versatile guide and creative hermetic partner
with whom one may transverse entire psychic realms.

Reminiscent of the divine vivisection that Zeus performs on the

androgynous original human of Plato's Symposium, Kerenyi points out

that if one cuts the god Hermes in twain, one finds Eros chasing Psyche.
Likewise, we speak simultaneously of the anima and animus as two

archetypes, but one syzygy. Jung describes the archetypal tension, a
flickering back and forth between the two, and within the One:

\),')t,l I,INI,II ./I'lt.It.'FSIJIIFI)/:IJNI:>JA1S

II is a relllarkabJe b.ct (hat perhaps the majority of cosmogonic
gods are of a bisexualnature. The hermaphrodite means nothing
less than a union of the strongest and most striking opposites.
In the first place this union refers back to a primitive state of
mind, a twilight where differences and contrasts were either
barely separated or completely merged. With increasing
consciousness, however, the opposites draw more and more
distinctly and irreconcilably apart. If, therefore, the
hermaphrodite were only a product of primitive non
differentiation, we would have to expect that it would soon be
eliminated with increasing civilization. This is by no means the
case; on the contrary, man's imagination has been preoccupied
with this idea over and over again on the high and even the

highest levelsof culture, as we can see from the late Greek and
syncretic philosophy of Gnosticism. The hermaphrodiric rebis

has an important part to play in the natural philosophy of the
Middle Ages.And in our own day we hear of Christ's androgyny
in Catholic mysticism.!
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(',IIv,lll .I.~.Ill.iI Sl"Xl'd/\r.lhanarishvara in popular Hinduism. There are

('(H.\o.ll'S of cross-drcssing in the heroic life of Heracles and in the
lit/a'j,,,1' or I':uripides, where King Pentheus is delicately groomed by

I )ionysus to go meet the maenads in female attire. These historical

I'hl'llOllIl'na are clearly pertinent to today's manifestations of
ILlnsvcstitism and trans gender sexual identity. An individual and

sympathetic perspective must inform any comment here, for the inner

ncccssity of persons moved to cross-dressing, to pharmacological and

surgical gender modifications, or full gender reassignment are as multi
determined as they are private. What does remain psychologically at

issue is the degree to which deep emotional injury, the demands of an

individuation process, or both motivate such experiments. The degree

to which the religious instinct is factored into the equation and

consciously cultivated is another worthy consideration. Individuals

make breathtaking lifetime wagers here. What does it all mean for

personality, life, and soul? Is such concretism a ritual matter, a lifestyle
choice, or both? Is it a medium of insight or something that precludes

deeper insight through a focus on "mere appearances" and the
enhancement of sexual possibilities? Eliade, for one, emphasizes the

symbolic dimension of androgyny this way:

[The] hermaphrodite represented in antiquity an ideal condition
which men endeavour to achieve spiritually by means of
imitative rites; but if a child showed at birth any sign of

hermaphroditism, it waskilledby itsown parents. In other words,
the actual anatomical hermaphrodite was considered an
aberration of Nature, a sign of the gods' anger, and was

consequently destroyed out of hand. Only the ritual androgyne
provided a model, because it implied not an augmentation of
anatomical organs bur, symbolically, the union of the magico
religious powers belonging to both sexes.3

A significant number of individuals with pronounced sexual
variations have suffered deep object-relational disappointments and

distortions through experiences of childhood sexual abuse. The abused

teenager who hung himself in full drag at a nearby middle school and

Plato's mythic androgyne both come to mind in relation to this theme.

As lung pointed out, androgyny harkens back to the nondifferentiation

of early childhood even as it is an archetype in its own right. Hiess

I/u .\1-\/1.1111) .INII 1/1/ Inlll,Jtl/",'Mli,/N/llfl!V
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the dream is no less self-conlailll'd 111.1111I1l' VIII',111.111.1.II"V('IiIiI', ill

the air, a no less spiritual symbol. III lhl' 11I('(lin,iI 11('110.1IIll'sl' Iwo
mytho-types might well be discussion points as 10 whl'lhcr salvatioll

(consciousness) comes "by nature" or "by grace," for thc androgync is

an emphatic narural symbol and the Virgin the very personification of

Christian grace. Similarly, in the Vatican Library one finds a fresco

image of Christ on the cross wirh a shattered statue of Mercury lying

at his feet, Allegorical in its commentary on Christ's superiority to the

pagan god, it may also be taken to represenr the conscious and

unconscious aspects of the human psyche. For Mercury (Hermes),
Dionysus dismembered, or even for Christ himself (as the Host), the

shattered god is an image of dismemberment in the sense of Hillman's

discussion of the Neoplatonic Dionysus, the pneuma dispersed through

all nature. It could then be Mercury as "duplex" or Dionysus as "the
divided one" who would compensate for Christ's one-sidedness-and

for the absence of any sexual token in Christian iconography.

lung views the hermaphrodite both retrospectively in the child

and as a living archetype. Likewise we contemplate its pertinence to

the child, the individuating adult, or the death bed-the whole arching

trajectory of life. This is reinforced by lung's early psychoanalytic

observation: "While perceiving in infantile sexuality the beginnings

of a future sexual function, I also discern there the seeds of higher

spiritual functions ... even in adult life the vestiges of infantile sexuality

are the seeds of vital spiritual functions."2 The winged creature of the

preceding personal dream falls in line with Phanes quite precisely, just

as it does with the alchemical Mercurius. Typical of many creation

mythologies (also a commentary on the perennial ambiguity of the

gender of angels) one will note that Gnostic aeons emerge in

androgynous pairs in the creation myth of Sophia. Where there is

androgyny there is proximity to the psyche's creative core.

An additional qualification of the syzygy as anima-animus or

androgyne must be made in proceeding. The "hermaphrodite" refers

to actual physiology, while "androgyne" possesses a psychic nuance.

Eliade speaks of androgyny in relation to "imitative rites," raising again

this question ofliteralism vis-a-vis the symbolic. In antiquity, one finds

cross-dressing in cult rituals as varied as thosc of Aphrodite, Dionysus,
Cybele and Attis, or Priapus; among cunuchs and transvestite
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experience of early sexual abuse does projnl Villllll,\ 11110.111illll'sllIOIIS

world of especially confusing internalized objnls. And lilLTal

transgressions of the incest taboo invariably arise in a context or
disturbed object relations.

The torn fabric of an inadequate and, even more, an overtly
sexualized and destructive relational history leaves the individual

unprotected and susceptible to the underlying power of both residual

perinatal dynamics and the un mediated play of the archetypes-both

threats of a potentially annihilating abyss. This dangerous incestuous

situation arises where the crucially important symbolic project of

building up trustworthy inner objects is sabotaged through being

concretized. Consider, for example, the dream of a thoughtful thirty

six-year-old incest survivor, a gay man who was sexually abused by
numerous members of a profoundly dysfunctional family:

I am traveling with some guy as we cross a bridge where an old witch with

a cane appears with an old werewolf' The werewolf'has a bag of herbs

with everything he needs inside it. He keeps throwing the bag in the river

and she I,eeps scolding him and repeatedly goes to retrieve the bagfOr him.

Then further along the river I meet a bunch of'male companions and an

orienttd ricJ,shaw driver who gives us passage. In the group is a mml I like
very much. He is a Jflther. I kiss him, but then he tries to seduce me. From

there 1 can see a ways olfa very friendly woman standing in the structure

ofa new house that is being constructed. I also see a wonderful attractive
rrum about my own age.

The patient immediately recognized in the old witch and werewolf

by the bridge the mindless repetition compulsions that characterized

his parents' codependent marital malaise. They constitute a persistent

detraction from his drive to emotional integrity and relational progress.
The group of younger men are simply his generational and

preferential ilk, congenial aspects of himself or, via projection, the
guys he may commune with in his search for that wonderful

attractive man at the construction site. The patient's gay identity is

not at issue here, but his sexualized blher imago definitely is. "He

is a father." His anonymity marks hilll as an archetypal image, but

what might be an inner personi/lcal ion of paternal recognition,

1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1I11IIIUlIlIIIIIIJIIIIII"""II •••""' ••••""',,,,,,,"',,, ••,,"',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,""""."'"'''''''''''''LL'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''""'L

.il1.1111./1iOIl, 1.1(',\\1111'.,or right ordillallce would here seduce him

1I1"1t·,I'\. hHIIIII;lIely Ihe dreamer's anima is patiently presiding over

111111/(. reb Iiona) possibilities as well as this man's ongoing

devdoPlllent in the house that is being constructed. This is the home

oj' Ihe allima and the syzygy. It exemplifies the progressive,

prospective, and personality-building dimension of an incest matrix

Ihat ddinitely includes but must surpass the personal parental imagos,

as both Jung and Grof have shown us. The imagery and particular

quality of anima, animus, and syzygy are typically intermingled with

the parental materials early in the analytic process. Given the decisive

role that parents play (so decisive that certain schools of

psychoanalysis never get beyond them), sexual encroachment by a

parent characteristically leads to an especially piqued and variant

sexuality. Here a brief digression on the symbolic dimensions of incest
and the incest matrix itself is essential.

I have worked with many victims of incest and sexual abuse in

private practice and frontline clinical settings. The special insight I

bring to treatment and to a discussion of incest concerns the

chronically neglected symbolic dimensions of incest. Clinicians who

work with sexual abuse typically lack understanding of the

intrapsychic phenomena for want of depth psychological education

and extensive work with personal dreams. Given the fact that

psychotherapists are bound by common concerns for the intact

personality of young people, I have found it painfully ironic that

the very proposition of a symbolic dimension to incest is met with

such non-comprehension. No thorough psychological treatment of

incest-related problems can afford to neglect what must be explored

by returning briefly to Freud and Jung.

Early in his career in the 1890s, Freud's clinical observations led

him to recognize the central role of child sexual abuse in the etiology

of hysteria, a symptom picture that overlaps with both the currelll

DSM:lV diagnosis of Hysterical Personality Disorder and the Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder, which are characteristic for victims of sexu;d

trauma. To the best of my knowledge, it was feminist social worker

Florence Rush whose book, The Best Kept Secret (1980), firsl delved

seriously into Freud's ill-fated bobbling on the question of actual incest

vs. incest fantasies. It was four years later that Jeffrey Masson published

The Assault on Truth: Freud's Suppression of the Seduction Theory, which
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addressed this theme frolll withill III<' 1,·.\·,1111.111.11\,110"'1.11.11·.111111'111.

In het chapter, "A Freudian Cover-Up." ){II,.,II·..I\'·, "I h"1I11:

[Exposure] to repeated and persistent incrimillal iOllsollal hers
by his patients made him uneasy and, never quire collll(>riahle
with the seduction theory, he mentioned it publicly only in
the year 1896 and not again until much later (1933), when he
was able to reassign the abuse to female fantasy and disavow
it as erroneous.4

She proceeds to quote Freud directly:

Almost all my women patients told me that they had been
seduced by their fathers. I was dtiven to recognize in the end
that these reports were untrue and so came to understand that

the hysterical symptoms are derived from phantasies and not
hom real occurrences.5
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('lIlIpkd III 1111"W.Il'. hl'lId',., IIl<'lIreli( IIOliollS only enforced a

dWI''1><'lIlil lo( 11\Oil Ihe individual's inner cOllflicts and drives towards

.1 p.llt h ubr love ohjecl, while woefully neglecting the frequent
ll•.tllre.ltlll,·lIt of children by allegedly caretaking adults. How

..Ilspicious the child became in the process, how culpable victims of
;thllse, alld how untrustworthy the instinctual drives of the child were

.lest ilied to remain! Developments within psychoanalysis beyond these

old f(lI'Illubtions by Freud have grown into the field of object relations,
where attention to the interactional field between child and parent is

incomparably more balanced. While Freud looked to the suspicious id
of the child, Alice Miller's theme of parental narcissism represents the

other side of the equation-parents' imposition upon children of their
own narcissistic needs. The degree of this negative parental influence

is something that one monitors almost daily in analytic practice. It is

immediately evident in the notorious "little girl anima" that a father

projects onto his favorite daughter and in mother's smothering "my
little man" head trip, which boys endure as they await initiation into
the adult world. This is why both fathers and mothers might seriously

consider ritually giving away children of both sexes at weddings-a more

comprehensive renunciation of old incestuous claims.

Early passages in the Collected Works show Jung in general

acceptance of Freud's ideas on the child's production of seduction
fantasies and that famous makeshift, the Oedipus complex, which was

fashioned to compensate for Freud's private anxieties. The following

passage from 1913 (as the association of the two men was ending),
however, reflects Jung's singular care in striking a balance between the

reality and the imagination of incest. His words amount to a great
divide for considering the imagery of incest regressively in terms of

biography or injury, or progressively in terms of individuation and the

religious instinct:

If dream analysis at the beginning of treatment shows that the
dreams have an undoubtedly sexual meaning, this meaning is
to be taken realistically;that is, it proves that the sexualproblems

of the patient need to be subjected to a careful review. For
instance, if an incest fantasyis clearlyshown to be a latent content
of the dream, one must subject the patient's infantile relations

with his parents and brothers and sisters, as well as his relations
with other persons who are fitted to play the role of father or

S/'\[/./I/11 IN/I 1111 11'1111./1/[11, 1,\[ II,INIIIUN1/'1

The remedy for this tragic shift (rightly infuriating for clinicians) was

only initiated with the feminist consciousness-raising of the 1960s.

In seeking to grasp the deeper subjective reasons for Freud's

turnabout, Rush reviews the correspondence between Freud and his
intimate friend in Berlin, Wilhelm Fliess, from 1896 to when Freud

changed his mind. Freud was deeply engaged in his own self-analysis

in this period, suffered what he terms an "anxiety neurosis," and was

confounded by the death of his father. The correspondence with Fliess

shows Freud so troubled by the fact that his hysterical patients
repeatedly cited the father as the perpetrator that he was disinclined

to speak of it publicly. It appears in his own reflections that owing to
"the existence of some hysterical features in his brother and several

sisters that even his father [was] incriminated."6 Rush thus points to

incestuous problems in Freud's family background and his own conflict

as the key factor in his theoretical reversal. The patriarchal and

puritanical mores of Viennese society also played their role. In any
event, the reality of actual incest was consigned to the inner world of

his patients' imagination, where the massive denial of proper society
and even of many professionals preferred to keep it hidden.

Freud's tragically one-sided but enormously influential theoretical

position not only viewed incest fantasies as generated by the innate

polymorphous disposition of the child, but was given motive force by

being bound up with Freud's now antiquated mechanistic drive-theory.
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lung subsequently reasserts, "it would be of little value to consider

the symbolic content only; the concrete aspects must be dealt with

first." Thus he articulates an appropriately balanced clinical perspective

that embraces both the concrete biographical and the symbolic
archetypal sides of the incest question.

Clinically and in relation to the general human propensity for
flight from the body under intolerable duress, the typical dissociative

tendency of incest victims must be addressed in passing. Abuse victims

suffer criminal acts beyond their control, and typically fly self

protectively off into fantasy places outside the body-into the
wallpaper, patterns on the ceiling, a picture on the bedroom wall, or

into another state of consciousness altogether in an attempt to escape
the helplessness and depersonalization of the abuse. These spontaneous

fantasies, however dissociative, are too important and too spontaneous

a production of the individual's psyche to be understood merely as
escapism. In reality they help define the airy and aerial dimension of

the psyche, its upper hemisphere, as it were. The specific content of
fantasy must be respected and explored from the outset.

I recall a fifteen-year-old boy who had been exposed to extremely

sadistic experiences of sexual abuse and domestic violence. Deeply
withdrawn, but still well disposed to treatment, the first statement

the boy made was that he wanted to visit all of the planets during his
lifetime. He could not speak directly of his inner states or of the abuse.

Our first three months in therapy consisted almost solely of his drawing

UFOs and different species of extraterrestrial beings surrounded by

strange hieroglyphs, which I would seck to answer by drawing, as we

generated a shared vocabulary. He slowly began to tell his story. When
he turned sixteen, I presented him with a globe of the Earth I'd found

III .1 'J(',ld,}' .',n "'1.111.111.1I"Y store, 10 his substantial satisfaction. The
1.1\1Icw SC'S,\I01l\I w".knl wit h him he had markedly improved at school

.'11.1was suddeilly knowledgeable of and indignant about what the

WI )..11I 'I.'ade Organization means for working people in Latin America.
I Ie had returned to Earth.

,I'lie dream of a man in his thirties captures a range of key elements

as well as the general dynamics of the incest matrix, where regressive

lim:es work in tandem with progressive ones. The fact that he had no

history of sexual abuse only underscores the general emotional patterns

that sexual abuse so sorely exacerbates:

I am waLking at dawn in a pLace I don't recognize. Suddenly I come across

a huge circuLarpit with tooth-Like projections around the sides of the interior.

I faLL into it, but somehow manage to stay in the center so that I don't get

cut by the teeth. The tunnel changes directions, though I am stiLLfaLLing,

and the next image is swords rather than teeth protrudingfrom the sides. I

manage to make it through. The tunneL Levelsout and narrows, but I have

to crawL, avoiding pits and other obstructions.

At one point I needed my ash staff to get across a Largeabyss, and it simply

appeared. I aLmost Lostthe staff a Jew times (it was important to keep with

me). FinaLly I crawL into an area where I can waLk upright, and there I

find a LargepiLe of crystaL-Likeobjects that are transparent except fOr their

dark cloudy centers. I stuff my pockets with these objects and keep going.

Next a huge penis comes sLiding up the tunneL towards me. I am afraid of

being crushed, so I back out of the way and sit in a corner. Now I know

where I am and what's happening; so I prop my staff between the two waLLs

next to me to keep from being squashed by muscuLar contractions. After the

penis Leaves I must decide what to do next. Without coming to any

conclusions, I suddenly scoop up some semen and eat it aLong with one of

the crystaLobjects that I've fOund I start growing veryfast and begin heading

headfirst towards the exit.

Echoes of Grof's Basic Perinatal Matrices II and III appear with singular

clarity in this imagery of descent, the vagina dentata, and the staff

employed to create space between the parental imagos. A stark primal

scene, but by extension this is also suggestive of the archetypal World

Parents who must be separated like the half shells ofPhanes's egg. Given

1.'.('
SF\lI.III/IINII 1/11 11'111,,/,1/1', ''''If,IIVIIIIIN

mother, 10a lilllrollgl'IIIVI""III'"III"11/1111iI ,I ,Iii dill lil,lI. ""11',

at a latn stage of the allaly.~i,~1..1,'" 1"1II.'.'",\" .III11111 '.I 1,1111,I',\, ,1\
its esseluial meaning-a bmasy Ihat Wl' I",v,' 1\,1.""11I" '''II', ••I"J

disposed of-concrete value should nOllllHln ;.11\11\IIIII,',I;IIIU',',

be attached to it; it should be regarded as symbolic.' I'hl' I(mullia
for interpretation is: the unknown meaning of thl' dream is
expressed, by analogy, through a fantasy of incest. Ifwe did not

get beyond the real value we should keep reducing the patient
to sexualiry, and this would arrest the progress of the
development of his personality.7
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the fundamental bisexuality of till' psy( Ill', II I', 1111111',11111',III 11111,'tll.ll

regressed subjects who reexperience perilLIt.d pili' (',',,',,','.III (;lOf's

research are as likely to visualize the contracting ulL'rus ,IS .1 IIl1l1dlTOUS

masculine entity as a feminine one, i.e., in archetypal images of Saturn

or Moloch as well as the witch or the Goddess Kali. The perinatal

imagery with which the dream is suffused also suggests that parental

intercourse may have extended well into the pregnancy. It is clear that

the muscular spasms of intercourse and those of the birth process (the
bereavement process as well?) are intimately related. The dream arose

as the patient was grieving the loss of a marriage, suffering through a
wide range of constricting emotions and attempting to take a stand

against the wounding ideation of inferiority. As the dream so clearly
demonstrates, this amounts to an experience of the stuff of masculine

initiation. Amplification by way of parallel ritual and mythical
examples only reinforces the proposition.

Already encountered in the shamanic initiate's experience of
visceral replacement, mineral crystals are understood as bits of solidified

light from the aerial vault of the celestial sphere. In his seminal essay
"Spirit, Light, and Seed," EJiade opens a series of cross-cultural

manifestations of the Solar Archetype with Prajapati, the Vedic creator
god, presented as a "Golden Embryo," a sacred seed: "The Brahmanas

explicitly consider the semen virile a solar epiphany. 'When the human

father thus emits him as seed into the womb, it is really the Sun that

emits him as seed into the womb."'B Amidst numerous examples of
the spirit-light-seed equation offered by Eliade, one derives from the

Desanas, a people of Colombian Amazonia, where the paye (shaman)
is described:

The soul of thepaye is compared to a firewhose light penetrates
the obscurity and makes everything visible, similar to that of

the Sun. Apaye does not have power without the knowledge
that isgiven by the light, for "he is parr of the Sun's light." Like
the solar light, the light of the shaman's soul is gold-yellow; in
other words, it "represents the fertilizing virtues of the Sun."
Evetypaye wears,suspended liorn his Ileek,a cylinder made from

yellow or white quartz, called "Sun's phallus." Moreover, any
quarrz or ctystal represenls lhe Sf'lIIt'IIIII"I/,'."

Eliade states that "all types of liglll l'Xpniences have this factor in

common: they bring a man 0111IIf his proLine universe or historical

J

t
;;;t

',1111.1111111,.111.1"lOll'll hiln inlo a IInivl'rsl' dif'll:rent in quality, an

"lIll1ely di/lnelll world, IraIlSG.:ndent and holy."lo Of the Desanas

Ill' s,'ys in snmmary:

(;onsequendy, there is an intimate connection between solar
light, holiness, creativity,and sex.All religious ideas, personages,
and activities bear also a sexualsignification. The reason for this

hierophanic pansexualismmay be looked for in the identification
of solar light and solarwarmth with the origin and perpetuation
of cosmic and human life.I I

Ill' concludes his paper with a discussion of the visionary states that

the shamans experience upon ingesting botanicals:

In as much as the suns light is conceived as a divine, procreative
semenvirile,it isunderstandable that the ecstaticiridescentvisions

provoked by the hallucinogenic plant yage have been compared
with the sex act. The Tucanos [of the Desanas' language group]

say that during coition man is "suffocated" and "seesvisions."
According to a myth, theyage-Woman was impregnated through
the eyes. As a matter of fact, the equivalence eyes = vagina is
familiar to the Tucanos. The verb "to fertilize" derives from the

roots "to see" and "to deposit."12

The supernatural yage- Woman (like Night the mother of Phanes, or

the Vitgin Mary) is known to have given birth to a child who had
"the form of light: he was human, yet he was Light." The effect of

taking the yage is interpreted by EJiade as:

regressus to the cosmic womb, that is, to the primeval moment
when Sun-Father began the creation. In fact, the visions

recapitulate the theogony and cosmogony: the participants see
how Sun-Father created the divine beings, the world, and man
and how the tribal culture, the social institutions, and the ethical
norms were founded.13

One of these is the prohibition against incest, giving both society

and the individual their right order. We see once more the deep

commonality between creation mythology and the mystery of both

the syzygy (yage-Woman and Sun-Father) and the individuation

process. Our earlier reflections on the dispersion of psyche's multiple
luminosities (scintillae) through the body may also be recalled. For
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shamanic initiation is 1101.\11111'11'.1 1'I'"I"~ /"'1/1 tll' I .1111.d1111111' (II

the crystalline and spiritual, hill tll(' l'IOlolIllIlllI'd~',III, 1',1.1111('.110 Ih •.
few, that no real disparity ever actually •.xi.\I.<,I••.IWITII ti,l' two! 'I'll"

crystals of the dream also resemble cells, they ;111'I1.1I1.\l'arenl nccl'l

for their cloudy centers. The dreamer's report of suddenly scooping
up the paternal semen and eating it together with the crystals
underscores that the experience is ritually significant. With the aid of

his father's phallus and seed and his own ash staff and crystals the

sacrament of the neophyte's second birth is speedily induced. Psyche

simply prompts it in accord with its own archetypal way-where
sexual and spiritual imagery are one.

A repetitive dream of childhood demonstrates just how early in

life the personal anima may appear on the scene. It recurred any

number of times when this male patient was five to seven years of age
and once more in late adolescence:

I am sitting on the toilet in my parents' bathroom when the door is opened
by a little blonde sister with long hair in a white nightgown with blue
ribbons. She looks at me and giggles, before walking acrossthe room and
turning on the water pucet. I awaken having wet the bed.

The dream dates from the fjrst years of school, when private bodily
matters are steadily constrained by the persona and where relational

matters extend beyond the family to the public arena in new and

individual ways. The last repetition recalled by the dreamer resulted

in nocturnal emission rather than simple incontinence! The water

faucet reflects not only the boy's perception of an obvious penis-faucet
equation, but represents a hrst little shift from the concrete to the

imaginal-water, like semen, a flow of spontaneous fantasy over which

the anima presides. The urine-semen equation appears in innumerable

folklore and mythical contexts as a fructifYing agent. Here the male

dream-ego meets the sister anima counterpart in a dyad of
differentiation that moves within the androgynous current. In Goethe's

"The New Paris: A Boy's Tale," from which the earlier vignette of a
hermetic "as above so below" garden derives, we find a scene with

charming similarity to this dream of childhood. The puer dreamer
appears in a more dignified setting than his parents' bathroom, but

remains both closely related to the parental dyad and open to the
challenge of a surprisingly familiar visitor:
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In this dilemma, a young and handsome man came to me, and
greetedmy in rhefriendliestmanner, "O!Youarewelcome!"said I,
"I am glad to seeyou here." "Do you know me, then?" replied he,
smiling. "Why not?" was my no less smiling answer; "you arc
Mercury-I have often enough seen you represented in
engravings." "I am indeed," replied he; "andam sent to you by the
gods on an important errand. Do you seethese three apples?"15

The story then employs elements from the Judgement of Paris and

his fateful choice from among Athena, Hera, and Aphrodite. The

dreamy puer is fascinated by three tiny nymphs that dance on his

fingertips before he finally enters the alchemical garden
aforementioned to deal with three beautiful young women. The

appearance of the three female familiars of Mercury in the dream, like

threefold imagery in general, always anticipates fresh psychic

developments, just as a triangle cannot fail in pointing somewhere.

( )11dll 111/,,1'11,,1111'Willi .'iIlIl.l,IY.11111lOll!',silln:, I dreamcd
d,.111'.11111.1I)(·IIIIl·.1IIliIIIH, I'lIgaged willt Ihe ncw summer
,llIdl(".\WIIlCIIillYdelr parcllts Itad givcn mc fen the holiday.
'1h· drl'SScollsislcd, as you lmow, of shoes of polished leather,
wilh Iargc silvcr bucklcs, fine cotton stockings, black nether
l',anIlCIllSof serge, and a green baracan with gold buttons. The
waistcoat of gold cloth was cut out of my father's bridal
waiSlcoat. My hair had been frizzled and powdered, and my
curls stuck out from my hair like little wings; but I could not
finish dressing myself, because I kept confusing the different
articles, the first always falling off as soon as I was about to
put on the next.14

The surprise moment in a dream, the ego's confusion with

inexplicable errors, or such a sense of trickery coming from an

autonomous agency are all part and parcel of the ego's experience of
the unconscious. While rejoicing in his youthful elegance, the attire

his parents have provided him is by no means the sole measure of the
child. He has an identity of his own to discover. The boy's waistcoat

is a token of the parental syzygy. But with his coiffure specifically

winged, his mirror a testament to self-reflection, and the dream's

appearance at Pentecost, the spirited visitor who suddenly appears
amidst the confusion speaks to the real essence of this precocious boy's

nascent personality:

S1\ /1 II I , II IVII 1111 II'/, II. "f 1/ !I, , '" /I!' /VI , I (I IVI \I)
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The dreams considered thus bl Idl",( IILIII\, 1',1.\1<k.lIl11l'\ 01

our ambivalent incest matrix: parental inl;lgo,~ IlOlh pnson;ll ;111.1

archetypal, the intrapsychic tandem of the allima-anilllllS dy;td
working to differentiate the personality, etc. Here Robert Skin's

classic observations from Incest and Human Love significantly extend

our appreciation of primary relational dyads, both within the family
and the psyche itself: as archetypal phenomena, each with its own

mystery. Note that such dream figures as the little blonde sister or

the seductive father of the abuse above are the spontaneous and
original creations of their respective dreams-not unlike the sudden

appearance of Goethe's Mercury and those fascinating anima
companions. Stein explains:

The archerype is the deposirory of all human experience right
hom its earliest beginnings. Not, indeed, a dead deposit, a sort
of abandoned rubbish heap, but a living system of reactions
and apritudes rhar determine the individual's life in invisible
ways....

Wirhill the family situation there exisrs rhe porenrial for the
followillg archetypal consldlarions-Morher-Father, Morher

Son, Mother-Daughter, Farher-Son, Father-Daughter, Brother
Sister, Brother-Brother, Sisrer-Sisrer.What this means is that a

child is capable of experiencing all rhese archerypal
combinations, regardless of his or her sex. While these

archetypes refer to inremal images, they are initially released
hy and experienced in relationship to an external objeer
(mother, CHher,sihling).]"

Stein articulates the pertinence of archetypal theory to both family

systems theory and object relations theory very deftly. He is
psychological in the truest sense, for these outer and inner theoretic

perspectives are essentially mirror images of one another. Family systems
theory is object relations theory turned inside out and vice versa. Where

such ostensibly opposite theoretical perspectives are split off from one

another, or worse, where incest is conceived merely in regressive,
personalistic, or biographical terms; or worst of all, where an

individual's innate capacity for symbol formation and individuation

is ignored-we are still engaged, as James Hillman notes, in a kind

of "micro-sociology." All the relational dyads ultimately pertain to

far more than human relationships with significant persons in our

Incest symbolizes union with one's own being, it means
individuation or becoming a self, and because this is so vitally

important, it exerts an unholy fascination-not, perhaps, as
crude reality, but certainly as a psychic process controlled by
the unconscious.]7

Given the enormous power of parents, with their potential narcissistic
invasions and ambivalent emotions or (shifting to the intrapsychic) of

internalized parental imagos that are simply too laced with trickery to

be confronted or escaped, a special implication for individuation may

arise from sibling dyads. I have encountered any number of situations

where not only sex, but extremely intimate emotional bonds have

served, as it were, to keep siblings afloat in an otherwise intolerable

family. (One notes in passing that siblings are genetically more akin
to one another that they are to either biological parent.) Sisters and

brothers share the same generation, they represent the earliest and most
intimate human likeness to one another with that fundamental

exception of gender, and they are therefore often prototypical for early
constellations of the anima and the animus in siblings. But as Stein

indicates and we have observed, the archetype of sister and brother (or
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Ilv,'·. 1\ ••. I·,y\l!'lll ,>I 1(',1111011.\.llId 'lI'lillldes Ihcy pertain to whole

"1'1 II'It',,, 01 .IIIY IlIdlvidllal's psycllic lire, 10 the differentiation of

I'!'I ,',III1.dlly. <'VCII10 (lilli'l'ml mjl"cls o(initiation. We are obviously
,ill 11111101.\III OIIC allother, hut the precise way in which the imagery

01 Ih!'.\!' 1..1;11 iOllships is shaped by the archetypes and the imagination

11'111.1 ins I he decisive factor psychologically.

'I 'hl' concrete acting-out of incest may take place between seven of

Ihl'se eigh t essen tial familial dyads. My work with teenage sex offenders
.llId Iheir Eunilies has included virtually every combination, each with

ils destructive impact. While the so-called "identified patient" in a family

system Illay be the victim of he or she who acts out incest concretely,

;IllY number of emotionally incestuous binds and intergenerational

transgressions are typically being played out as well. The result for an

illdividual family member may be an impediment, a wounding, or the

overt destruction of a personality. Any concrete enactment or emotionally
excessive incestuous bind subverts the symbolic integrity and

intentionality of the Incest Archetype as an individuating force. Jung

can accordingly observe of this progressive aspect that:

.\'/:''\II/III/l /INII 1111 It'll It.ll II I', 10\111 ,INI/IUNUl



.1)'.111111 I he Illylhs 01 Zeus and Athena or Agamemnon and Iphigenia;
rill' Ilrol hcr-Brother dyads of Egypt, the Old Testament, or Greek
IWlllieIllythology; Sister-Sister dyads celebrated in the cult of Artemis,
ill Alllazon lore, or among the women of Lesbos, ete. Summarizing
dH'SCnotes on the Incest Archetype, we turn finally to the dream of a
lhirty-five-year-old man that captures the syzygy with extraordinary
darity. The royal pair is archetypally "just so," unhinged from family
and biography, and progressively supportive of the individuation
process. The dream's initial sequence is suggestive as well of the
emotional life-and-death issues that one will be called upon to confront

in any real psychological opus:

I find myself deep under the earth in a chamber in which a huge metal

furnace stands open. Inside in its fierce orange flames I see the corpse of'alJ

old man baking away, not turning to blackened ashes but to a clltrlky white

and brittle state. I am given a small ritual shovel and tap ofrthe old /t1ll1J:'

jawbone, teeth, and fragments of his upper ribs. I then tramjer theIl: to (I

small manger made o.ffreshly cut evergreen branches. Only then do f notice
that the chamber is encircled by tall stately women in long gowns. I then

walk through a passageway to a much larger and brighter adjoining

chamber around a huge oval subterranean pool. I am amazed to see beside

the pool a pair of impressive thrones: a gold one surmounted by an illustrious

king and a silver one with a stately queen upon it. The king is fishing

casting his line in again and again until he pulls a big iridescent fish from

the water and flings it adroitly to me. It is wriggling in my hands with

such intensity that I awake.

The circular chamber in the earth, the flaming furnace, the manger,

the ring of female attendants, and the subterranean oval pool mark
this dream as archetypally related to both Mother mysteries, ancient

practices of ritual incubation, as well as to alchemy. One recalls that
Demeter held the mortal child Demophoon in a fire each night to
render him immortal, but was interrupted by the boy's mortal parents.
Jaw, teeth, and the upper ribs (pneumatic cavity) represent what is
most enduring in humankind; their placement in a manger clearly
anticipating a rebirth. The dream leads to the conspicuous token of
an individual life proffered and affirmed-the lively iridescent fish,
presented and presided over by the King and Queen syzygy, the
personifications of authentic inner ordinance, devotion, and wholeness.

1.\1 S/\I/,II/IlIIV/' "" NII/I.!I'!'" /,l/1t,/lVllIlIIV

other familial dyad) CIII pop lip I IlIlIpll'IIh' till II'. Ilw.d 111',110.11 11.1"111

that the most primary gcndere.l pn,\oll.II',I','oIII Iltl' .111,111.1 111"1.111/1(' oj
alchemy are portrayed as an inccslllollS 1'1\)1111'1 ,\1.',1\'1 ".111. Sn,h ,\0111

stuff is beautifully reflected in the following .11'('01111. WIIO,\(' illlagl'l'Y
parallels the transformative hermetic baths of alchclllY, Stein's illel'sl
matrix at its most elemental, and indicates as well how gendercd
elements within the personality are differentiated though ceaseless
male-female interactions, conjunctions, and disjunctions. The
dreamer's soul sister (anima) appears here as both a part of and not part
of his own body. Initially startled awake by a dramatic occurrence

involving "two grand golden women" before falling back asleep, the
dreamer provides us a fine example of the archetypal feminine (her
doubling a harbinger of emergent psychic materials) presiding over
gender itself:

I am naked with a group of people in a clear rectangular swimming pool.

Our bodies are clean and beautifUL and we are all in a mood as liquid as

the water around us. Everyone is engaged in erotic play with one another.
I float upside down (we can breath above or below the water) in an inverted

"69" position with a lovely woman. I /,iss and lick her lower body-her
thighs, vagina, and ass with complete abandon. There is a bluish hue in

the air. I fiel the gentle lapping of waves against me from the movements of

others. Everyone's body is milky white and blue. My body fiels wonderful

and I languish serenely in the pleasure of it. Then I stand lightly beside the

pool in a curvingposture, my skin milky white. I have the body of a wom{1n

as much as my own. I slowly slip the top of my bathing suit up over my
woman's breasts. Everything is so beaut~ful, serene, pure!

Whether experienced in images that reflect family experience or
in purely archetypal images and emotions, the numinosity of the
archetype may inspire fascination, awe, devotion, terror, ecstasy, or a
remarkable sense of peace. A review of Stein's family dyads from a
mythical, religious, and ritual perspective further illustrates the depth
of fascination germane to each dyad: the mystery of the Mother-Son
dyad in Christianity or the rites of Cybele and Attis; the Mother
Daughter dyad in the Eleusinian Mysteries of Demeter and
Persephone; the Father-Son dyad in Christianity or in Roman
Mithraism (where initiates move through seven grades of initiation
from Mercury, the puer, to Saturn, the old man); the Father-Daughter
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Now, why is procreation the object oflove? Becauseprocreation
is the nearest thing to perpetuity and immortality that a morral
being can attain. If, as we agreed, the aim oflove is the perpetual
possession of the good, it necessarily f()llowsthat it must desire
immortality together with the good, and the argument leads us
ro the inevitable conclusion that love is love ofimmorrality as
well as of the good,'~

The most basic impulse to immortality cited is seen in the

continual reproduction of animals and birds, but the discussion grows
ever more human, psychological, and process oriented:

Even during the period for which any living being is said ro live
and to retain his identity-as a man, for example, is called the
same man from boyhood to old age-he does nor in fact retain
the same attributes, although he is called the same person; he is
always becoming a new being and undergoing a process ofloss
and reparation, which affeers his hair, his flesh, his bones, his
blood, and his whole body. Alld nOIonly his body, but his soul
aswell. No man's character, habits, opillions, desires, pleasures,
pains, and fears remain alway~the ~allIe; new ones come into
existence and old ones disappeal'.""

Patriarchal sexllalllloLdily VI,'W.',1'11"Ildlillil .,••1.11,,I', ,I 111<',111',III

practical increase, the prodlll'l ion of IIl'W 1111'1111•• I', ••I rll<' Ird.,',

kingdom, or state, the fulfillment 01';1 civi, oldlJ".IIIIIII II ~1'l"lks III

eros only negatively, shutting out every aspect or nos ,\1"Ill' Iltal wh ich

accomplishes this external collective goal. The individual soul is Iell

out of account, along with the significance of procreation for the inner

life. In the Symposium, Socrates describes the instruction given him

by his mysterious teacher, Diotima, concerning all the phenomena

connected with love. She explains that when men display their ardent

desires most worthily, "The function is that of procreation in what is

beautiful," that "such procreation can be either physical or spiritual,"

and furthermore: "There is something divine about the whole matter;

in procreation and bringing to birth the mortal creature is endowed

with a touch of immortality."ls While recourse to a female partner and

physical offspring is traditionally considered an avenue to immortality,

Socrates turns quickly to the subject of "procreativity of soul," a

similarly ever renewing process. This becomes the primary theme of
the work:
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It is in this way that everything mortal is preserved; not by
remaining ever the same, which is the prerogative of divinity,
but by undergoing a process in which the losses caused by age
are repaired by new acquisitions of a similar kind.22

No hasty transcendentalism or Apollonian flight from the life

processes appears here, perhaps especially because Eros (finally

personified by homely Socrates himself) is imagined from the very

beginning as a spirit intermediary to humankind and the immortal gods,

and participating in both natures. He thus grants us our claim. For
immortality may be experienced within the changes and
transformations of life itself, particularly against the backdrop of the

ambiguous nature of time in the psyche. "The body dies; the body's

beauty lives."23 With this prologue on love, beauty, procreation,

immortality, and continual renewal, we may turn to a pair of dreams

from a thirty-year-old man in analytic process. The first dream opens

with the dreamer's own experience of Eros and Aphrodite as a lively

child and a lovely stripper before moving on to celebrate the

pro creativity of soul with the imagery of childbirth. It challenges any

patriarchal notion that sex, desire, and beauty are somehow

incompatible with thoughtful maternity.

I am sitting in a strip joint where a powerfUlly erotic stripper is dancing

completely naked on stage and titillating one and all. Then I notice a lovely

naked boy, who reminds me of my son and of me at about three. He's on

stage gleefully and very courteously dancing in rhythm with the stripper,

wishing so much to be connected with her.

'11.' II,) I ANI.I I 1/'11 "n"'()111 (II /lNF,IIIIS

1111." r1Il'III" III 1"''Iwl II;d 1>I'Hes~ ,lIld the parallelism of body and

.,.••,d 11Iigili II(' ;llIsw('I'('(1 today hy somatic environmentalist Stanley
K"I('III.III, who observes that "if you destroy now you materialize, you

III Lall des.I'OY your whole life. Because the message of somatic reality
i.'; ill LId to materialize, to take shape, to take a particular shape."21

Tlte hody's continual material self-replacement extends for Socrates

also to pieces of knowledge that may be known, forgotten,

remembered, and replaced. New impressions continually work to give

olle's knowledge the same appearance of uninterrupted constancy that

Ihe body presents:

,"!-\IIl/IIIINlt /In 11'1111.111/", '''' Ir,IN IIIIIN11(,
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I IK SF\/lll//l/NIIIIII NI/"./Il/",/,\Ilt,/NllltiN '11,'\1.\ H/Vt,(i ,1/'/tl/n',(,1/'1 (iI, "iI'/,:IMS 11'1

Then with others in" OIl': 1Vt, .1/01'(//OIl,I:,{,I:'I',{I 111'1'/ /II II,( '//10' (,',{"./II.I:

off to the right I see the most mpterillll.1 IlIld /)('{IIII/II/ 0/'/011,1:/1/,/111/ ill dl/'

middle of the current, It is a magical plaee. tiS/I/~Y /)(/11111/ /~YI'm/i,.I/' X 1'(1 'II

plant growth with luxuriant palm trees growing at its (/'/lln:

Then I find myse/fsitting attentively next to a young woman who is in the

last phase of giving birth and doing nicely, I hold her hand firmly with

both hands. The last major contraction pushes the child out. Closing my

eyesfOr a moment, I meditate on how excruciating this must have been fOr

her and the child, A doctor is in tlttendance as I look at the baby and

compliment her, "YOu did just fine! lt~· a lively boy-child"

The dream is a striking indication that what was once celebrated

as beautiful and numinous in the erotic life of the soul lives on today
in our culture's profuse sex industry, At the same time such inner

reflections demonstrate that this soul-stuff can be realized through
insight, imagination, and heart, The specific dream experience
prompted a feeling of enormous affection for the gleeful child on the
part of the dreamer (and for the stripper as well!) Gazing at the
beautiful dancer leads on to a perception of brilliant images of the
natural world, as if the warm desert landscape were an analogue of
the stripper's smooth and supple skin, The island oasis is beautifully
sensuous, reminiscent of Eden in its timeless and self-perpetuating
green, It calls to mind the hortus eone/usus motif of alchemy, the virginal
garden of the adept (Eden), such as we encounter in Goethe's tale.
Elliptical, in-turned, and tightly bound within the river channel, the

island image anticipates the ensuing birth process just as it may be
taken as a quiet image of the self.

The second dream again involves a highly alluring appearance
of the anima, intimations of immortality, the individuating isolation
of the desert, and the startling incursion of an unexpected
superordinate being:

I am wandering in a vast desert, All is extraordinarily open and still. I

then see an unbelievably beautiful young WOItIIl1Ilying naked on the sand

A voice tells me that by making lmle wilh her [ will become one of the

"Brotherhood of the Sands. " The WOllldII pdrts her legs and beckons me

with her ardent and penetratinK/!.dz('. iI.1 / /.'IIOo!before her 1catch a glimpse
of an animal fOrm on the horizoll, My IIIUt'illcrt'llses as I see the creature is

i/ '/,/!/lll, I'i/,UIII.I:1,/r'tf\(llItly 1II/lIrll'd,/II. I so' Ihdl till' .Iphinx has an erect

1'('1111.;1\ II ,!r/III" IloII'" II .1/'('11/.1/0 /Ji'('omeone with the sky itself. As 1ease
,1011'11(/Ild 111111'1('I{lilh d/(' WOft/ll/J. Ihe sphinx's phallus becomes a golden

/ul'IllII'lIllllhfll .\pirtdl' down my throat,

Thl' goldell whirlwind approximates the Annunciation even as it
nllOes Ihe promise of God to Abraham that his children would be
Has Ilumerous as the stars of heaven and the sand that is on the

seashore" (Genesis 22:17), But the spirit is not only poured out at a

highly specific erotic moment, nor only by a ray from on high, but
through the agency of a remarkable mythical zoomorphic form, a
natural symbol. Particularly as a powerful dream experience, what
could more persuasively reflect an inner pro creativity of soul? The
couples' initial penetration of one another is ocular: it appears
prominently in the meeting of their equally desirous eyes, The
commencement of sexual intercourse between the dreamer and his

dazzling female companion is simultaneous to the outpouring of the
spirit! Furthermore, all transpires at an archetypal intersection where
the anima, as a personification of everything associaled widl our
Birth-Sex-Oeath equation, couples with the masculille as low partller,
her animus, a figure uniquely blessed by the gods al Ihe 1I101llelliII<'

becomes one with her. This defies any COilCl'ell' l'OIlU'pl ion 01

reproduction, and serves as one more exampk 01' (he psyd,e's
unpredictable, polymorphous, and elaborate means 01'sell' gelleral jon.
The Sphinx of course is that fateful creature whose riddle (kdiplls
must solve: "What goes on four legs, then two legs, the dnee legs?"
looking fatefully on as humankind crawls, then walks upright, thell
hobbles with a staff to its destiny. The sphinx of the dream is agaill

an archetypal image of the undivided, the primal, and the parclllal
in more ways than one. The dreamer actually commentcd
subsequently that as the phallus became a golden whirlwind it seemed
no less like an umbilical cord from the sky. Strictly human categories
are threatened. This is a pristine instance of solar hierophany,

comparable not only to androgynous Phanes, the first born, the
bringer of light, he who bears the honored seed of the gods-but
open to amplification by the "Ra of the Horizon" motif in ancient
Egypt, where the Sun God emerges from the horizon and climbs
steadily to the mid-heaven. Before considering the solar hierophany
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more thoroughly, let's take an .10101111011.110111'.1111111101,1 11111WII,!',. 111.11

of another man in his thirties who b;hlll'll'1I111' 01111'('11III 1I1l'lOlllllly
with his best male friend:

Out on a broad meadow along a winding creek with myjiil'lltll,eroy. It i.1'

just at thtlt moment befOre the sun breaks the horizon. As the sun appetJrs,

huge phallic stones rise up from the mud at the water's edge. we stand there

admiring them in the fresh morning air.

The ash staff employed by an earlier dreamer in incestuous peril, the

golden whirlwind, the huge phallic stones rising from the mud to greet

the sun, even the Icing's fishing pole aforementioned-all possess

phallic qualities, however varied their imagery. An exploration of cross

cultural images is illuminating here.

One of lung's more impressive hints about the reality of the

collective unconscious springs from a clinical experience where a

schizophrenic patient called him to the window. Moving his head to

and fro he spoke of a phallic tube hanging down from the sun, that it
is the source of the winds, and likewise that it moves to and fro. Some

years later, while studying the newly translated Mithras Liturgy, lung
read the following:

Drawing in breath fioIl1 the rays, drawing up three times as
much as you can, and you will see yourself being lifted up and
ascending to rhe heighr, so that you seem to be in midair. You

will hear norhing eirher of man or of any other living thing, nor
in that hour will you seeanyrhing of mortal affairson eanh, but
radler you will seeall immorral things. For in that day and hour
you will see the divine order of the skies: the presiding gods
rising in heaven, aud orhers setting, Now the course of the visible
gods will appear through the disk of god, my father; and in

similar Clshionthe so-called"pipe," the origin of the ministering
wiuds. For you will see it hanging from the sun's disc like a pipe.
You will see the outflow of this object toward the regions
westward, boundless as an east wind, if it be assigned to the
regionsof the East-and the other (viz.the west wind), similarly,
roward irsown regions.And you will see(hegods staring intently
at you aud rushing at yoU.24

Interesting to note in passing is how precisely this document's

threefold inhalation of breath to ind lice the visionary state parallels

tI\l' 1.0101101* 1111'.1111wod\ 01 (;rot: Indeed, conlrolkd hyperventilation,
1.1\(,I'XII'IISIVedll'.lnl work, lIledilalion, and ritual, may also project

Oill' into sannl space. The whole ambiance of our dreams and this

lIlySIicalepiphany are essentially Egyptian and accordingly syncretistic.

Any lIlan who records his dreams over a period of years will in all
likelihood encounter the motif of autofellatio. He may be as surprised

hy it as the reader may be with this apparent textual discontinuity.
But be it associated with the autoeroticism of adolescence or a deep

emotional regression, or simply experimented with, the fantasy and

the behavior point to a mythic image. A counterpart appears in
variations of the creation myth of Atum-Ra of Egypt, where

unvarnished body metaphor and creative imagination merge. Recall

the syzygy of Nut-Nu, the second of which is a masculine attenuation

that emerges from the watery matrix, then moves into the sky, first as

Khepera, the "self-created" solar scarab.

When I have come into being, being (itself) came into being.
... I planned in my own hean, and there came into being a
multitude of forms of being, the forms of children and the forms
of their children. I was the one who copulated with my fist, I

masturbated my hand. Then I spewed with my own mouth; I
spat out what was Shu, and sputtered our what wasTefnut ..... 25

In an alternate translation, illustrated in a papyrus in the British

Museum, the god ejaculates directly into his own mouth. The self

generating circulation of archetypal masculinity and a source of psychic
life-all come together in this primordial image of the masculine

uroboros. Worth interjecting is the fact that "Schu and Tefnut, both

children of Re [Nu], are called "eye-twins," Tefnut being the left eye

(moon) and Schu the right eye (sun)."26 The particular form of an

ancestral cult image from distant New Guinea amplifies the Egyptian

material very concisely-the merger of body, imagination, and spirit

in one masculine image (Fig. 1, next page). Note the marked contrast

between the body itself and the figure's headpiece. In the body we

see an appendage (indistinguishable as beak, penis, or umbilicus)

cycling from lower belly to mouth or face as if altogether one with the

biological round of the Great Mother. Simultaneously we see a conical

hat carefully gradated to indicate an ascending hierarchy of spiritual

states. Crucially, the Egyptian image of Atum-Ra appears as the source
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Fig. 1: Ancestral Figure, New Guinea,
Archetype as the sum (),.
generations

IIIIll', .1" ordllll',ly ,.1111('10 I'0lllll'l' 11IlWIlluch else of his Christian
111111<'11,lis couscious world al least, was also a disguise. At this time in

11I~ilil., ;1greell meadow lay near his family home. Jung finds himself

w.dkillg Ihere as this dream begins:

Suddeilly I discovered a dark, rectangular, stone-lined hole in
the ground. I had never seen it before. I ran forward cautiously
aud then peered down into it. Then I saw a stone stairway
leading down. Hesitantly and fearfully, I descended. At the
bottom was a doorway with a round arch, dosed off by a green
curtain. It was a big, heavy curtain of worked stuff like
brocade, and it looked very sumptuous. Curious to see what

might be hidden behind, I pushed it aside. I saw before me
in the dim light a rectangular chamber about thirty feet long.
The ceiling was arched and of hewn stone. The floor was laid
with flagstones, and in the center a red carpet ran from the
entrance to a low platform. I am not certain, but perhaps a
red cushion lay on the seat. It was a magnificent throne, a

real king's throne in a fairy tale. Something was standing on
it which I thought at first was a tree trunk twelve to fifteen
feet high and about one and a half to two feet thick. It was
a huge thing, reaching almost to the ceiling. But it was of a
curious composition: it was made of skin and naked flesh, and
on top there was something like a rounded head with no face
and no hair. On the very top of the head was a single eye,

gazing motionlessly upward.29

An aura of brightness hovered above the rounded head of this being.
It seemed that the enormous phallus might crawl after him like a

huge worm.
The dream concludes with Jung hearing his mother's voice from

up above saying, "Yes, just look at him. That is the man-eater!" While

beholding the weird phallus was sufficiently frightening in itself, it
was his mother's declaration that this was the "man-eater" that

ultimately galvanized Jung's anxiety. With one emphasis (" That is the

man-eater!") it pointed away from Jesus; in the other ("That is the

man-eater!") it implied, through the child's disturbing web of

associations, that Jesus, the Jesuit, the dark-clad ministers, and the

royal phallus were all of a piece! While these associations are already

sufficiently perplexing, Jung's suspicious reaction to the Jesuit's

"disguise" in woman's clothes also calls to mind the frequent historical
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of "a multitude of liHIllS or heilig," '''IIL'''I,,,"o1I1IP, '11111.1'111 , ••..I\, I"

the provocative Greek expressioll lor III(' "IIJ',t'IIo1"IIII}',wellol. /(/5:01

spermatikos. Many frank erotic metaphors of" 1'~gypll.llI IIlyill"I,,!',y WlT.'

carried over into Gnostic speculation. They must surely have heell
familiar to Philo of Alexandria.

Recalling the phallic stones that rise up from the mud at sunrise

in the second dream cited, we now reapproach solar hierophany in its

lower extension-where the phallus again appears as pan of the body,

the Mother's sublunary world, and the underworld as well. A haunting
experience of the numinosity of the

phallus appears in a childhood

dream that Jung recalls from his

third or fourth year. His bedtime

prayer about Jesus' "taking"

children was confusing for the fact

that it spoke also of Satan taking

children to "devour" them. J ung's

growing suspicions about the "dear

Lord Jesus" were compounded by

seeing Christian pasrors, including

his father and eight uncles,

officiating at funerals-as Jung puts

it: "gloomy black men in frock

coats, top hats, and shiny black
boots who busied themselves with

the black box. "27 These perplexing

observations as well as expressions of

fear and irritation towards Jesuits
overheard from his Protestant father

lent their dark mana to Jung's

traumatic sighting of a similarly clad

Jesuit priest one day. "I saw a figure

in a strangely broad hat and a long

black garment coming down from
the wood. It looked like a man

wearillg women's clothes."28 Jung

assulllni his women's clothing was
a disguise, and was terrified of him.

--.---.-----------------------



!Thel fact that this was the man-eatcr, and that it was sitting on
a goldcn throne beneath the earth. For illYchildish imagination
it was flrsr of all the king who sar on a throne; then, on a much

more beautiful and much highcr and IIluch more golden throne
far, far away in the blue sky,sat (;od alld 1.000dJcsus,with golden
crowns and white robes. VCI li'olll I his salllc Lotd Jesus came the

portrayal of the Christiall Ikvil ;IS IWllIl.q"lllIdlllt 1'.\"11111,II',", 11I1Il'.
takes no small pains to convey alld illtl'lprl't dll,\ ,1""1111,willi h 11.llllllnl

him and his relationship with Christianity fill .In .ldl'S p.1I1illdarly
upon investigating the theme of cannibalism that IlIHkrlies the

Catholic Mass. The cella beneath the earth bore conspicuous relation

with the grave in the young Jung's mind, just as the green curtain

echoed the green vegetation of the meadow itself At four years of age
Jung would scarcely be aware of the similarity of this chamber to the

ritual precincts of any number of ancient mysteries, notably

Mithraism, which he would study so extensively. In deep retrospect,
Jung states that "through this childhood dream I was initiated into
the secrets of the earth. "30 Of the phallus itself:

I do not know where the anatomically correct phallus can have

come fI-om.The interpreration of the orificiurn urethrae asan eye,
with the source of light apparently above it, poinrs to rhe
etymolob'Yof rhe word phallus !"shining," "bright").']

He characterizes the phallus as "a subterranean God 'not to be

named,'" given its forbidding qualities and sheer numinosity.
Similarly, the ancients engaged in little idle banter about abysmal
Hades or the chthonic Persephone, and spoke of the Furies as the

Eumenides, the "kindly ones." Indeed, Hades himself was known to

be highly ambivalent-like the Furies, as Zeus chthonius, the bearded

underworld serpent, he was known as both Melichios ("honeyed,"
"easy-to-be-entreated," "gentle") and as the devourerer, Maimaktes,

"he who rages eager, panting, and thirsting for blood"-c1early the

dark side of God.32 Jung himself recognizes how commonplace it is

for children to speak of the "black man" as a typical child's ogre or
spook. But he conveys the incredulity of the original moment, the

wonder of years, and sustained amazement at cosmic arrangements

by recounting his dream vision in Memories, Dreams, Reflections as
he might murmur quietly to himself:

Strikingly, Jung ends up speaking neither of the Lord Jesus nor of

the phallus alone, but of an "alien guest," an unknown divine being that
comes from both above and below-clearly a god-imago quite beyond

the orthodox Christian conception. Recall Rudolf Otto's ultimately

worshipful response to the numinous as "whom or what?-a mystery

inexpressible and above all creatures." In the ancient Greek context,
blackness, death, the underworld, green vegetation, and the phallus are

all standard features of the cults involving Dionysus and Hades and a

vegetative and chthonic order of things. But we find Jung also referring
to Christ and God on a "beautiful and much higher and much more

golden throne far, far away in the blue sky." He is a brilliant child here,

imagining the lower and higher order of things in such comprehensive
Gnostic terms-his "alien god" revealing the call of a lifetime. As an adult,

Jung portrays the formidable opposites confronting him in one of his
earliest and most beautiful mandalas (Fig. 2, next page). Its concentric

circles indicate macrocosm and microcosm just as its vertical axis

corresponds with Jung's youthful imaginings in this way: below is
''Abraxas ruler of this world" in the form of a lion-headed serpent whose

head radiates ten golden rays. Atop the axis, on the precise boundary
between the created world and the pleroma (the potential world), Jung

portrays none other than Phanes, the golden-winged puer.

The mystery of the dark phallic god also arises in the dream of

a highly competent thirty-six-year-old female patient, a Catholic and

a virgin, who had spent her life in perpetual care giving but felt that
her efforts were insufficient. In preceding dreams her pure white room

1'1'/
,"I'\lI,III/111V11 1111 1.'/:/11./111", /,"II,I/VII/IIIV \1,')1,) "'NIdi 1/'/1,1/.'1,\1.1111 (/I/I/.'/o'.I!IIS

"1<..1111,"11/1,1.111,WOlllclI'sl;arh,widl ;,Ill'oad black hat, down
11l111IIIIl'woodcd hill. ...

III Ii Ie drcalll I wClltdown into thc hole in the earth and found

sOl\lcthing vcry diHcrcnt on a golden throne, something non
hlll\lan and underworldly, which gazed fixedlyupward and fed
on humanl1esh.33

lung concludes this account with profound open questions:

Who spoke to me then? Who talked of problems far beyond
my knowledge? Who brought the Above and the Below
together, and laid the foundation for everything that was
to fill the second half of my life with stormiest passion?
Who but that alien guest who came from both above and
from below?34
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Fig. 2: Mandala of a Modern Man, C. C.)LlIIg

I am in my bedroom when I notice that the door stilI/,l.l " flit opel/. I l/tl/

anxious but also curious. Finally Ipush the door and step out into a dim

space, I am shocked to find myself standing befOre a huge dark-skirmed
man who wears a pleated skirt-and even more startled to see innumerable

male members emerging in every direction from beneath the skirt. He takes

my hand gently and leads me down a tunneling hall to a nursery room

where he shows me a baby carriage with fOur chunky babies inside. They
need to be changed and fed.
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Sexualitychanges as the Gods who cany its token-the phallus
penis-change through life's phases. Pan, Priapus, Hermes,
Dionysus, Zeus, Apollo,Eros, the Kouroi, Kabeiroi,Sileni,Satyrs,
Centaurs-each represents a fantasy pattern through which the
instinct can be experienced.35

Recall here the dream of the two men friends along a creek at

sunrise as stone phalli rise in the mud to greet the sun. The dream

imagery indicates the essential vertical axis of the solar hierophany
referenced all along. The phalli are planted in moist muddy earth,

stand erect, align with the morning sun, and accordingly correspond

The phallus-penis riddle has long troubled psychology,and this
trouble will continue because this riddle is an essential mystery

of the psyche and not merely a difficult psychological
problem. A revelation of this riddle is at the core of initiation
and of the mysteries for men and for women-not only in
antiquity.36

',L'll,l I.INI ,I II /'/11"'/-.\1.)11/0 1 I/- / )"'/0.'//1 IS

The central image of the dream is black, skirted (androgynous),

multiply phallic, and tends four children. In Jungian theoretical

terminology it is supportive of the Self (child, quaternity). In

archetypal terms it must first and foremost be considered precisely as

it presents itself-only then through the figure's affinity with Hades'
unseen initiatory context, Hermes as an androgynous but phallic

psychopomp, Priapus for the sheer phallic exuberance of the dream,
Eros for his sensitivity, recognition, and outstretched hand-then

Dionysus, Lord of Souls, who presides over this entire psychic realm.
Hillman's statement represents a challenge appropriate to anyone

interested in cultivating his or her imagination in the ways of the

phallus and the sexual gods. He also points to a proverbial conundrum

pertinent to this context:

I 'lal" I,',.111l'x(ccdillgly gellde alld unexpected constellation of the dark

pla.dlil ,llIilllUS in an equally gentle woman. It contrasts altogether with

1111l1','s;lllXiClY on encountering the enthroned phallus. The

l'XIl;lordillary anatomical details of the figure, however, more than

.II\1ply dCl1lollstrate why the theoretical designation "animus" pales

1)"'~He the given psychic phenomenon. Few writers speak to this

prohlem more deftly than does Hillman in his classic discussion of

scxuality in The Myth of Analysis:

'01111.\1('I

I< 'SI ,\ ,II

"/o\{I,1I1/1/NII I/n NI//,""/il, l;\Ijl,INllltlNI 'I (,

repeatedly appeared Oil lhl' S('( <lIld 11001 III hll 111111''',,I', ,I

male figure stalked her f1-om Wilholii. TilL', 111I1t'i111'11"1111

ground level:
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I,I.IYwldl sYlld)()111;Inalogues, creation mythology, and the structure
••I ,",,',s,'nlial coslllic forms. The symmetry of the body in its upright

p"sllll'l' is arranged around the spine and the world axis in every one
••I ns regardless of gender. As we will see in especially full flower in the
,hakra system of Hindu tantra, this central axis is a special focus of
psychic life and is essentially phallic. Any number of created
phenomena-trees, mountains, towers, staffs, tornados, flagpoles,
spiral stairways, etc.-mirror this archetypal image continually in a
llIicrocosmic-macrocosmic parallelism. It is thus interesting to note

the universality of this structuring in the fact that free material bodies
of ascending magnitude-planets, solar systems, galaxies, even massive
black holes all revolve around a central axial vortex whose gravitational

poles harmonize with those of the encircling spherical body. This
essential organizing principle appears in the following dreams as it did
in that with the mud-phallus-sun equation:

A strange phenomenon is now being tested: the spontaneous appearance of

a geyser-like spout of water rising out of the sea in a straight thick column.

Surging directly upward with great fOrce to the height of a large crane or

skyscraper, the column resembles a great phallus or pole, It comes to exert
an irresistible magnetic attraction upon the surrounding islands, which

begin to circle the phallic axis.

Coming from below, the watery phallic column is immediately
reminiscent of the creation mythology of the Hindu god Vishnu, who
churns the world into existence by stirring the cosmic milky ocean.
This deed causes all things to be born, including the succession of
Vishnu's avatars from primeval fish to tortoise to boar to lion to dwarf
and on through Krishna's birth as the divine lover and the Buddha's
incarnation, to Vishnu's final appearance as the apocalyptic Kalki.

Mark well the appearance of the divinity on increasingly elevated

phylogenetic levels in this arcing life trajectory. For in precisely the
same way psychic phenomena, including the phallus, characteristically
appear along an archetypal spectrum extending from archaic life
through lower animal forms, to the human, then to the gods
themselves. In lower extension we tend to refer to the archetype as

instinct; in its higher extension, to archetype as spirit. Whether we
see the Christian Virgin standing on the Serpent or a goddess such as
Kali riding on a tiger, we are reminded of the intermediary position

I'IH SF\(lll//IIIV/1 /III NIII'd"I".I,'"I,/Nll/tJ!V

with both the world axis alld II,', ~,()III.1I1<,11I,d"I',III,illl "/,1111'1'111."
penis-phallus-spine-world axis equalioll j,,', 01 IlIlId,llIlIlIl.d 11111"'11.111<"
in masculine symbolism, where it bespeaks the /,1(,,""111""I ,d'selln' or
phallic integrity, uprightness, fortitude, illlpcrtllrklhilily, and
centered ness-a capacity to hold one's position as a man or a woman.
The throng of Greek gods cited by Hillman represents a wide range
of specific phallic identities, germinal developments, relational
applications, and even cuitic contexts. In accord with our psychological
focus on the anima-animus syzygy and given the typical tandem
arrangements in which a particular phallic element pursues the object
of its ardor, it is crucial to carefully assess the phallic image in relation

to the image that mirrors it. For whether the setup of a dream
approximates Hermes pursuing a nymph, Hades carrying off
Persephone to the underworld, Paris choosing Aphrodite over Hera
and Athena, or Eros intent on Psyche-the specific phallic image
becomes immediately more sensible upon considering the anima image
with which it is commensurate. Both play their mirroring role in the
emotional and psychic situation of the moment, The polytheistic
images of the phallus move across the broad earth and into psyche's
extended realms. They are pertinent to erotic fantasy, to sexual style,
to interpersonal afTairs, but reflect finally the dynamic interaction of
the intrapsychic elements within the personality itself. At the same
time, the phallus may manifest in more essential images of centrality,
again surpassing merely sexual meanings. Our mud-phallus-sun dream,
for example, possesses a resounding creative and religious significance
that has been celebrated in countless historical examples of solar rite.
I recall one "minimalist" presentation of the solar hierophany's vertical
axis in a dream that harkens immediately to the opening of the creation
story of Genesis:

I see fl whirlwind descending/rom the sky where it touches the suljace ofa

vast body of water. The column of wind stirs the water with such fOrce that

the water fOrms a whirling bowl, which continues to round up and around

until it forms a clear crystal vessel that contflins the whirlwind inside itself

The two are one-the above, the below, and the surrounding.

Once again, psyche appears to be simply showing off how It IS

structured on an essential level. An entire cluster of intuitive, multiply
referent associations rushes in here, all linked to the body, the psyche's

'.\ / I I II I "INI 1/' I /'/1 It.'I'SI) IIF IJ/: /1"":>//11.\'
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ItII111.1II hllllH'IIIIIII(', Illl' dl'('illll illl.lge harkclls back in decisive
1.1'.1110/1III .1.(' IlIm[ .lrellaic illl:lge or the phallic masculine in Greek

1I1},,11,111.1lIdt. :111.1sheds light on Jung's experience of the
',lIl>tnL1lII'illlphallus at the same time.

While incorporated into many classic tales of the Olympian gods
(I ksiod. Ilomer), the phallic deities-most particularly Hermes, Eros,
.111.1I )ionysus---share common roots in the ancient pre-Olympian and
lIollhnoic traditions of the Great Goddess. This is to say that the

phallic gods are indeed more fundamental than patriarchy and serve
first and foremost the Great Mother's precedence over the continuity

of life. We have already encountered Hermes with three nymphs as

his ever-present companions, Eros as both androgynous and as a phallic
exponent of the Feminine, and Dionysus as womanish and ever in the
company of his maenads. Here the accent falls on the male god with
his female retinue. Going back in time, however, these specifically male

gods resolve themselves into the phallus as the germinal masculine
element essential to the Great Goddess. This is precisely the content

and significance of the Goddess (Night) living in a cave with Phanes
and "displaying herself in triad: Night, Order, and Justice," of Rhea
"compelling man's attention to the oracles of the goddess" by pounding
on a brazen drum-and of Night (Fate) as a goddess before whom
even Zeus stands in awe.

For all the specificiry of Hermes, Eros, or Dionysus, these phallic
deities find common root in the archaic image of the herm. The herm

was originally a bearded ithyphallic male image carved from fig or grape
wood, placed near swamps, springs, fishponds, or elsewhere to indicate
the whereabouts of a water source. Similarly the herm might be placed

in garden or field as a token and invocation of fertility. This places
Hermes in immediate proximity to a crucially important creativity
source. In time the herm was refined, fashioned of stone, provided a

square columnar base, and used across the landscape as a boundary
marker. In contrast to phallic gods who appear in well-nigh perpetual

pursuit of their goal, the herm as boundary marker represents an
important counterpoint psychologically, as we have seen with our
penis-phallus-spine-world axis equation.

Seen as a whole, the phallus, as sexual token, as stature and

integrity, and as spirit, represents a comprehensive aspiration for the
maturing adult male. Just as a man who is sexually alive, knows what

hO S/'\lI,1I1/ IfNI' 1111 10",,111/''1 1!\lII.IN.ll/oN

of human identity. a~ well :I~ III<'11111.'11.11111".1111.1.111•...III 1I11',.lIld
From the same patient who hrollglll 11\('11111.1plt,dlll" ',\111.11",1111'OIl\('S
yet another variation on the phallic world :Ix j,.,;

In a heavy wooden wagon with no top on it. Rebecct/ is wi/h!tle glowillg.

charged with energy, white-skirmed-an indescribably heavenly lover. \\Ii:

make love in every imaginable way in an experience of exceptional beauty .

When we climax, however, I somehow see our semen dropping down upon
the earth.

Then I witness the ritual installation of a large bearded wooden statue that

is alive. This is an ancient god and prophet. He stands at the midpoint

between my ftther's and my only paternal uncle's adjoiningproperties. The

figure gazes knowingly, and transfixed in the earth, as slim red streamers

float in the air all around this being.

Personal as this vignette may be, the dream does represent an
interesting commentary on androgynous creator gods who nonetheless
manifest as phallic. The ballast of that heavy wooden wagon
notwithstanding, there is no top on it. The ecstatic sexuality might
persuade one that the sky is the limit as the dreamer's phallic desire
is answered by the anima with whom he merges. She is described as
glowing, white-skinned, and heavenly. While clearly a creative
coniunctio on this elevated level, the anima-animus syzygy projects
its semen downward to the earth. Procreativiry of soul follows its own
course in broad analogies. For immediately following, and as if erected
in response to the unnatural ejaculation, a provocative and
emphatically grounded god-prophet is installed at a critical point on
Earth. As in their actual life as neighbors, so in the dreamer's psyche,
father and uncle personified sharply divergent aspects of the dreamer's
own masculinity. The god-prophet accordingly stands directly at that
point where the domains of the two older men meet, serving a
conspicuous integrative function. He is alive, bearded, wooden, and
his erect image is installed in the earth. The red streamers around
him indicate an ambiance charged with conflict, passion of blood,
while fluttering in the air are veritahle banners of the spirit
everything that the god-prophet- may a~si~t the dreamer to withstand
and embody. The very fact that tk living statue is both god and
prophet is suggestive again of the IIlI'l'sll()ld between the divine and
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Fig. 3: Hermes. The phallus both cycles in the
biological round and stands erect as World
Axis

Looked at from the world of Hermetic possibilities,Eros, despite

his comprehensive nature, appears limited-a somewhat more
idealistic and lesscleverlyturned-out, dumber son ofHermesY
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111l',11111,,/,"Illdy II(' ,nllllng dll' IIHlI'l' kindly explessions tor a god who
I."Iwidll'l IIlOlalnor inllllOlal but a natmal revelation, Eros is like unto

111111,wilh ;111even greater accent on innocence, It is Plato who cites

1'0l"OS(poverty) as the father of Eros. Recognizing poverty as a basic
ex iSlen t ial condition and resourcefulness as a corresponding necessity,

Ker{lIyi speaks of Eros as "the Hermes-like God of adventurers." "In

many ways he shares with him a Hermetic range of being."39 Both
Eros and Hermes possess spiritual, psychic, as well as phallic (penile)
attributes-as does the deceptively simple image of the herm. These

qualities tally with those of Hermes, and serve to explain his thievery,

trickery, and quick exploitation of unexpected opportunities. Kerenyi
cites Eros on the one hand as a divine child whose cultic monument

in one locale consists of "a crude stone, compared to which the phallic

herms show much greater differentiation," but who is elsewhere praised
in the loftiest terms of love. He also notes that even in Hesiod's

Theogony, a document associated with the rise of the Olympians, Eros

is paired with Gaia, figuring there as a procreative force of the first
order. Though Gaia is only one form of the Great Goddess with whom

he appears, this archaic Eros is now familiar. It is he who emerges from

dark primeval Chaos as a world creator, and whose germinal nature

we have explored in the more elaborate Orphic image of Phanes. Eros
lives in a cave with the Goddess and yet he "comes soaring on his wings,

if not literally so in Hesiod, just so accordingly to the primitive

mythological account, in the Orphic cosmology." At the archaic earth
level of the herm, Eros and Hermes are deeply kindred. Both gods are

puerile and phallic, swift in their movements, winged and expansive
but at the same time they are presented in the upright simplicity of

the herm. While there is always something ruthless and completely

free-ranging about Hermes, Eros differs in being more specifically
drawn into the bonds and entanglement of relationships. Hermes

quickly and characteristically eludes them. Each is the other's limitation
or advantage. According to Plato, Eros "brings wonderful memory, the
luminous understanding of the spirit, but not the cold calculating
cleverness of Hermes."4o

he's about in the world, and is s,'II.'.IIIV" III dl' "1'"111111'.111"'lllll."ly
to approximate what countless WOllIl'1I ,11(' lool\lllJ', 1111,',0 ,I \\!1I11L111

may bring her desire, her emotional integlity, ,llId 111'11111.'l',ill.lli011

more readily and creatively to relationship and to her tasks in ,he world

through the cultivation her own phallic endowment. With this,

however, we must move on to explore the mysteries of the phallic herm

and the Triple Goddess, for this ancient partnership represents not

only a wellspring of sexuality, but a world of numinous experience that

patriarchy has done all in its power to obscure.

The herm is most deeply associated with Hermes, the familiar

figure of classical mythology who serves as a messenger for the gods,

as psychopomp for the soul, and also as the patron of thieves, traders,

and sexual opportunists (Fig. 3). By focusing on the herm, however,

we concern ourselves with the more secret archaic identity of the god,

an identity already formulated prior to the rise of the Olympians,

the heroes, and that extroverted world in which Hermes plays so many

outwardly directed roles.

Kerenyi compares Hermes
and Eros in some detail,

citing ancient sources
"which show Hermes in

the closest relation to the

origins of life and to

immortaliry."i7 The sexual

gods and the Great

Goddess are inseparable

from the living and self

perpetuating world of

Becoming. What eternity

they possess is contingent
on and situated within

the given created world.

Kerenyi observes that:

Despite the thievery and deceit and shamelessness-and this is
probably the most wonderful thing about it-a divine innocence
is properly suited to and inherent in it. Hermes has nothing to
do with sin and atonement. What he brings with him from the
springs of creation is precisely the "inllocence ofbecoming."3H
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The revelation of the Feminine as three distinct figures means
only that the originalcore-knowledgeoConeGreat Goddess with
three aspects has been dissolved ill classical imagery.43

Whereas the three nymphs appear as mere adjuncts to the male

god Hermes late in this mythical trajectory, on this archaic level the

situation is essentially reversed. It is clearly a threefold feminine nature

that manifests the profusion oflife with the aid of the phallic masculine.

Behind the earnest play of the nymphs, so often associated with trees,

springs, and grottos, stands the grand and formidable image of the
Great Goddess as triune. Kerenyi stresses the nonclassical and obscured

identity of the Triple Goddess:

Dionysus is no less a god of the pllaUlls, ,lIltlllll I,,,,. ,III kll' III III.',

roots. He was honored with phallic processions ill wltlo II ( ;I('(,k 111('11

wore his phallic token in exaggerated replicas, jllSI .IS IH' W;IS
represented ritually by a herm-like circular column, cloaked and

accoutered with the god's symbols, and surmounted by his mask. In

many ways Dionysus, particularly when paired dynamically with

Hades, presides over the whole realm in which not only Eros and

Hermes, but Pan, the Satyrs, the Sileni, nymphs, maenads, ghosts,

and elemental spirits have their life. Priapus too is congenial to him.

Mythologically and ritually Hermes and Eros are congenial with

Dionysus. Eros even figures specifically as Dionysus in the form of

Phanes, as we have seen. In turn, the archetypal similarities between

Eros (Phanes) and Hermes are pronounced indeed as they stretch

historically forward through the Roman Mercury to the alchemical

spirit Mercurius. It is, however, Hermes' trajectory backward in time

that will deepen our understanding of both the phallus and the herm
in relation to the Great Goddess.

A tantalizing first step in this direction is again provided by Kerenyi:

Hermes isexpresslyassignedto the Goddessesas their permanent
escort (syrlOpaon).On the relietshe isalwaysleading a threesome
of them, the smallest choir so to speak, just as he was also
coordinated with the three Charities on the Acropolis in Athens.
As though he were unveiling a mystery, he leads the earnestly
striding threesome up to us, to tdlus that it is just these three
who allow everything to burst into life in the deeps of the caves,
the springs, the roots, the hills.42
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II I.', I'll'II·."I)' "llIOIt" sene I ILldiliollS" dlat shed light on the

11'1.11iOllshil' 01 Ill'IllleS 10 Ihe Coddess. Kerenyi characterizes her triune
11.11111(':she consists of "a maidenly being, maidenly not like human

hlides hilt like springs and all primal waters, who became a primal

1I10dlL'l';lnd then re-appeared once more in her bride-like, maidenly

dallghter.""" This parallels the Demeter-Persephone mythologem quite

I'lecisely-the Goddess, first as Kore frolicking with the Daughters
of Ocean on a open plain; then as Demeter with her long-suffering
concern for, and identity with, her daughter in the underworld; then

;IS the re-emergent Kore-Persephone, who is reunited with Demeter

ill the unending cycle. Examples from alternate pre-Olympian

genealogies in Greek myth bring provocative insights of the Hermetic

phallus in this goddess context-the first of them being that Hermes
was neither a son of Zeus nor part of the Olympian order. In one tale,

Hermes is the son of ancient Ouranos and Hemera ("Heaven" and

"Bright Day") and "becomes priapi cally aroused through catching sight
of a Goddess." Kerenyi affirms that "this mythologem could well be

the text for the ithyphallic representation of Hermes, which shows him

as the phallus."

What it relatesis a primordial mythological theme of the greatest

significance:it is thefirst evocation o/the purery masculine principle

through the ftminine. 45

Then Kerenyi poses a question that speaks directly to the

ambiguity seen in Jung's declaration that eras is a feminine principle

despite the historical appearance of Eros as androgynous or simply
masculine: "Do we know for sure, then, that the primordial

mythological Hermes ... was an unequivocally masculine being before
this scene was enacted?"46 The androgyny of Phanes and the archetypal

divine child, the mixed gender of many dream images we have

reviewed, and the androgyny inherent in Tangaroa and other creator

gods rightly fill us with curious anticipation for Kerenyi's response.
His earlier remark that Hermes cut in two would reveal Eros chasing

Psyche returns with the suspense. Kerenyi holds that the opposite of

"unequivocally masculine" is probably the case, and cites Hermes as
the brother of Aphrodite through Ouranos and Hemera as evidence.

Aphrodite shares her mother's lustrous qualities, and was generated

by the severed phallus of Ouranos. To Aphrodite's light of day Hermes
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There she appears in dlar elementary sort of maidenliness which

does nor fear rhe masculine as somerhing lethally dangerous,
bur rarher challenges, requesrs, and creares it. Granted, this

masculinity is a kind ''thar had no independent personaliry
behind ir bur was a mere God-servant of rhe woman" .... Jusr
as f()rHennes rhe feminine is nothing more than an opportunity,
so for rhe primal woman he was only an impersonal masculine,
almosr a roy.... Hermes, the primal lover, is called forth (or
broughr forth) by rhe primal woman: he is her own masculine

counterpart in the case of the primal Aphrodite, the phallic
servant-God in the case of the primal Artemis .... All these
elements of the seminal situarion are conrained in the tradition:

rhe Great Goddess, the living primal Herm, and as background
somerhing about the primal waters, which in mythological
language is rhe arena of becoming. >II

offers the complemcnt 01"110111111I.11.111.1.',111.11111,11101111",.1,1 1\11101111'1

mythologem features Hermes and 1\1'1110.1111.'."IIlln/l/tllI\ IJlodlll1 ion

of a son, Hermaphroditos, an androgynous ()eilll'.' TIll' ligllll" .lppl':lrs
also in the most ancient Cypriot cult of Aphroditc, the (;oddcss in
her phallic aspect: Aphroditos.

Like Phanes, Hermes has little need of love affairs for the very hct

that he contains the feminine aspect in himself. Kerenyi states

furthermore that this feminine aspect is probably "even the more
prominent part before the masculine nature in him became aroused."4?

What goddess arouses this not-unequivocally-masculine phallus to his

creative upswing? Night, who displays herself to Phanes in triple form,

is not original or sufficiently defined. Who is the primal inspiratrix?

Following the pre-Olympian sources Kerenyi cites two-Persephone
and Artemis-but also "a third, who united these two to form an

original trinitarian image."48 This third is archaic Brimo, a goddess of

Northern Greece, praised aloud at culmination of the ritual cycle at

Eleusis. "She could be equated with Demeter or Persephone on the
one hand or with Artemis-Hecate on the other, since she contained

all of these in germ-like form within her."49 Note how this implosion
of differentiated feminine forms into one Great Goddess leads to a

vanishing point, an image threshold-a mystery reciprocal to "the

honored seed of the gods" born by phallic (if androgynous) Phanes.

Legend speaks of Brimo lying with Hermes along the sacred waters of
a lake in Thrace:

This penetration to the archaic origins of the herm, and the chthonic
dimension of sexuality and religious imagination represented here,

anticipates the exploration ofTantric sexual-religious ritual forthcoming

in Chapter 6.

Altogether appropriate to the syzygy of Hecate and Hermes, given
their nocturnal paths and shared identity as guides, the following
dream comes from a married man in his late twenties, who was

desperately curious about erotic paths unavailable to him at the time:
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hlllll till' 101111',of till' (;rctl t ;oddess who arousc the phallus,

1'l'Il':lIyi lill.llly I il('S I keale, goddess of witches, as rightfully "the
Iliosl I kl'lllct ie" partncr of Hcrmes. Both are winged and intimately

.1''III:linted with night and the underworld, both bring wealth to
tlleir devotees, both receive similar offerings at new moon, both are

guides of the soul. Hecate is commemorated at forked roads by her
Ilccataia, roadside votive sites reminiscent of the Christian roadside

shrines of modern Greece, but placed upon three-cornered pillars.

The square-based herms specific to Hermes are a striking

counterpoint to the Hecataia, prompting one to wonder if the

fourfold herm might commemorate a phallus which, without the

Triple Goddess, is most inconsequential. Given these associations, it
comes as no surprise that Hecate and Hermes share a relationship

with sexuality that is, to say the least, remote from anything

sanctioned by any patriarchal sexual morality, be it Olympian or
Christian. It has less to do with reproduction than it does with a

communion with souls and spirits, with things nocturnal and

underworldly. Kerenyi speaks only of "a kind of eroticism that one

may find crass and vulgar," which provides him a final opportunity
to contrast Eros and Hermes:

On the lofty level of the idealistic, ingenuous Eros, with his
passion for self-sacrifice and for reaching out beyond his own
life, the union of the phallus, soul, and spirit seems conceivable,
but on this low, Hecatean level ... ? We must recall that the
Hermeric essence,seen in his most ancient representarions, may

only to us appear so low and vulgar,whereas there, where Hecate
ruled the world ofNorrhern Greece and Thrace in the form of

"Aphrodite Zernythia," it is precisely the crassest that is the
holiest and mosr spiritualY
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hy (;"d I" 111.111,willI II ,h'liligudlC' Ilillllrolll allilllal,; Oil till;
"tllClll.llltl d", Ilincuriallilt,-,oul, which to all appearances is

'''lIl1nted,o the ill/lrllioOJ"impiralio ofthe Holy Spirit. This
lillldalllellial duality fOJ"msthe psychological basis of the two
sources ofillumination.52

Ml'J"curius (like Hermes) is the very ligament, the living networker

who binds this upper and lower together, a spirit of untamed nature-
Ihe (lnimtl media natura, from whom a full identification with the anima

lIIundi is a mere nuance away (Fig. 4, next page). This protean masculine

being shifts suddenly into equally expansive feminine and anima
identifications, such as we have seen with the soul-vessel mentioned

before, and to which we will return in our discussion of Magdalen and

Sophia. Mercurius (like Hermes) is closely aligned with the mother-son
incest matrix and represents the continuous cohabitation of gendered

opposites, anima and animus as syzygy. The ambiguous partnership

appears similarly in an alchemical image of Alexandrian origin where

"Aphrodite appears with a vessel from the mouth of which she pours a
ceaseless stream of quicksilver."53 "Mercurius truly consists of the most

extreme opposites; on one hand, he is undoubtedly akin to the godhead;
on the other. he is found in sewers. Rosinus (Zosimos) even calls him

the terminus ani."54 Jung readily associates Mercurius and Hermes as

kindred luminous gods of revelation, light bringers comparable to the
Christian Lucifer, the Roman Diana Lucifera, or Goethe's

Mephistopheles, "the spirit which ever worketh evil but engenders good."

Jung observes, "Although the lumen naturae, as originally bestowed by
God upon his creatures, is not by nature ungodly, its essence was
nevertheless thought to be abysmal, since the ignis mercurialis was also
connected with the fires ofhell."55 Mercurius (like Hermes) is not outside

of God, just as he is not outside of nature:

Mercurius, the revelatory light of nature, is alsohell-fire, which
in some miraculous way is none other than a rearrangement of
the heavenly, spiritual powers in the lower, chthonic world
of matter, thought already in St. Paul's time to be ruled by
the devil. Hell-fire, the true energic principle of evil, appears
here as the manifest counterpart of the spiritual and good, and

as essentially identical with it in substance. 56

Jung's childhood vision of the subterranean phallus, with its single

eye gazing upward and an aura of light surrounding it, falls precisely

l'lK ,~F,\/I.IIIIIIIV/I 1111 11'/,/11./11/'\ 1,\(III/NII/UN

Iam being taken on (I wild,)/IIII/'f/'!Y II~I:I'Ii/'/I'i'IIllIl.I/I/IIII,t:/' ti'l' NII"/"If/Ol/

[Zurich's red-light district] by tljleelillg lil/k/igllll' III' /'0/'/' 1/1)1 /Ir/I/(/ ii'

he leads me in and out of bars and alleywil}J ,1('11/11/'1'1111,1: h"/I' 1111(/ tI/i't'!',

Fintllly the little fellow stops and turns toward me. 1rlJlI.';/{)cI~{'dto set' 11,111

his fice is a vulva with bushy eyebrows instead of pubic hair.

The dreamer's first association to the dream was a childhood

recollection of the American comedian Groucho Marx, with a big cigar

stuck in his mouth, wiggling his bushy eyebrows up and down in a

leering fashion. For all the seriousness of soul-work, we must not forget

that sexuality carries with it humorous, bawdy, burlesque, naked, and

obscene aspects. Hermes is right there with all this-quick, startling,

canny to all the ins and outs of his realm of half-light. Hermes is

shadow, trickster, and guide all at once: perplexing for being ruthless

and cruel in one moment and a gracious gift-giver in another, for being
overtly phallic here and of strangely anomalous gender or of novel

zoomorphic form there-or again, for crawling all the way down the

phylogenetic scale to appear as a star-nosed mole with tiny phalli
around his snout, as a segmented sea cucumber with women's sinuous

hips and multiple breasts, a black serpent with a bearded face, a skeleton

with phalli protruding from its vertebrae, or a saltwater bivalve with
tiny mirrors inside that reflect the sun and moon. All these are natural

revelations that arise at a threshold where our creaturely fabric and

the psyche mysteriously coincide-the psychoid edge of experience

where our deepest perceptions of the creation are rooted. Hermes

accordingly ushers in the experience of liminality wherein collectively

sanctioned notions of order and status are upended-for consciousness'

sake or merely to remind one what it means to be a human being on

an essential level. Culture and moralism may represent many defenses
against nature and life, while Hermes is connected with the whole of

nature while remaining phallus, soul, and spirit. A preeminent natural

symbol, we see in Hermes the lumen naturae ("light of nature"). While

not without his relation to salvation "by grace," Hermes (as Mercurius)

is a prime agent of the medieval notion of salvation "by nature." The

dichotomy represents two sides of a deeper whole. Jung observes of
this above and below:

Worth noting is the duality of soul caused by the presence of
Mercurius: on the one halld the imlllortal anima rationalisgiven

''\:11,1 1"IN'd' ,1/'/1 :1t.'F\I)/IF/JII't.'f':IIII,"
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in line with these rd-It:clions Oil 1IIl' 1"\1.-1.11"1\' ''1',111,II" d/IIIII/llili/ll

that may emerge from the p;ycllOSIJllltialld IIII' ,1,IIIIHIII w"dd.

Fig. 4: Mercurius, at once the crown of COJlsciousnessand the depth of our
bodily fabric

TIll' 1111.'1',1'1II "I IIII' lollowillJ~ drl"alll appelrs at the ground level
"I IIIl' 1I.IInLd world alld cOllies to rocus on an image that harbors

plOlllsl' Iill' like a pOlllegranate bursting with seeds:

Jill/lli'/ill/!. under the ground like a gopher I see a variety of animals as I

nl'i'"It'd~y sur/ace to look out here and there. I see a black vulture. Then I

l'IIIt'r;~"to find a primitive swamp plant, a kind of spotted fig or strange

/I".~ina with arms extending from it. I try to open it, but it implodes

rcflexive~ like a sea anemone. Then I cut it in half. It is filled with all

mmmer of color/ulliving organisms wriggling all about. Poised precise~

at ground level beside this pod, I take a picture of the night sky, with the

Big Dipper and Milky way visible in it.

Tunneling like a gopher is a phallic movement of consciousness that

corresponds to viewing the world from beneath the surface. The
vulture is an image of the Goddess as spirit-her dark chthonic aspect

so akin to winged Hecate, Kali, Black Isis, or the Fates. One is

impressed by the perception of such cosmic images as the Big Dipper
and the Milky Way (world parents) that are possible from this lower

perspective. The swampy setting is precisely that in which herms were
erected in antiquity, close to the very source of life and pointing above
and below. The strange vagina with appendages extending from it

carries the psyche's bisexual imagery on a primal level indeed. What

appears when it is cut in two bears immediate pars pro toto reference

to the upper and lower hemispheres of the psyche that frame the entire

dream experience. The colorful wriggling organisms likewise mirror
the stars of the surrounding soul-vessel even as they ret:lin a gerlllinal

and phallic significance.
Akin to the single herm of ancient Greek is the imagery or thl" I )ad yls,

who also appear on a primal level as multiple phalli. Originally IIHlIll·d

from the fingertips (daktylos, "finger") of the Goddess as she kails halk
on both arms with fingers clenching the soil, they assist with her Iahor

as a group of three or ten or more. In all the stories of the Dactyls they
remain servants of the Great Goddess. They represent the llIost

fundamental movement of the creative masculine within a pervasively

feminine matrix, appearing as fingers, phalli with feet, tiny hooded men,
or as miners and smiths. A patient once brought a dream in which he

was given a mysterious brass box filled with countless fingers, all

independently alive and wriggling around and through one another like
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....11 11111II .1,,111111<'1)'.!IlI':. IIl1dnsloll' 1111'greater klllinine identity to

WillI II II\(' .!II'.llIll'l is heir seeing herself in essence, vital, glowing, and

1••..llItillllly mirrored. lieI' vagina is the vagina of the Great Goddess, a
Idbl iO!l or her physical integrity, sexual pride, and expanding psychic

ilileriority. The vast ancient chamber she beholds rightly gives rise to

;IIIYIIII!lIbel' of associations, from the cave or grotto, to the initiation
chambers of any number of religious traditions, to the encircling star

slrewn sphere of the heavens. The cave is always a model of the cosmos
itsdC and the dreamer carries all this in her own being.

Such reflections on the body and being of a woman are even more

elaborately displayed in the following dream of a woman in her mid
twenties. She is the dreamer who cries "Aphrodite!" upon being assailed

by a wild shape-shifting spirit with whom she
flies through the air. This dream is striking for
its reflection of the body image as a whole, and

appropriate in that female sexuality is less

genitally focused, less overt in its appearance in
dreams, and more intimately related to the

realm of emotion than is typically the case with

men. Contrasting but complementary images
of the anima and animus appear in the dream,

as well as an original chakra system descending
to a Dark Mother deep in the body (Fig. 5). At

its outset the dream-ego, a white man, and a

black couple are all together. It is the black

couple at the dreamer's left who preside over the Fig. 5: Female patient's
dream's initiatory aspect: chakrasystem

I am in a space capsule, a time capsule, with a white man and a black

couple. The white man has his head covered so that gas comes and puts him

to sleep. The black couple sits to my left, one on either side of the door, U7e

begin to go very fast. I have a pain in my chest, have trouble breathing, but
am neverthelessfOcused on a book. In it is a woman's body on which geometric

symbols are inscribed. In descending order they are: circle, oval, six-pointed
star, triangle, crescent (right below the navel with ends pointing up), and

a series of three figures seated on square or rectangular blocks lined up

horizontally. Each symbol corresponds to a chakra, a letter, and to a part

of my body. My task to complete before we arrive is to determine how they
all relate.

I(,.' SIi\ /1./1 / /I ./IV / I /III It', Ill, It II i', I,H I., I IV I II ( J IV

a swarm of caterpillars. l)ililillllli\'(' III ..II". II" .1,1,1\'1·,11(·\"·11111'1.-·.·.

embody all-embracing forces. The dosdy rel.lln 11\.i111'11"1,,1 \,1111(.1111.11('

in the northeastern Aegean are similarly dl'snilwd .111.1.111'.dso hl'l'Il1

like. In the ancient mysteries of the island, they repreSl'II1 lIothing less
than Demeter, Persephone, Hades, and Hermes themselves,

Turning to the dream of a passionate and intelligent thirty-five

year-old graduate student, we find a woman whose psyche is clearly

working the feminine side of the anima-animus equation as she gains
a perception of her essential feminine self:

I am standing in a bathtub about to take a shower. A retarded man comes

walking into the bathroom and wants to look at me, I notice then that a

large powerful woman stands in the tub with me, I tell the guy to get out!

Then I turn toward the woman, but where she stood a large oval mirror

now stands, I gather mysel/together and hunch down so as to befUlly reflected

in the mirror. Enchanted by my reflection, I see myseifin essence-as a lean,

beautiful, almost glowing nymph. Then I spread my vagina to the mirror

and I can see way into mysel/--then deeper still into what becomes a vast

chamber. There is something really ancient about it.

The deflection of the retarded man who intrudes is related to the sexual

abuse she suffered at the hands of an abusive alcoholic father. In the

wake of such experience the reclamation of one's body and sexuality

as one's own is an essential initiative. The large powerful woman who

appears in the tub is of obvious importance in mirroring the dream's
real substance. The archetypal "body-mother" of the dream is

reparative of an inattentive and passive mother experience, just as there
were moments when affirmation would issue from the older masculine.

A dream emerged in which this woman, an accomplished swimmer,

stood at the end of a diving board wearing only a swimsuit and a pair

of downward pointing triangular gold earrings. The downward
pointing triangle, a classic symbol of the Great Goddess, is a creation

of the dream. At poolside a beloved old coach just stands there

beholding the dreamer with the greatest admiration and not a hint of
lust or manipulation.

Just as forms of the phallus are all aspects of the archetypal masculine,
so nymphs are untamed personifications of the Great Goddess, who

may inhabit a grotto, a tree, a spring, etc. The perception of oneself

specifically as a nymph mayor may not be a perception of one's sexual
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1110WIIII'1I1hackward ill tillle. Movement by way of a time capsule

Io]',l'lhl'l' with the absence of breath has a perinatal ring to it. But
!Ill' l'II1ire dream is patterned as a process of rebirth with its ordering
01 the d reamer's constituent somatic and psychic parts. We tend to

Illldnesl imate the degree to which we exist in a state of dissociation

silllply filr having a brain, a heart, and genitals, each with their claim
:Il1d influence upon the personality. Recall that the dreamer is still
recovering from the influence of a psychopathic former lover, in
addition to cocaine.

While the descending symbols bear a conspicuous similarity to

the chakra diagrams of India, and while each specific symbol might
be discussed at length, the dream is an individual creation. I have asked
two Jungians noted for their expertise in body work, Marion Woodman
and Arnold Mindell, the same pertinent question: "How specifically

do you correlate emergent individuals' images in body-work with those
of the Eastern chakra systems?" Both place greater emphasis on

individual experience of the kind encountered here. The question is

pertinent to the dreamer in that her review of the symbolic diagram
has the feel of a prospectus-guiding, yes, but also anticipatory of
future experiences where the full affective power of these symbols will
surely be upon her. A feminine downward-pointing triangle and then
a lunar crescent appear just beneath the navel and in association with
the urethra. It is scarcely an accident that the beautiful black man of

the dream appears with a lunar crescent on his forehead. It marks him
as a chthonic masculine counterpart to the dreamer's anesthetized

White male companion. The moon is his third eye, the night vision

he brings. The black lunar man can see Dionysus from within his realm;
his lunar mind is commensurate with the zones of belly, urethra, and
vulva-all under the aegis of the moon, classic images of not only the
Great Mother but of Dionysus and the Hindu Shiva. He is intimately

a part of the instincts and emotions, processes and cycles of these lower
spheres of the body. A vase in the Berlin Antiques Museum shows one
of the maenads of Dionysus casually urinating into a bowl. Not only

is Dionysus archetypally related to all the body's natural fluids, the
urethra knows nothing of culture or persona but expresses undeniable

spontaneity, an undeniable truth related to self assertion and the
creative flow.

I ()il Sf/.\II,/1I1 111V/1 "'" II'II/ldf/I", "" 11,11V IIIIIN

As we go further back in time / rll'Jcmtllil II,I' 11(1//01"'" 1i"I1/"'/ /1", /11111"

crescent corresponds to the letter U and / thilll<~;'IIIII'''\ IlIl'illillo ((I/,/,n/'iI/J(!

to my urethra. I struggled with the final symbol hemll,\/, lilt,/,( II'I'/'(' Ih/'l'l' Iii

choosefrom. I thought it was meant to match with the letter V which seemed

to correspond to my vulva. Knowing I was running out of time, I choose

the figure on the fir left because her arm was bent in the shape of a V. She

was an Egyptian woman sitting on a cube of stone and holding a skull in

one hand while gesturing upward with the other. U7e were stopping now

I had picked the woman instinctively and would figure out why later on.

Looking up from the book I could see the blue sky moving very slowly. As we

slow, I realize I had not breathed fOr a time. U7e reintegrate with time.

Getting up with the others, I become aware of the black man. He stands
near the door with the black woman. I see he has a white crescent moon on

his fOrehead He is very beautiful, naked to the waist. The woman wonders

if we have traveled back to a place and a time where people don't wear

clothes. Out of the window I see a group of people crossing a wooden bridge

in black robes. It is early spring; chilly but with green grass and full trees.
I know the people are witches or pagans and I want to be with them. I

realize then we have arrived in England or New England in the time of

the witch burnings. I stldly realize the I cmtrtot go with them beCtluse we

have returned to this time to be nuns, their fOe, their opposites.

After staging a play with various characters:

A black woman comes down some stairs holding a package tied in a bundle.

She hurries towards a door; but I trip her. If she gets out the door with the

package the play must run its course to its predicted end. But if I can stop

her tll this point there is a chance of changing the end of the play. I think
I succeed in stopping her.

The white man's asphyxiation at the outset of the dream indicates
his diminishing influence on the dreamer's consciousness as she

descends into her inner psychosomatic world with its ambiguous time
space. One may question the degree to which she falls prey to erratic
inclinations precisely because he sleeps. But the dreamer does remain
lucid and deliberative throughout the initiatory process itself. The
black couple accompanies her throughout. One could find no better
example of a psychic movement downward as a simultaneous



Given the proximity ollllcdlLI.llld I 1111111'.("111\,"), .III "1"'111'1(',1.1('1

range of implications is draWl! in. Tltc .11'''11111'10..l"w",1 • 11.11-1.1,widl

its three cubes of stone and the EgYPliall W"III.III willi Iltc sklill

demonstratively holding her arm in a V, captulc dlc spnial allClII ion
of the dreamer. She is directed back toward the SUrf~lCc,as it werc. As

the culminating symbol of the sequence, and given its cubical and

human forms, this is none too surprising-of all the symbols these

alone are three-dimensional solids. The skull held by the Egyptian

woman is the hallmark of the descent's fulfillment, just as her pointing
upward indicates that psyche's lower boundary has for now been met,

and with it the necessity for a return to the surface world. To the degree

the dreamer gains insight into how all the body's physiologic and

psychic centers relate to one another, the reclamation of her bodily
integrity and sense of self will be enhanced.

In the Indian system, the lowest chakra, Muladhara, pertains to

fundamental issues of survival; it is also the birth point of the Kundalini

energy, which animates the entire body. The appearance of the skull

at this low level is a veritable mirror image of the cranium and

accordingly locates the entire sphere of the dream's reflections within

the microcosm of the dreamer's own body. Clearly the skull is an image
of Fate, but as in alchemy, it is also an image of the rotundurn, the

vessel in which consciousness ultimately comes to refinement. In this
regard consider the brief dream of an individual far advanced in his

psychological work:

1 {un standing beside {f white bridge at the edge ofa river on a brilliant

day. Sun-bleached skeletons lie below me on the bank as 1suddenly hold a

perfectly Jpherical pitcher o./crystal. Within it, held tightly symmetrical, 1
see my own sleull in every detai/.

Whatever the strength of the dreamer's daily consciousness, the intuitive

insight that may spring from the contemplation of the Egyptian
woman's skull must be incorporated into her awareness and self

concept. The frequency with which the skull and the vessel appear in

portraits of the Catholic Mary Magdalene is noteworthy here. For she

embodies the split between virgin nun and sex witch more than any

other Christian saint. Here that appealing V-shaped gesture on the

part of the woman is articulate. Reminiscent of the logo of Arm and

Hammer baking soda, Mother Jones magazine, or any number of

'"" I.rI.,.l ". I.lb"l "1)',,1111/,,11lOllS, II is ,Ill !"sscllli;rI image oltcl!sile

',1I1'III',dl, 1Il'XlllIlllY, .111.1dl'lt'l'lIIillaliol!.

hlI.rlly, ;111 associal ion of the skull to the Triple Goddess of Fate is

III oldn, particularly given her appearance with the threefold solids

.111,1d,,· prcsence of one black lunar representative of the masculine.
Tit!" descending bodily centers may also be compared with the

progrcssive stripping off of colored gowns from the body of Inanna

during her descent to dark Ereshkigal as described by Perera. Inanna

is hung helpless on a stake to rot while the cold-eyed chthonic mother
slares unflinching at het beautiful catchling from the upper world.

But the personal context of the dream is milder and reflects more

youthful issues. For all the specificity we find in her chakra system,
and for all the dream's focus on women historically split between the

meager option of Christian virginity or heretical witchery, we find a

puzzling compulsion repetition in the imagery of the recurrent drama.
The vulnerability of the anesthetized White man, the archetypal split

between virgin and whore, and unresolved mother issues all have

something to do with the dreamer's necessity to trip the Black woman
with the bundle. One assumes it may be a child, but we are left without

any certainty beyond the fact that it is the feminine partner of our
chthonic black syzygy that holds the sectet.

This picaresque of dreams has traced many an exemplary form
and tandem movement of the anima and the animus in the endless

dance we call the syzygy. The dynamics of psychic bisexuality exist

in potentia in the image of the divine child, and come joyfully and

painfully into their own through the contingencies of attachment
and separation, love and loss. Primary attention has been given to
the inner workings of the syzygy. We've considered how consciousness

emerges from an androgynous and psychosomatic matrix; how such

imagery appears through the influence of such untamed sons of the
Great Goddess as Eros, Hermes (Mercurius), and Dionysus; and how

this partnership points to future developments of the kind we will

explore in our final two chapters. The appearance of the syzygy at

any given moment in adulthood is vividly suggested by a final pair
of dreams, one decidedly retrograde and the other anticipatory. The

first arose in a thirty-five-year-old male partner following the final

agonizing breakup of a tumultuous, madly romantic, but ultimately

impossible love relationship:
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In a dark chamber ill t/ moor! ({r!,',,!' 1111//1111,I'. I ,1/1/1'.11(/IIII'll/II I 1((

and not part of it. In a uwdlelil .\fit/(( 1,('(' IIIJ,"11illlll"iI/'/"',III/' lI'ilf,

Sarah in a tight ball, like when my w{/i· ,{lIfll,lllr! {II ,,//1 "/' 10.~"II,,.,10

see how little space we could take up. Not sure ~lil is n't///y S,,,,rI,or .Wtlll'illlt'

else. I see the two curled up in a kind of ceremonialjtlshiotl. 'j 'hepair ftrt'

wrapped in a blue silk shawl. The only sounds are the sleepy curling sounr!f
of a fetus in utero.

Prominent is the dream's reflection of symbiotic merger with the
former lover so profound as to echo the sounds of a child in the womb.

One thinks of the old Egyptian imagery of Isis and Osiris clinging to
one another incestuously in their mother's womb. The details-"I am

part of what I see and not part of it" and "not sure if it is really Sarah"
already display psyche's efforts to dissolve the projected image of the
beloved for the sake of restoring much-needed equilibrium to the
personality. The childlike pair as well as the image of the beloved must
be embraced in solitude, as contents of the dreamer's own soul. By
the time we speak of "what I've learned" from a relationship this process
is already at work. Months later, as this dreamer's solitary and initiatory
grief slowly gives over to hope springing eternal, this final dream of
our serIes arose:

I am alone in a closed chamber with a lovely woman who I fiel I know.

She wears a pale blue gown and stands looking into my eyes. I am aware

that this is our bridal chamber, also a prison-the stage where everything
must take place.

III
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One must rise by that by which olle falls.

~ Tanrric dictum

CHAPTER SIX

Sacred Sexuality in Hindu Tantra

The shivling, a ritual object familiar in popular Hinduism,
derives its form and meaning from a legend in which the sages

curse Shiva for what they feel to be perverse behavior contrary

to the Scriptures (Fig. 1, next page). As a result, Shivas phallus falls to

the ground:

The phallus burned everything before it; wherever it went,
all was consumed. It traveled through the under-world, in
heaven and on the earth, never staying in one place. All the
worlds and their inhabitants lived in anguish. The sages were

struck with dismay.!

Failing to recognize this messenger of Heaven as none other than "Shiva
of the marvelous forms," the sages turn to the god Brahma for help.

Chiding them for their ignorance, Brahma instructs them:

As long as this phallus is not in a fixed position, no good can
come to any of the three worlds. In order to calm itswrath, you
must sprinkle the divine sexual organ with holy water, build a
pedestal in the form of a vagina and shaft (symbol of the
goddess), and install it with prayers, offerings, prostrations,
hymns and chants accompanied by musical instruments. Then
you shall invoke the god, saying, "You are the soutce of the
universe, the origin of the universe.Youare present in everything
that exists.The universe isbut a form of yourself. 0 Benevolent

One! Calm yourself and protect the world."2

Rightly approached in this ritual fashion, Shiva himself declares: "No
other being except the Lady of the Mountain may seize hold of my
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Fig. 1: Shivling with female worshipper ofk:rillg nowl'rs to the source-point of Life
and Spirit

sexual organ. If she lakes hold 01 II, II will 1I11111'''!.II,I\,IH" 0111<'
calm."o Brahma's instructions arc II<'('(kd ,11101III, 1',0"\' wlldll4',,,sj,.,

assuaged. In a variation on this aCCOllllItilt' ,,,.11',"'"dlj', ,I )'oni sllap('(1

111'11,II III 1I11'\'.11II. III wlli..!1 Shiva COllles 10 rest. Ever after an

Illtl'lI()( kinl-\ illl;ll-\eoj" lhe lingtlln of Shiva and the yoni of Parvati,
III<'shivling stands at the transept of Shiva temples (the location of
11)(' altar in European cathedrals) and at the center of ritual devotions
10 Shiva and his consort. Known as "The Lady of the Mountains,"

1':lrvali'sidentity and nature closely follow her role as the wife of Shiva.
l.ike lhe yoni of the legend, Parvati works to draw Shiva into demands
of marriage and thus into a broader worldly life, far from the solitude
of the mountains. She stands in opposition to the world-denying

aspects of Hindu tradition, mitigating the extremes of both Shiva's
asceticism and his mania and ecstatic madness. She is cool, moist,

watery-a wife, partner, and master student reminiscent of Hera
and Aphrodite.

The most powerful divine symbols are always those in which the

greatest range of opposites are compacted. Shiva, in his unbounded
phallic and fiery appearance, is called Rudra, who lives with the
animals in forests and jungles. Yet Shiva is known also as Mahayogi,

the great ascetic, who sits in timeless meditation atop the world
mountain, Mount Kailash. Reminiscent of the array of contrasting

qualities borne internally by such composite Western figures as Phanes
or Mercurius, Sophia or Isis, this "Shiva of the marvelous forms"
combines any number of attributes in one mythic identity with myriad

powers. Hymns as self-contradictory and resonant as the Gnostics' "The
Thunder, Perfect Mind" are raised to him. The ritual shivling itself is

the precise image of the spiritual axis that is one with life in each
moment, in whatever space-an intersection (+) comparable to that
of zoe (life) and phos (light) aforementioned on whatever scale or
dimension it be conceived. The source of all creativity lies at the

dynamic core of its vortex.
This core is a monad, a seed point, a drop of Shivas golden semen

represented, as it may be, by a bindu on one's forehead, the dot at the
center of the downward-pointing triangular Kali yantra, or any chakra
center's infinitesimal passage off into the implicate order. With

reciprocal accent on the feminine, the actual fashioner of living forms,
the turning of one's gaze inward is tantamount to looking back through
a birth canal cosmic in its scope. The many yantras ofTantric tradition

are cosmograms that mirror the psyche's inner dynamism in resonant
interlocking geometries, emerging and expanding before an in-turned
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The roots ofTantra go back to the ancient Indus River civilizations

(ca. 3800-1800 H.C.E.) of Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa, the urban

centers of a pervasive goddess culture. Horned, ithyphallic, and often

portrayed in meditative posture, the male consort and yogi devoted

to the goddess anticipates Shiva, just as he parallels the shamanic
Horned God of Old Europe and calls Dionysus once more to mind.
The ancient traditions of the Indus region lead to the Dravidian

culture of India. It existed for a thousand years prior to the arrival of

the Aryans of Iran in about 1500 B.C.E., which is to say, before the

philosophical literature of the Vedas, before the advent of major
dualistic religious orientations, before ascetic traditions, before the caste

system, and before Vishnu, Brahma, and Shiva came to form the
familiar male triad of popular Hinduism. The Dravidians were

animistic and polytheistic in orientation, embedded in the arable but

III till" 1'11 . .1111'."I .\IIIV,I. ;111.1hotl. ;IIT l'ssclliial to creation. These are
1..I.\lnl to tllC klllillillc in Iheir respective ways. As we have seen,

1',\Ivati, Ihe magnificent wife of Shiva, often appears with him in

donll'stic scenes. Earthquakes are caused by their lovemaking, just as

t hey may argue over the fairness of a game of chess. The image of
1';\Ivati, however, darkens and expands as she assumes her identity as
Ihe Black Goddess, Kali. The contrast between these personae is similar

10 that of Inanna and dark Ereshkigal in the Sumerian mythology. In

'Ell1tra, however, it is finally Shakti who represents the sublime beauty

and power of every feminine aspect as Shivas partner in ritual.

These gods and goddesses, the ritual practices that honor them,

and the history and goals of Hindu Tantra provide a provocative

counterpoint to sex and religion in Western traditions, as well as

exceptionally beautiful examples of how the world's most developed

erotic mysticism celebrates the divine syzygy. Articulating his own

modest hope for a broader influence ofTantra in the modern world,
historian Arnold Toynbee observes:

The present adherents of the Judaic monotheistic religions and
of [their] post-Christian substitutes ... ate, all of them, ex

pantheists. This historical fact suggests that there might be some
hope of their reverting to the pantheistic attitude, now that they
have become aware of the badness of the consequences of the

monotheistic lack of respect for nature.6

1/'1 .<,/-,\/1,1/111 I/VIII/ll NIIII,/II/". /""il/lVllltllV

third eye. Comparabk 10 thl' {III/II/I /11/".1:/1/.1/111/1/1 "I Wl',',II'11I

hermetism, this is the ocular apparaill" tll.11 1,,·llllld·, 111>1"Idy tI\(' illlll"

space of soul and world, but the vcry wdl"l'l IIII~"I I)()tli ,real iOIl

mythology and individuation. Impenetrable by Ihc ill (cllCel alonc, IhI'

gnosis to which such meditations lead one can only be ascertained

imaginally and experientially. The Tantric practitioner pursues this

insight through a process of sustained and highly elaborate

transpersonal enteroception, where the given body reveals itself as a

microcosm, as a hologram of universal energies and structures, itself a

single cell in the cosmic body.

Curious in light of the overt phallic escapades of Shiva, the vagina

and the "shaft" are called symbols of the goddess, though discrete gender
designations grow tenuous within this vortex. Tree and world-axis

symbolism display a similar shifting back and forth between masculine

and feminine identifications. On the masculine side of the equation,

Rudra represents Shiva's primordial identity as a wild archer and

hunter, as well as the phallus frenzied to the point of imminent threat.

The qualities of this male god are generally germane to the lower

dimension of Eliade's solar hierophany, while Shiva as Mahayogi may

be envisioned more in terms of its axial upper extension. One source

spotlights the former quite vividly:

The Purana legends portray Shiva as a libidinous adolescent,

roaming naked in the forest, channing the wives of the proud
ascetics, who wish to conjure heaven by their own will power.
Shiva humiliates the ascetics,seduces their wivesand, scattering
his own seed here and there, makes precious stones and holy
places appear on earth,"

Shiva's kinship with his Western brother, Dionysus, appears in full
flower in this unvarnished picture of enchantment and seduction. The

phallus moves wildly abroad through the expanse of the three worlds,

while simultaneously "the god's sexual organ becomes an immense

pillar which transpierces and fills all three worlds."s Thus two general
aspects of the phallus are indicated: one related to diverse and far

ranging phallic action in and upon the world (like the multiple phallic

gods of Greek polytheism), the other, the phallus as herm, fixed

upright-a boundary marker, an axis related to both spine and world.

Primal wildness and a superordinate ordering principle are thus one
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The modern conception of ecology may appear as an attempt
to return to a true ethic. ... It is not only a question of preserving
nature for the service of mankind, but rather of rediscovering
man's role in nature, as a co-operator in the work of the gods. A
religion which does not respect the indissoluble oneness of creation,

and which is not fundamentally ecologi(,{l!,is nothing but aftaud 7

tropical ecology ofSoudl alld (:1'1111.11111.11.1\11111' \V. I. /I1II",k 1"'lIplc,
all were intimately at home ill lhe pl.llIl .11101,1111111.11wlldd .1I,)lllId

them. Contrasting sharply with Aryan ~piriliiall.\l"" Willi Wl'll' ~tel'pl'd
in the Vedas and considered the world to be Illerely ;1 pari of the "Wl'h

of Maya" and thus illusory, the Dravidian was not a philosophically
abstracting culture but a mythological and ritual one. The Dravidian~

were little inclined to dismiss the created world as ephemeral because,

for them and Tantric seekers ever since, the created world is fully real

a living manifestation of Sri Devi, the Great Goddess. Goddess religions

have little difficulty with matter. They fully validate the body and its

instincts (be this hunger, sex, or aggression) as religiously significant.

Accordingly, and in contrast to the wispy Maya doctrine of the

spiritualists, Tantra recognizes the world's reality in the forms and
powers of Shakti.

From a Jungian perspective, the distinction between Maya and

Shakti corresponds to the difference between an abstract conception of

the anima as mere fantasy activity and the experience of the anima as

an immediate, palpable, and fateful reality possessing material, psychic,

and also spiritual aspects. The famous erotic temple complex of

Khajuraho and the scattered circular Yogini temples (stretching from

Delhi to Bhubaneshwar), with their sinuous intermingling of plants,
animals, humans, and gods, all harken back to old Dravidian values.

A highly secretive religious complex, Tantra has its major centers today

in Orissa, Bengal, and Bihar. While the Tantrists are actually less at

home in temple complexes than in the secrecy of the forest, a private
home, or the boneyard, the roots of their purview reach back to the

Dravidians and their deep kinship with the natural world. The

contemporary ecological importance of any religious system sensitive
to sexuality, the body, and nature cannot be underestimated, for this

represents the primary life-and-death challenge for every human being
alive on the planet today:

TIll" Illlll.p,l 1••.lw,'('1I i11l'11.111\'I'lIdl'lIlali\1l1 oj' the Aryan outlook

.111.1dll' (,;Irtll 1 IIl1l1n Il'dlles~ oj' the Ihavidian-Tantric trajectory

Il'pl"~I'IIIS a poLu'ily world-class in its scope, a ubiquitous archetypal

,( 'Iul' Whose tendency to split apart has decisively touched this entire

illqlliry. The same Ayran transcendental inclinations, after all, stand
h,.hill.! the patriarchal developments of Olympian Greece. The contrast

is vividly reflected by this anecdote from the Gospel of the famous

Bengali devotee of Kali, Sri Ramakrishna (1836-1886), who dwelt in
her ritual center, Dakshineswar, along the Ganges near Calcutta. He

is a young man exploring the insights and methods of various gurus.

One especially lofty Vedic teacher says to Ramakrishna, "Brahma .,.

is the only Reality, ever pure, ever illumined, ever free, beyond the

limits of time, space, and causation."8 With more than a touch of

ascetic pride, he adds: "That knowledge is shallow by which one sees
or hears or knows another."9 In response, Ramakrishna, though already

enchanted by Ka!i, is sent off puzzling about this "Absolute." The text

continues: "Totapuri asked him to withdraw his mind from all objects
of the relative world, including the gods and goddesses, and to

concentrate on the Absolute." But the task was not easy, even for

Ramakrishna. He finds it impossible to take his mind beyond Kali,

the Divine Mother of the Universe. The saint speaks in the first

person after grappling with the pursuit of Atman (Brahma):

But in spite of all my attempts I could not altogether cross the
realm of name and form and bring my mind to the
unconditioned state. I had no difficulty in taking my mind

from the objects of the world. But the radiant and too familiar

figure of the Blissful Mother, the Embodiment of the essence
of Pure Consciousness, appeared before me as a living reality.

Herbewitchingsmileprc>ventedmetrompassingintotheGreatBeyond.

Againand againI tried,but Shestood in mywayeverytime.lO

In this scene Ramakrishna stands at an essential threshold-that

between what Hindu metaphysics distinguishes as Prakrti, or Nature

in its broadest sense, and Purusha, the spiritual Self. Prakrti denotes

the existence and dynamism of matter and Nature, of all things

gendered, procreative, and becoming-the Goddess by whatever name
she may be called. This embraces life, the human body, the psyche

(or soul), and all phenomenal manifestations extending to the most
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Fig. 2: Shivling mandala opening to reveal a holographic field of germinalluminosiries

1I1.IIVdOIJ,',~"111111('.11(llllJs 01 Sli I levi (( ;real (;oddess) around their
l'Xll'liol, all ('vell 'lion' ellchallting visiollllleets one's eye in the interior.

1\," if the lighl (II the Coddess were refracted through a prism, sixty-

I /')
'•. If/.'/I' \,,\ 1'.tllll IN /I /IV! I/! / ,IN 11.',1I/B SF\lllIl/l/N/J 11111011'./11/1'. 1,\I/I,/N.ll/tlN

subtle inlages accessihlc 10 hlllll,lll ((111',(1(111'1111',.,'.I I,d" I, (l1i('1I1t'llIwd

Kali-Shakti, refers to the illllllediall' \'Ill-, Ilv,' 1""'1\'1 (lJ IIII' h'lIl1llilw

in Creation, a specific morphogenclic alld l'V(lIIJI""I,IIY ('lIl'lgy Ih,ll

gives rise to the totality of nature's created /(ll'IIIS, Th is parallels Ik
medieval notion of the light of nature (lurnen naturae) in Ellropeall

nature philosophy, with an accent on the sublunary, embodied,

feminine, and chthonic dimension of spirit. Jung often states that

beyond such experiential realities as these only metaphysical assertions

can be made. It is, however, a distinguishing feature of Hindu
metaphysics that Vedic seekers focused on Purusha (Brahrna)
confidently claim the liberty to speak of a transcendent consciousness, a

consciousness of Consciousness alone. This implies again a particular

vanishing point or channel to the nonmanifest-transcendent spirit and
self with a capital S.

Paul's tenet that "what the t1esh desires is opposed to the Spirit,

and what the Spirit desires is opposed to the t1esh" might be considered

against this expansive backdrop-the tension of opposites in the Piscean

Era of Western astrology as well. But Tantra ignores this classic rift,
largely due to the sheer absence of intellectual abstraction in its

worldview. This renders such external discursive designations as "aerial"

and "chthonic" completely academic, for spirit, consciousness, and light

finally represent a unified field phenomenon-though, crucially, one

accessed through meticulous attention to the vital, sexual, and religious

energies of the psychosofml. An immediate parallel to the sparkling

scintilltle of Western alchemy, this symbolism is beautifully reflected

in the Mahalinga Mandala, which features in profile a t1eshly red

shiv ling in which scores of tiny shivlings appear as an orderly grid of

dispersed luminosities (Fig. 2). The body (as microcosm) and sexuality

(as ritual medium) are thus central to deep religious experience in the

tradition of Hindu Tantra. Archetypal images of sexuality and the gods

are rarely so striking as in Tantric temples, paintings, and ritual arts.
No more thrilling an introduction to the sensual and sacred

ambiance of the Tantric ritual tradition could be desired than

approaching and entering a Yogini temple for the first time. These
ceremonial sites were erected between the 9th and the 12th centuries

C.E., and represent the most elaborate fixed structures in the history
of the traditionally reclusive Tantric cult. Remote circular stone

structures, open to the sky in order to mirror it, with niches filled with



As abruptly as darkness descends ar nightfall, even so, without
warning did the Mahayoginis appear out of the Sh.)', the earth,
the depths of the nether regions and the four corners of space.
They traversed the skiesat tremendous speedscausing their locks
of hair to come undone, and these Howing tresses swept across
the sky,hampering and angering the other denizens of the aerial

four or eighty-one enshrined ICIIIIIIII\('IClIIII',1111"1 tI" ,'\', .all.lllllilid

these are the yoginis, personifications 01 iI\(· (,".1.1 •.... III 111"1 III)'ri.1I1

forms. There are nubile girls dancing as thc)' hold .IIIIIILaI.\.dolt; lidl

breasted young women beating drums; matronl)' IImlis with the head

of a cow, a rabbit, a cobra, or a monster; and aged yoginis whose sunken

breasts are barely distinguishable from their emaciated ribcages. I'he

yoginis stand in sinuous posture, graced by elaborate pectorals, exotic

headgear and heavy earrings, and wearing jeweled girdles around their

broad hips. The impression of a superabundance of life and the sacred

nature of that life is overwhelming.

Portrayals of Devi in the manuscripts of the medieval Kaula school

of Tantra that built these ritual precincts commonly display the

Goddess in a dress with sixty-four of her attributes written upon it.

Then again, a full mandala may appear womb-like upon her belly,

with a specific yogini outlined in each niche of its ambit. In one

example (Fig. 3), the Goddess appears as Durga with a host of weapons

and ritual accoutrements indicative of her eXploitation of masculine

energies in her creation and protection of life.

The yogin is of Tantric tradition are each a personification of

Shakti-some individual personifications of the Goddess, others her

attendants and devotees, but all prototypical of Tantric women.

Historical documents display little consistency in regard to their

names. Generally "yogini" refers to a devotee, a sorceress, or a witch

but also the female celebrant of the Tantric ritual syzygy. As aspects of

Devi, the sixry-four yogin is "were formed from different parts of the

body of Devi herself-from voice, sweat, navel, forehead, cheeks, lips,

ears, toenails, womb and also from her anger."11 The yoginis may also

fly, taking awesome dominion of the upper air in a manner reminiscent

of European witches, and ushering the Tantric celebrant into the

nocturnal world of the Kaula marga, the ritual of union alternately

known as the Pancha-makara rite. One document from the original

era of Yogini temple construction conveys this most vividly:

I II I
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Fig. 3: Goddess Durga with YoginiChalcra, as womb, temple precinct, and diverse
female forms
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Fig.4: Ekepada,the "one-foared"ithyphallicTantt'icdeitywith headpieceand weapomy
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their ears. Hovering over the gnlesollll,llIllIl.lll·,I,ldl.·,\1"1 "l.llllll',
their heads were vast numbers of gialll VUltlllcswllo ol>.~II'I"led
the rays of the sun.12

At the center of the open temple stands a square, covered platforlll

where first the guru, then the central Shakti of the Kaula marga take

their places. Ensconced on this platform a single male figure typically
appears, rightly calling to mind the position of Dionysus at the center

of his band of wild, long-haired, orgiastic, snake-garnished maenads.
This is Shiva as Bhairava, just as every male ritual celebrant is a bhairava,

though the figure is also known as Ekepada, "one footed" (Fig. 4). One
could find no more appropriate combination of fundamental masculine

tokens, nor a more telling personification of phallus as world axis than

he. His single foot calls the etymology of Oedipus, "swollen foot," to

mind, along with numerous other associations of the foot and leg as

phallic. Ekepada's prominent erection is echoed by the single leg, the
figure's damaged staff or weapon, and by a tiered conical hat that

precisely parallels that of the ancestral figure from New Guinea,

discussed earlier, as an explicit indication of spiritual hierarchy. Ekepada

is the phallus, no less than Hermes (as archaic herm born through
the feminine) or Phanes (aroused by the Triple-Goddess in the cave of
Night) are phallic, and is thus essential to all the creations of the
Goddess.

Long before the sky darkens on the night of the Kaula marga, its
participants commence with elaborate preparations for the rite. First

and foremost, the site of the proceedings must be the most private

and secure available. Tantra is a highly secretive tradition and, today,
far more likely to be enacted in a concealed location rather than in

the old tern pIes, which are largely archaeological sites today. Its

unsuspected devotees are drawn from all castes, and no disrespect,

particularly for women, is countenanced. An extended period of

instruction, moral preparation, and assessment by a presiding guru is

prerequisite for participation. The atmosphere must be soothing and

seasoned with incense. Leis of red and white flowers, oil lamps, symbols
of pertinent deities, ritual receptacles for perfumes and colored chalks,

mats and cushions, and sacramental foods must be carefully prepared

and placed in the precinct in anticipation of an experience of pure

IL"" "'" """,, """,""""'"""'"",,"""",,",,"",,,"''',,,''''''''''''



Thus the human celebrant progressively comes to realize an ever more

intimate and complete relationship with partner, self, and deity.

Primary sacramental elements of the ritual of union are exchanged
between each partner of the coupled pairs. A classic feature ofTantric

ritual consists of partaking in the so-called five "m"s: matsya (fish),

mamsa (meat), mudra (parched grain), madya (liquor) and, finally, the
climactic maithuna (sexual intercourse). Also characteristic are oblations

and praises offered to one carefully selected woman, who serves as the

primary Shakti of the night. In like manner to the Hindu belief that

devotional images are merely sculptures until they undergo proper
invocation and sanctification, the appointed Shakti thus blessed

perimeter of the ritual circle. 1'..1< 111\11<'1'1·. willi ulll 1..111.1 ;>11 III<' '".11111

to pray: "Mayall the things that I do .111<1 •.11 i111' 1111111'." I."IY IH' d011l"

and said with a pure heart."

Entering the inner precinct, the male part icipallt 's al'bilr:lry
selection of a floral lei from the pile of garlands in the ritual circle

determines his Shakti for the night. The presiding guru blesses all the
preparations and participants as the ritual moves into an interactivc

process of somatically-focused invocations. Partners lie outstretched,

then upright and face to face as they administer an extensive massage

in which each part of the body is blessed and its unique psychic power

is invoked. While ritual forms vary, Danielou records this description:

The head is smeared with ash while invoking Agni, the fire
god; the forehead while invoking the deities of the waters; the

ears while invoking the Earth or Shiva; the eyes while evoking
the Wind or Rudra; the nostrils while invoking the directions
of Space; the neck while invoking the Moon; the shoulders while
invoking Shakti (the power of realization); the arms while

invoking Ohruva (the pole star, symbol of Constancy); the
elbows while invoking Soma, the imoxicating drink; the wrists
while invoking Vishnu, the Preserver; the hips while invoking
Anala, the imeriorFire; the navel while invoking Prajapati, the
Lord of the Animals; the testicles while invoking Brahma, the
Creator; the thighs while invoking the Nagas, the serpents; the
knees while invoking the snake-daughters; the calvesand heels
while invoking the Vasus (deities of riches); the feet while
invoking the daughters of the sages; and the back while
invoking Ocean.13

In the experiential immediacy of the living mythic image which
each celebrant has become, mind merges with visionary sight, the

distinction between exteroception and enteroception (outer and inner

vision) breaks down, and sight (here one's "seeing image") is holistically
one with the vision it beholds. This corresponds on an archaic level

with a Latin expression often employed by Jung, the sacrificium
inteffectus. The term indicates no disparagement of the intellect

("doctrine") whatsoever, but rather a conscious devotion of its power

and focus to the immediacy of psychic reality. Distinguishing neither

subject nor object any longer, the ritual participant is projected into

a third place beyond the pale oflinear time-into a Janus-faced tertium
non datur, the experience of the living syzygy in fire and light unsullied

by abstract ideation. Physical orgasm and profound spiritual release

are inseparable from one another. The climax of the ritual is calculated
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Ioc, 0111('," i1\('.1< 111 . .1 III< .1111.111011011 kvi (/\',di-Sht,kLi) and is worshipped

.1< (onlillgly ill ;1 ,<..;h.lkli /Jlli". She is generally of exceptional strength,

1ll".III1Y, and spiritual power, hr advanced in the cult and often a

I'lOslilllle (prostitutes being highly respected in Tantric circles).
1',;1ehmale participant casts a handful of flower petals into the lap

of Ihe central Shakti as well as that of his own partner. After a slow

alld deliberate exchange of touch, multiple invocations are uttered as

ash, colored pigment, and perfume are applied, and an extended
mcditation on the central Shakti ensues. She remains transfixed in

trance as individual couples turn to one another, couple sexually in

double lotus position, and sink ever more deeply into their
identification with the Shiva-Shakti syzygy. This intercourse has

nothing to do with physical reproduction. Its aim is rather maximal
arousal of the sexual energy and, accordingly, the power of Shakti. The
individual shakti and shakta (female and male partners) remain focused

on one another in their ever more heightened and ecstatic state:

Kaula doctrine states that through such bhoga (enjoyment) as

opposed to yoga (renunciation), its followerswill achieve a stare
of bliss that is termed Kula. Kula is defined as a state in which

the mind and sight are united, the sense organs lose their
individuality and sight merges into the object to be visualized.
... In the Kaula ritual circle,each sadhaka was to think of himself

as Shiva and of his partner as Oevi, and in this manner to try to
anticipate the bliss ofKula.14
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Fig. 5: Shakti birthing the Kundalini serpent, with whom she is one and the same
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',1.11.1,·.110 011.'.,0\'1'1 iiI(' .kgl<T to W\IIIII till' archetypal Mother and

IIi(' .1111111.1p"'.'dd,' oVl'l "Il' whole phallic parade. Here in the wake of
III<' ritll;d of IIl1ioll ;lIId with Shiva appearing androgynously, a simple

.llIlIlIopol1lorphic representation of Shakti is articulate. Clearly a
killillillt' form, an initial impression of her simple phallicism is

.1('(isivdy qualified by the fact that she is giving birth to the Kundalini

Sl'l'pl' III (Fig. 5). This specific image is most immediately related to

IHI) SF\lI.1I11111V/111J1 11'1"',111/", H/ll,INllliJ/V

to transpire at precisely die 01.1.1(('.\11I101l1l'1111,,1011 d"WII, WI\(,ll'I'I"1I1

all the ritual celebrants quickly ;llId .\i1(,lIdy .1'"'1('1'''

The Tantric seeker has recourse 10 ;IIIY 11111111.<'101 IIHliviolll.i1

meditative techniques and ritual practices, but all ;m' ililillialcly related

to the chakra system within his own body and the Kundalini energy
that arises from its deepest fabric. While a detailed consideration of

all seven wheels of the chakra system of Tantrism would overstep the

requirements of our theme, their progression must be noted. Together
with their location, these are the Muladhara (perineum), Svadhisthana

(belly), Manipura (midriff), Anahata (heart), Visuddha (throat), Ajna

(forehead), and the Sahasrara (above the head). Even the uppermost
and most subtle of the chakras, the Sahasrara or crown chakra, retains

the imagery of gendered opposites in Kali's downward-pointing

triangle, however elevated a position the Sahasrara chakra may assume.

For it is only through Prakrti, under Kali's aegis, but more particularly

as the individuating energy of Shakti, that the divine syzygy of Shiva

and Shalni becomes real and embodied. She is the active power behind
the dynamism of masculine and feminine elements within the

individual as between ritual partners. Tantra is thus a striking example

of the far-reaching fact that the archetypal feminine almost invariably

presides over the mystery of gender itself, while the archetypal

masculine inclines towards the abolition of all such qualities. This is

particularly evident in mysticism and cosmology. Tantra, Gnosticism,
and Orphism all provide evidence for the observation.

Just as Dionysus, Hermes, Phanes, creator deities generally, and

the human psyche possess significant bisexual qualities, Shiva may

appear in the specialized form of Ardhanarishvara. Popular iconography
portrays him dressed in a symmetrical combination of female and male

attire, his masculine aspect on the right and feminine aspect on the

left. Of Ardhanarishvara it is said, "The divine hermaphrodite divided
his body into two halves, the one male, the other female; the male in

this female procreated the universe."l) Noteworthy in light of the

stormy Rudra's overt phallicism, a unique feature of Tantric ritual

doctrine is the conception that Shiva is relatively passive (dlOugh
attractive) to the active dynamism of Shakti, who is none other than

the generally familiar Kundalini serpent. Pleased with the

distinguishing male token as we are, men may be startled by this
notion. With deeper inner reflection, however, men would also be



I'sychologicdly, and with recourse to a Janus-faced perspective that
',I','S ill the child the essence and future of all Tantric developments,

Mlloknjec's observation of sex and childbirth is again noteworthy. He

sl'c;d(s of "peak experiences," which "can occur when there is deep
(,l\lol ional resonance and mutual understanding during intercourse,

or during the delivery of a child."17 Emphasis here is on the mother's

cxperience. But the implications of the perinatal processes described

I>y Grof~ whom Mookerjee quotes in what follows, return in relation
to ritual sexuality and, with them, the whole question of a newborn's

subjection to material conditions vis-a-vis the cosmic expansiveness
of an adult's numinous experience of sex:

The crucial role of the personal mother and attentive care for the

newborn is implicit here, even as the trajectory from the unconscious

complexity of the infant to the reunion of differentiated psychic

opposites in a ritual coniunctio reflects but one rhythmic cycle in life's

passionate continuity.
An extraordinary objective observation of the dynamism of this

entire biological round (the Birth-Sex-Death equation) appears in the
dream of a man in his later twenties-a conspicuous constellation of

the dark instinctual Mother:

It is a cold autumn night as I walk, ag-ain as a boy, beside my grandmother

to the house of a very old lady at the end of the block. Once inside the

woman's musty kitchen, gramma and she begin to visit. Standing alone, I
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During sexual intercourse, the partners can experience glimpses
of cosmic unity and transcend their feelings of individual
separateness.At the same time, this sexual union can lead to the
conception of a new individual and send him or her on the way
toward isolationfrom cosmic consciousness and in the direction
of increasing individualism and alienation. Similarly,while the
morher is experiencing cosmic feelings during the delivety of
her child, the newborn is confronted with the agony of birth

and trauma of separation. The emotional and physical pain
involved in this process then becomes the decisive factor
alienating the new individual from undifferentiated cosmic
consciousness that he or she experienced as a fetus.18
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Tamrikas believe that the flesh must be "awakened" from its

dormancy. "This gathering up is effected by cosmicizing the
body, and treating it as a 'tool' for inner awareness by taming it
with yogic rituals, awakening zones of consciousness and
activizing its latent subtle energies .... In the Tantras the
relationship of man and cosmos has been reversed, and man

himself has 'become' the cosmos. That is, his significance in the
cosmic order has been exalted to the extent that he, and his

body, are seen as a tool (yamra) of unlimited power, capable of
transforming even his baser capacities into eternal values, an

IHH SF\lI,/I//1 ,INIl/11I "''''/11/11/''. l;\fll./NllltllV

the lowest, or Muladhara, e11;d".I. 1111.111'.1,II I Ill' 1"11I1l11I1I.111.1",I'lIll.d

zone. It represents a distinct paralld III hllill 1'11.1111',,1"'111)',1"'1111111111

an egg and aroused by the Goddess in the C;\vc III N 1J',111.. lIld .Il1cil'lll

Hermes who, like Eros, represents a phallic JI];lsculinity !JOf'll

through the ftminine.

The lingam of Shiva stands erect and immobile at the base of the

spine with the Kundalini serpent coiled around it. The identification

of Shakti with the Kundalini serpent is fully comparable to Eve and
the Garden Serpent in Gnostic speculation, or is so once the moralistic

patina of orthodox Christianity has been removed. This extends to the

celestial counterpart of Eve and Adam represented by the Gnostic

Sophia and a sevenfold masculine creative partner, not to mention all

those Mediterranean goddesses with a snake as their phallic element.

In any case, the arousal and ascending movement of Shakti serpent

power up through the chakras constitutes the essential activity of the

Tantric quest. Her energy radiates through all the masculine and
feminine aspects of the psychosoma. The radiation of the Kundalini

energy up through the body proceeds along two discrete imaginal

channels that interweave in double-helix (like the two serpents of

Hermes' caduceus) and is immediately pertinent to an unfolding
realization of the anima-animus syzygy. The lunar, or Ida, channel is

associated with the left nostril, while the solar, or Ping-ala, channel is

associated with the right. Breath work, meditation on diagrammatic
yantras, and the repetition of specific verbal mantras (with or without

sexual ritual) constitute essential means for evoking and controlling
Shakti energy. Ajit Mookerjee describes a ritual attitude wherein "the

body is depersonalized and the deity is invited to enter its pure
dwelling-place" :



10 Ihe illusory digressions of the brain."19 From a Muladhara

1H'I~pnlive (concerned as it is with sheer survival), the whole Creation

1,\ Ically only food and eater. This consciousness is narrowly focused
;llld embedded in the excretory and sexual region of the body-the

zOlle of instinct and the explosive pleasure principle.
From the earth element of the Muladhara, the ascending sequence

of chakras are associated with water, fire, air, ether, and on to that most

subtle crown chakra, where the Kundalini Shakti meets Pure

Consciousness in the "Lotus of a Thousand Petals." Just as Western

alchemical procedures may repeat certain processes over and over, the

Tantrika may circulate the Shakti power within his body in accord

with the specific requirements of his practice.
Tantra has rightfully been referred to as the religion of the future,

for it represents a true marriage of heaven with earth that respects both.
The words of Gopi Krishna may thus conclude this chapter on a

hopeful and prospective note:

What Irealize beyond the least shadow of a doubt is the fact ...
that in the human body there exists an extremely subtle and
intricate mechanism located in the sexual region which ... tends

to develop the body generation after generation ... for the
expression of a higher personality at the end; but when roused
to rapid activity, it reacts strongly on the parent organism,
effecting ... a marvelous transformation of the nelVOUSsystem
and the brain, resulting in the manifestation of a superior type
of consciousness,which will be the common inheritance of man
in the distant future,2o

l'lO SI,\(I,1/ II) INfI 1111 HII 11,/,1(", 1,\lII,11V 1111 IN

begin to eye a trtlpdoo(' wi,h " !il/!,' II/I.I:I"!J,,/lI,lk It, ""',ll/I I!'" w!!oll"',1

linoleum. Suddenly the door slams IIP"II 11'1'" I/IIII',!,I>!,./0/1", /I", 1'II11'\t'

of a black woman is just as suddenly tlmJ/l/li lip jimll ,lit' (f,lIlllr'l.l 1I(t/It'

storm cellar and sprawls limply across the jlool: /11/ IIII(/I/IIIY sti!lll/'.l,\

prevails, like the silence beftre a tornado, beftre an enormous, extremel;JI

muscular, and finged black woman rises up from below. She seizes the corpse,

begins tearing it fiercely with her jaws and-in an instant-disappears

beneath the floor as the trap door slams shut!

The dreamer possessed no knowledge of a comparable VISIOn

experienced by Ramakrishna as he sat in meditation by the Ganges.

From beneath the sacred waters a beautiful pregnant woman emerges

and proceeds to birth a pretty child. As she lifts the child into her

arms, however, her jaws begin to distend and transform into a gaping

maw with which she savagely devours the child, only to disappear again

in the current. Ramakrishna's vision speaks directly to the split image

of the feminine in biblical Scripture and in a popular Christian icon.

The first example appears in the book of Revelation, where a pregnant

woman appears with a seven-headed dragon; the latter in any number

of Catholic sanctuaries where the Blessed Virgin stands "victorious"

atop the Serpent of Eden, The open secret that emerges in Tantra, in

certain schools of Gnosticism, in myriad pagan examples, and

archetypally as well, is that the Mother and the serpent are one and

the same. Might not birth itself be seen as the emergence from one

mother for the feeding of another, the fitful mother of experience and
all its vicissitudes?

The appearance of the fanged black woman devouring her

counterpart in our dream reflects the uroboric aspect of the Terrible

Mother (Kali), a continually "devouring" archetypal image ferociously

present but more or less turned in on itself. The child born of the

Goddess in Ramakrishna's vision suggests one modest and incremental

step towards the application of Shakti's power to the purposes of

individuation and the religious quest. Whether Shakti is portrayed as

birthing a child or a serpent, her enetgies flow into immediately

gendered halves of a whole, from the Muladhara chakra at the base of

the spine on upward. Oanielou observes: "[The] snake goddess lives

in the earth and is the mother of all living beings. The goddess is thus

associated with the most fundamental bodily functions, as opposed
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The Bridal Chamber is the Holy of the Holies.

-GmpelofPhilip

CHAPTER SEVEN

Gnostic Reflections: Sophia,

Magdalen, and the Bridal Chamber

Ye mystery of the syzygy lies at the core of Gnostic speculation
in those ancient systems that are based on the ancient
mythology of Sophia and her male consort. Whether we

imagine this syzygy psychologically in terms of the inner experience
of a single initiate of the bridal chamber, with reference to an exemplary
Gnostic partnership (Magdalen and Jesus), or as Sophia and Christ
in cosmic union-we confront one essential mystery. The bridal

chamber represents the union of disparate gendered elements of
childhood meeting on the more differentiated level of reflective adult

experience. Crucially, this conjunction simultaneously represents a
union with the divine realm, known in Gnosticism as the All, The

Entirety, the Treasury of Light, etc. The core dynamism of masculine
and feminine thus stands at the threshold of the divine mystery. The

ceaseless lifelong dynamism of the anima-animus syzygy, considered
in such detail in Chapter 5, anticipates the sacred marriage (hieros

gamos) all along. It is the consummation and goal of the individuation
process as Jung understands it:

It is a psychological fact that as soon as we touch on these
identifications [the Great Mother and her male counterparts]
we enter the realm of the syzygies, the paired opposites, where
the One is never sepatated from the Other, its antithesis. It is a

fieldof personal experiencewhich leadsdirectly to the experience
of individuation, the attainment of the self.1
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',1',1." il.> own light-a precise anthropomorphic correlate of the
11I11In1ClII~~oul-vessel discussed earlier. It must be reiterated that the

,1111111;1;lnd the animus are archetypes, personifications of the collective

IIIIlCln~cjous that are central agents in the formation of the individual

pl'lsollality. They are more intimately a part of our daily life, specific

IIIIlT;ll:1 ions, and general predisposition than anyone generally

1'lIagines, but are also impersonal, even transcendent-existing in an

.Irlilctypal time-space beyond the ego. Upon entering the Gnostic

'OSlllOS, we must accustom ourselves once more to a language of

Indeterminate dimensions and spiritual hierarchies that refers

simultaneously to outer and intrapsychic space. The complexity of

t ;nosticism, such that even lung could find it daunting, demands

~lIstained attention to the particular frame of reference in which one

llIoves. For example, in the myth of Demeter-Kore we see Persephone

descending from the earth's surface (meadow) to the underworld and

hack. In the Sumerian myth ofInanna, described by Perera, the goddess

descends through seven cosmic levels to dark Ereshkigal and back. But

Sophia, the most comprehensive goddess-imago imaginable, descends

from the height of a super-celestial realm before the creation of the

world. She is lost to "outer darkness" and anticipates an eventual return

to her lofty origins. These examples reflect the same pattern of descent

and return on the part of a mythical feminine representative of soul.
Von Franz's references to the Persian dania as a "mirror of [the

visionary's] earthly likeness," as "the religio of the deceased," and an

image which the deceased is "destined to become" are especially

noteworthy here. Not only does the anima represent everything in life

that one can never get the better of, lung's correlation of religio ("to

tie back, tie up, tie fast") with reflexio suggests that the deceased finds

in his soul the summa of an entire lifetime of religious reflection. The

proximity of death, that ultimate compromise of the ego's integrity,

only accents the timeless quality of accumulated, luminous, self

representing, and expanding psychic contents. A closely related frame
of reference issue arises in the conttast between the exalted Gnostic

heavens (with their ascending planetary shells, imprisoning kings, and

formidable gates of passage) and the perilous Egyptian underworld,

the Tuat, through whose gates the soul of deceased must pass to find

its repose. The two are veritable mirror images of one another-as above
so below.

I')/( S 1"\ 1/,11 II II IV I J 1111 H II II, II 1/ ". ,,1/ I ( , I IV III ( ) IV

Gilles Quispel O)HT ~h.II{'(IIII·. H'",II,.II"II ,.1.1 "1111'1"'..111"11Willi

lung wherein he felf a bit clllh;alr.I~,\I',IIII"'1I , .".1,1111111)'.i111'l'I\I"II.d
speculafions of one especially import;allt t ;IlO\II,W' I, II••. V;,klll illi.IIl".

who anticipate meeting their contrasexual parillCl in a Illy~lil;r1 ,\1;11<'

Among the Valentinians men and women mect their inncr opilmil"

as a revealer figure of the opposite sex. Given the individual's I'rinl;lI y

gender identity vis-a-vis the sheer psychic autonomy and superordin.llc

qualities of the anima or the animus, the contrasexual IIgn 11'\

appearance as a numinous revealer need no longer be surprising. III

any case, lung reassured Quispel that this did correspond to IhI'
psychological facts.

I recall a male patient who suddenly went blind and rcquircd

emergency surgery to clear his carotid arteries. He reported thai in

his near-death state, a brilliant female form appeared at his bedside ;as

"the doctor's wife," only to lay her head on his heart in a silent gestLlI'l'

of reassurance. Months later he was still mystified by the indescribabk

sense of grace that he continued to feel in the wake of the vision. Just

as lung's professional experience confirms Quispel's Gnostic ideas

about the con trasexual, another revealing amplification appears in a
study of death and dreams by von Pranz. Her account is, however, no

less pertinent to visionary experiences associated with a psychological
ego-death:

III Persian tradition, every individual who has been incarnated
on earth possesse~a guardian angel in heaven (often without
knowing it)-his dacruz, a daughter of the cosmic Sophia
(Spema Annaiti). This dfzcrlfl is his celestial alter ego, his imago
animae, the mirror of his earthly likeness. She is formed from

his good deeds, which originate in his acrive imagination, that
is, out ofhi~ good thoughts. When a man dies, she appears
as a beauriful young girl to meet him at the Chinvat Bridge in
the Beyond and accompany himm the other side. She is actually
the religious"visionaryorgan of the soul" itself:"the light it throws
and which makes it possible to sec." In this senseshe is the religio

of the deceased.... She isalso the "image"which he wasdestined
to become.2

Like the post-surgical vision of my patient, this passage does not

describe the light of day! The daena, the daughter of Sophia met at

the threshold of death, is rather a "visionary organ of the soul" that
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Gnosticism is heavcllly ill 11.\ CII'I.lI.I','·" 1'"1 .d,."·,('(',, III '')''1'111,1

the animating spirit of the mall',id l,ll'lI Il'II I', (.111, W,ll<'r, (';jrd., firl')

of which this world is composed. Thc IIl1dl'lw"dd rl'l('ivl's k,\s

emphasis for the very fact that this earthly plalle is already COllsidl'll.'d

a cosmic catastrophe, particularly owing to the separation of hUlllall

beings by gender. Concerning the height, breadth, and depth or
Sophia's cosmic ambit as well as the world-image she conveys as the

anima mundi, we learn from the earliest sources: "She reaches mightily

from one end of the earth to the other, and she orders all things well."
(Wisdom of Solomon 8: 1) Both the Biblical narrative of world creation

of Proverbs 8:22-31 (10[h century B.C.E.) and the apocryphal Wisdom

of Solomon (7:15-22), written in Alexandria five hundred years later,

describe this beautifully. They portray the divine syzygy at work even

as they focus on the handiwork, mediating role, and broad nature of
feminine Wisdom:

1')(. ,W\ (I,ll /I II /VI' /III 11'111" Ir 1/ I', I,\lll, 1/vII/U/V (,NI is 11/ 'N/l111 III i/VS

May Cod grant me to speak with judgement,
and to have thoughts worthy of what I have received;
for he is the guide even of wisdom
and the corrector of the wise.
For both we and our words are in his hand,

as are all understanding and skill in crafts.
For it is he who gave me unerring knowledge of what exists,
to know the structure of the world and the activity of the
elements;

the beginning and end and middle of times,
the alternations of the solstices and the changes of the seasons,

the cycles of the year and the constellations of the stars,
the nature of animals and the tempers of wild animals,

the powers of spirits and the thoughts of human beings,
the varieties of plants and the virtues of roots;
I learned both what is secret and what is manifest,
for wisdom, the fashioner of all things, taught me.
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-Wisdom of Solomon 7:15-22

These Biblical personifications of feminine Wisdom are congenial to

Gnostic Sophia speculation with the exception that the traditional
notion of God (as Yahweh) undergoes a radical transformation in

Gnosticism-from the Father who creates Wisdom to Yahweh as the

son of Sophia! In the preceding text, Wisdom and Yahweh appear in

aboriginal time and work cooperatively to bring forth the world of time,

space, and matter. While one with God, it is feminine Wisdom who

rejoices in the human race and so intimately connects with us. More

particularly as anima mundi, Wisdom represents knowledge of all the
elemental structures of the world, the specific unfolding of time and

events, the specific features of the created world in their astronomical,

meteorological, zoological, botanical, and geological essence. She is the
whole of life itself and the unerring knowledge of all that exists-a

creatrix and revealer at once.

From roughly the same period as the second passage quoted above

comes an extremely instructive example of ritual experience where ego

death, mysterious instruction by an autonomous feminine voice, and
the revelation of a mythic world-image all come together: the visions
of one Greek man named Timarchus. His experiences at the Oracle of

Trophonius (Hermes) are described by Plutarch and quoted by C. A.
Meier in Ancient Incubation and Modern Psychotherapy. Timarchus

•

-Proverbs 8:22-31

The Lord created me at the begillning of his work,
the first of his acts of\ong ago.

Ages ago I was set up,
at the first, before the beginning of the earth.

When there were no depths I was brought forth,
when there were no springs abounding with water.

I3d()1'Cthe nlOUlHainshad been shaped,
bef()J'ethe hills, I was brought forth

when he had not yet made earth and fields,
or the world's fIrst bits of soil.

When he established the heavens, I was there,

when he drew a circle on the face of the deep,
when he made fltm the skies above,

whCll he established the fountains of the deep,
when he assigned to the sea its limit

so that the waters might not transgress his command.
when he marked our the foundations of the earth,

then I was beside him, like a master worker,

and I was daily his delight,
rejoicing before him always,

rejoicing in his inhabited world
and delighting in the human race.



descends into an orand;lr Ch;llIdwl (, ,IV!') willi. I" 1.111,1111', 101 1111('('

days, leading his companions 10 kar Iw 1,\ .1",111 I It- IlIl.dl\, ('1111'11',(',\ 10

describe a vision of the microcosm he lias SlTII ,1,\ 111,\ ,\0111 iSSlll'Slilltll

from the fetters of his body. Rejoicing as it rises ill till' pmI' Iransparenl

air, Timarchus first hears a strange whirring, then a sweet voice that

accompanies him as he beholds a vast inner landscape with circular

fiery islands moving over the depths of a sea. The scintillating landscape

elements orient themselves around a vortex that spirals round in the

midst of the encompassing firmament, reminiscent of Jacob's ladder

(Genesis 28:10-12) or the previous dream of the phallic world axis

(Chapter 5). Timarchus then beholds a chasm "strangely terrible and

full of utter darkness" expanding into the chthonic depths beneath

him. The original text of Plutarch continues:

Time passed, and an unseen person said (0 him, "Timarchus,
what do you wish to learn?" "Everything," he replied, "for all is
wonderful." "We," the voice said, "have little to do with the

regions above; they belong to other Gods; but the province of
Persephone, which we administer, being one of the four which
Styx bounds, you lIlay survey at your will." To his question,
"What is Styx?""Away to Hades," was the reply, "and it passes
right opposite, parting the light at its very vertex, but reaching
up, as you see, fi-omHades below; where it touches the light in
its revolution it marks offthe remotest region of all."3

Following Timarchus's appraisal of the upper and lower hemispheres

surrounding the world axis, the voice initiates a discussion of life,

motion, birth, and death over which "a Fate, daughter of Necessity,

presides, and holds the keys." In light of our frequent references to

the scintillae, it is interesting indeed to note how the confused

Timarchus exclaims: "But I see nothing ... save many stars quivering

around the gulf~ others sinking into it, others again darting up from

below." "Then you see the spirits themselves," the voice continues,

"though you do not know it."4

Here I recall once being asked by a seminar participant to

distinguish between spirit and soul. I spontaneously responded that

this was largely a question of density, for proximity to the body and

created things is a pervasive feature of souls. As Gottfried Wilhelm von

Leibnitz observes, "Souls in general are Ihe living mirrors or images of

the universe of created things.'" Tilllarchus's guide goes on to describe

Timarchus wished to turn round, he said, and see who the

speaker was; but his head again ached violently, as though
forcibly compressed, and he could no longer hear or perceive
anything passing about him; afterwards, however, he came
to by degrees, and saw that he was lying in the cave of
Trophonius, near the entrance where he had originally
sunk down. H
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The entire episode has a synchronistic and fateful conclusion. For as

the visionary sequence concludes Timarchus is told by his guide, "you
shall know more clearly in the third month from this; now begone!"9
He died in Athens three months later. In this exchange between

Timarchus and his guide in Persephone's realm we find a distinct

parallel to an individual's meeting of his daena in von Franz's Persian

example. It is the synchronicity of Persephone's reference to "the third

Looking up I see thousands of beautiful galaxiesspiraling across
the night sky, They sparlde and turn as little connecting lines
and subtle geometric forms begin to be generated. Golden bands
likearrowsmoveup, down,and acrossthe skyas a gigantickeyhole

appears in the middle region.

Plutarch even extends his interpretation of this tossing and lack of

alignment to include an object-relational note:

The voice said that those who kept a straight and ordered
movement were men whose souls had been well broken in by

fair nurture and training and did not allow their irrational part
to be too hard and rough,

There are even indications of an awakening of perinatal memory as

Timarchus enters and returns from the visionary state:

I "NUS III 11'1//1 f II tiN',

till' subtle variations in which the human soul (as a spark, or

Ilndliwdinous sparks) is mingled with the flesh or, alternately, is freed

a nd called spirit "by men who are said to have understanding."6
'('i llIarchus remains focused on "the stars tossing about, some less, some

lIlore, as we see the corks which mark out nets in the sea move over its

surface." They are "like the shuttles used in weaving, in entangled and

irregular figures, not able to set the motion into a straight line."? Recall
the dream of the young woman who sees a cosmic keyhole against a

background of galaxies:

SI.\IIII/Il INII/IlIIt'/II'dtl/il,IMII,/lV.II/(JNI'm



11I.1~(lIlineand feminine at the center of the soul and in the Valentinian

ri Ilia I of the bridal chamber.

C;reek, Egyptian, and Persian amplifications are all approptiate to
I" is context, not only given their topical pertinence, but also because
all these ancient traditions touched Gnosticism in the Alexandrian

milieu in which it f1owered. Free elaboration and elaboration on existing

traditional lore ("gnosticizing tendencies") are essential features of

Gnosticism. Quispel maintains that "never in the history of Western

religion has the spirit been so free as in 2nd-century Alexandria."l0 For

years the Persian roots of Gnosticism were exaggerated, owing to the
radical dualism of some Gnostic systems such as the Manichaeism that

Augustine embraced for eleven years. Even before Christian forms of
Gnosticism appeared, however, one finds kindred systems both

Egyptian (Corpus Hermeticum) and Greek (Orphism). But no influence
on Gnosticism is more fundamental than mystical Judaism. Alexandria

had a large Jewish quarter, and a second Temple built, to the
consternation of many devout Jews. This is the city where Philo Judaeus
weaves his strands of Judaic, Platonic, and even Eleusinian lore and

describes his philosophy as a mystery religion. It is also where the
Gnostic teacher Valentinus was educated and taught in the first half

of the 2",1 century.
While the Gnostics posited many divine images as theological

principles, Jung's understanding of the archetypes as multiform living

organs of the psyche defies any fixed theological understanding. Rather,

they occur as diverse qualities of experience. In a late passage, Jung
characterizes the anima in a manner immediately pertinent to

Gnosticism and reminiscent of Emma Jung's four-tiered description

of the animus as well. Jung's examples are contextually bound to

Goethe's Faust, which he discusses so often:

lOl

Four stagesof eroticism were known in the late classicalperiod:
Hawwall (Eve), Helen (ofTroy), the Virgin Mary, and Sophia.

The series is repeated in Goethe's Faust: in the figures of
Gretchen as the personification of a purely instinctual
relationship (Eve); Helen as an anima figure; Mary as the

personification of the "heavenly," i.e., Christian or religious,
relationship; and the "eternal feminine" as an expression of the
alchemical Sapientia. As the nomenclature shows,we are dealing
with the heterosexual Eros or anima-figure in four stages, and
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month" and his actual death that lIndL'l~lOll'~ till' ~11l'('J',1I1101It>lII\'••I

this uncanny and prescient knowledge.

In the radically introverted experience of incubation, Tilll,lIl 1111.\

is granted the shimmering vision of an entire se?Fconttlil/l'rll/iO/'!tI

image-the microcosm or the self, as lung would describe it. Thl'
anima leads him to it, explains it, knows its relation to his hte. In

the Gnostic cosmos-as with the examples of archetypal imagery

(puer, anima, self in Chapter 4) within a mirroring interior vessel

strewn with scintillae seen earlier-an identical structure appears. As

if tricked by a mirage, Sophia herself (early in the myth of her descent)

is so confused by ref1ections of the Treasury of Light in the lower
realms that she is lured downward by them. All the archons of the

Gnostic cosmos (the "kings" presiding over the planetary shells) are

likewise ref1ections of their celestial prototypes. In any case, the anima

builds a bridge between the visionary's former naIve ego-consciousness

and the deeper expanses of the psyche. The Persephonean guide is

an additional example of the "visionary organ of the soul." For

Timarchus she is "the mirror of his earthly likeness" and "the 'image'
which he was destined to become." She is kindly Providence and

encroaching Fate at once. In summary, the imagery of the anima as

the (Persian) daena, as "the doctor's wife" of my patient's near-death

vision, and as the feminine guide of Timarchus corresponds to a

breathtaking anima epiphany (twelve years earlier) to the same man

who dreamt of the powerful Black men and the purple-powdered
woman beneath Rome:

lOO S/:'XI/,11I11 .INII//II !.'IIII,/tl(l\ /MII./NII/tiN

In a desert landscape, 1 !>pya red stone ha?fburied in the sand at my feet.

Picf,ing it up, 1 see that it is the sculpted hand of the Hindu god, Shiva, but

with seven fingers. I wall, down to a small waterhole, step in, but begin to

sink. 1 simply lie back and float motionless to stop it. WOmen corne and

draw water. Then 1 step out of the pool. Walking back to where Ifound the

sculpted h(md, I see an elegant glass table on which a lovely meal has been

set. A chair is pulled out fOr me. Taking my place, 1 look fOrward only to

behold a lithe and radiant ftir-skinned woman of unearthly beauty. She

looks into my eyes with a tender intimacy and penetration such as 1 have

never experienced befOre or since!

This deeply reassuring dream vision and each example preceding are

all indicative of the mystical ambiance and ultimate harmony of



A single correction might be proposed here: the replacement of Helen

of Troy by Mary Magdalen. Magdalen represents a far more developed

example of the anima than does Helen, though Jung could not have

known this for want of Magdalen documents available today. The

conundrum of Jung's theory of Eros as a feminine principle vis-a.-vis

Eros as a masculine figure impacts the discussion here again. For what

we actually find above are four different stages of the anima. Jung's
images represent "four stages of eroticism" only insofar as each feminine
image mirrors the aspect of Eros that is commensurate to it-the

particular form of desire that each evokes. All these female figures have

in some wise been related to Magdalen. Sapientia is, of course, the

Latin expression for Wisdom, for Sophia. The implication of Jung's

final sentence is utterly extraordinary: The central image of desire in
Homer's Iliad, Helen of Troy, the lover of Paris and "the face that

launched a thousand ships," may undergo a "spiritualization" that

renders her an equivalent of the Goddess of Wisdom. As "something

which unexpectedly goes beyond the almost unsurpassable third stage"

(Virgin), as something less but more than "the most holy and the most

pure," we encounter in Sophia a feminine image that retains significant

affinity with the most ardently sought lover of the pagan world!

Sapientia must therefore represent an anima image sufficiently

comprehensive to mirror Eros on all levels-the impulse to fertilize;

the personalized desire for romantic, sexual, and aesthetic experience;
and a yearning for the grace of a spiritual mother. Consider it: the

One medieval tale features an outdoorsman named Hilarion out

searching for a man wiser than himself, then sitting on a riverbank alone
to fish. He meets "a lady beautiful beyond compare, the which for all

clothing wore only her own hair golden and exceedingly long." Hilarion
asks, "Who art thou, for this forest is haunted by spirits, and I would

know whether though art one of such, and of evil intent, as the demon
Venus, or a woman like the mother who bore me." Here is the classic

IlIlellse erotic passion and the lofty devotion one may feel for a chosen

lovl'1' arc suddenly directly pertinent to the religious quest!

'I'his clearly challenges any orthodox theological contention that
l'I'otic desire and sexuality are incompatible with either religion or with
Ille achievement of wisdom. Indeed no better example could be cited

Ihan King Solomon himself, the probable author of the creation
lIarrative of Proverbs, he who "loved many foreign women along with

the daughter of the Pharaoh: Moabite, Ammonite, Edomite, Sidonian,
and Hittite women," and has been a paragon of religious wisdom for

centuries (I Kings 11:1). In regard to how Magdalen might serve as a

replacement for Helen, this can only be judged by the particulars of

Magdalen's biography and identity as we know them from textual
sources and popular fantasy as well.

Paradoxically enough, no figure in Christian history is more

intimately associated with sex or with Jesus than Mary Magdalen. The

very fact that the] 4th-century interrogators of Free Spirit John
Hartmann could ask their heretical suspect if he believed that Christ

had sex with Mary Magdalen after [sic] the Resurrection is indicative

of the free-ranging eroticism of fantasy that clings to Magdalen

throughout the Christian epoch. What this implies regarding medieval

assumptions of an erotic relationship between Magdalen and Jesus

during their life together could, until very recently, only be inferred

from equally varied literary and isolated opinion. A popular figure

in medieval poetry and drama, "we find Magdalene variously

portrayed as a medieval princess, a queen of the courts of love, or
the typical stereotyped saint."12 Accordingly,

}.(J.)

[rJhe medieval conception of Mary Magdalene's relationship to
her Lord gives us another side of her character. Their love for
one another is continually stressed and not always in such

platonic terms as we find in the GospelS.13
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consequendywith 1()[II·slagc.~oltill' 1·1 •••• ' 1111 II.. 111',1 "1.11',"

Hawwah, Eve, earth-is purely Iliol"!',I',d, Willi!.l II I'.nJll.llnl
with the mother and only represents sOlllctilill!',t" I,,· Int ilill'<I.
The second stage is still dominated by the sexuall':ros, but on
an aesthetic and romantic level where woman has already
acquired some value as an individual. The third stage raisesEros
to the heights of religious devotion and thus spiritualizes him:
Hawwah has been replaced by spiritual morherhood. Finally,
the fourth stage illustrates something which unexpectedly goes
beyond the almost unsurpassable rhird stage: Sapientia. How
can wisdom transcend the most holy and the most pure?-
Presumably only by virtue of the truth that the less sometimes

means the more. This stage represents a >piritualization o/Helen

and consequently o/Eros as such. II
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.1,\,\')( i;lli(l\l~(\1(1110 mention her many portrayals in the arts), one long
estahlished Magdalen site in the South of France is selected here from
which to look back in time.

Magdalen is said to have fled to Marseilles, to the coast of Arles
(SL Maries de la Mar), or again to Languedoc in the West following
die crucifixion. The very profusion of Magdalen lore in the region is

persuasive of some historical fact lying in the background. Rising above
the rocky landscape of Provence today a towering wall of gray stone
meets the pilgrim's eye. Legend holds that Magdalen, an exile from
Palestine, once gazed upon these selfsame cliffs, her eyes uplifted to
behold the face of her beloved, his eyes, knit brow, and ample beard

perceptible in the stone. The impression once rendered the locale
hospitable, just as the cave's entrance a hundred yards to the right is
said to have offered Magdalen safe haven and meditative seclusion. 'fI/('

Golden Legend, an 8th-century collection of saints' lives by Jacobus de
Voragine, tells the story of Mary Magdalen's dwelling there f()\' thirty
years unbeknownst to anyone:

There she found neitherwaternor herb nor tree,wherebyshe
knewthatJesuswishedto sustainherwith naughtbut heavenly
meats,allowingher no earthlysatisfaction.But everyday the
angelsboreheraloftat thesevencanonicalhours, and with her
bodilyearssheheardthegloriouschantsof theheavenlyhosts.
Then, being filledwith this delightful repast,shecamedown
to her grotto, and neededno bodilyfood.I"

The Elevation of Magdalen is portrayed by many artists of Catholic

tradition, just as Magdalen is depicted in the mouth of this cave
with her ointment jar and skull by Goya, Ribera, EI Greco, and many
others. The rhythm of the saint's daily life moves from the shadowy
recesses of her stony grotto to a transcending promontory, then back

again, in unending cycles like soul's very own. Precedents of religious
seekers dwelling in the caves of the region definitely cancel out any
association between grottos and the nymphs in this portrayal of

Magdalen at her ascetic extreme. Today the Grotto of Mary
Magdalene at St. Baume comes into view slowly through the lacy
branches as one ascends along an earthen path lined with gurgling

water troughs and small shrines. Far above the cave looms the
summit, where a modest single-celled chapel commemorates

Magdalen's legendary elevations. Her daily angelic visits call to mind

•

contrast between anima ;lIld IllOdH'l. !'Ill' l.ull' .III',W, 11.1, "1\1\, 11.1111" \,\

Magdalene."'4 Magdalen is compan'd 1(1 Vi'll II', (I\l'lllllIlil"), wlt(l
Magdalen does indeed personifY in Chri~(iall lllllllil'. IUIWl'VnIlllilit
she is expected to repent for it. As a woman wearing ollly her hair, site
might also be compared with St. Mary of the Desert, a reclusive ~ainl

of similar austerity and attire. In the lyrics of a lyh-century love song
Magdalen speaks of Jesus as a "dere darlyng," "my swete herte, my
gosrly paramour," "my turteI dove so fresshe of hue," who "beareth both
locke and key" and "myne hertes sustenaunce."15

Notwithstanding such popular sentiments, we know that not one
scrap of Biblical writ confirms Magdalen's identity as either a
prostitute or as the bride of Jesus. Magdalen remains the patron saint
of sinners and penitents through the medieval period, though this
Catholic identity is predicated on precisely the same crisp split between
instinct and spirit, whore and virgin, that we have considered from the
outset. The institutionalized rumors that Magdalen was a prostitute, or
at least a highly sensual bon vivant, appears to be just that-banal if
perennial instances of patriarchal slander. Indeed, the closer one looks

at the historical Magdalen, the more one realizes that Magdalen's
identification with Venus and Aphrodite is based almost entirely on
rumor and popular fantasy!

The fascination surrounding Magdalen's relationship with Jesus
of Nazareth recalls the question posed at the ourset of this study: If
sexual teligious ritual plays so central a role in other religious
complexes, what in the broader Christian tradition represents a
comparable example of the confluence of sexuality and the religious
imagination? Scartered examples from medieval heresy and the witch
craze already stand before us, but they are the sporadic experiments
of a disenfranchised few. The answer is painfully clear with regard to
orthodox Christian tradition (and those situations in analytic work)
where tremendous sexual contlict may afflict an individual while that
tradition provides no sacred image, no mythology, no ritual, and not
even a viable ideological framework for properly exploring such marters.
Jesus traditions, however, display tremendous diversity from the
beginning. These include forms in which a decisively different
Magdalen appears with Jesus at the heart of the Gnostic cosmos.

Because Magdalen's identity is so perplexing a combination of Biblical
accounts, extracanonical references, popular legends, and pagan

!.()'I SI'.\II,11111 IIVI' 111/ NIIII,/llfi',I,"II,/lVlllrllV
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Fig. 1: "Mary Magdalene Approaching the Sepulchre" Giovanni Savoldo

(,NtJS/1f Ullin II/IIV',

1'.(,I1('1.t1lyIIlId")('Slilll:ltn\ (hg. I). hH example, despite this passage
III 1,111.,·,Mary is not typically thought of as a woman of means, with

"l'lll'r II:t~S cOllllecrions:

SOOIiafterwards he went on through cities and villages,

proclaiming and bringing good news of the kingdom of God.
The lwelve were with him, as well as some women who had

been cured of evilspiritsand infirmities;MalY,calledMagdalene,
horn whom seven demons had gone out, and Joanna, the wife
of Herod's steward Chuza, and Susanna, and many others, who

provided for them out of their resources. (Luke 8: 1-3)

.101, SF\{!,III11 I/V/I 1IIIInl""tl/", 1,'/lt,/IVllltllV

her conversation with ;)lIg('l~ .11 Ill<' 1'11111,"I 1",,1" 1'1",.,' 111\",11<.11

relations set Magdalen in a CktLt<l"IISII< .1111111.'1111,',I.', 1111"llllnll.ll}'

between ego-consciousness and the Unl,'()II~II()II,'L'1'11.11IIII' visil~llillllS

transpire at the seven canonical hours, and lh;tl III<' (,'olrlm I,(:~/'I/{/

refers to the scent of beautiful incense remaining in lhe church where

Magdalen dies for seven days, become intuitively provocative. Though

she is praised for her sanctity by the Catholics, we may simply note

that the Seven Deadly Sins by which any soul was evaluated have

traditionally been linked with the seven classic planets-Sloth

(Saturn), Gluttony (Jupiter), Wrath (Mars), Lust (Venus), Pride (Sol),

Envy (Luna), and Avarice (Mercury). We will come to appreciate their

cosmic significance in another light.

All four New Testament Gospels describe the experiences of Mary

Magdalen at the tomb of the resurrected Christ. According to

Matthew, Mary first encounters an angel at the newly opened tomb

and then meets Jesus before the other disciples do. Jesus even instructs

her to go and tell the others to meet him in Galilee (28:1-10). Mark

records, "Now after he rose early on the first day of the week, he

appeared first to Mary Magdalene, from whom he had cast out seven

demons" (16:9). It is ironic and revealing that this single verse combines

both Magdalen's claim to prime credentials for heading the Roman

Catholic Church with the f;1teful pathology from which she suffered.

The role of serving as head of the church rightfully falls to her who

first sees the risen Lord: Magdalen, "the apostle to the apostles." The

casting out of seven demons by Jesus (mentioned twice in the Gospels)

was in all likelihood the first meeting between the two. Luke recounts

how Mary's report of the resurrection was received by the apostles as

"an idle tale" and not believed (24:10-11). John describes a poignant

conversation between the grieving Magdalen and a compassionate

gardener whom she suddenly recognizes as her Master (20: 1-16). This

passage from John is an obvious commentary on the First Adam

(gardener) whose Fall is overcome through the self-sacrifice of Jesus,

the Second Adam. Magdalen's recognition of Jesus captures a decisive

moment. It anticipates the Gnostic bridal chamber ritual as a

celebration of the sacred reunion of Sophia and Christ, the central

syzygy of Valentinian speculation.

While Magdalen's place in the entourage of Jesus is familiar, the

complexity of her nature and the magnitude of her importance are

____ .•.__ "''""_nn_ II~



Legend likcwise slIggt'sts Ih.1I tvl.ll',d,d"1 W,I'," "'"111.111III '1I1I,,,.I.'I,dll.,

wealth. The GoLden Legend 11I:lillt.lim 111.11...II!' IV,I\1"1111III 1',111'111.\will,

were of noble station, and GUIle or royallillt','1',," I'v1.IIl'll.ds 11ll11lwhi, II
we might reconstruct an actual biography or M.lry Magdalcll art' as
scant as the remains of Migdal (Magdala), her hOlllclown Otl Ihe
northwestern shore of the Lake of Gennesaret near Tiberias. All that

remains of Migdal today is a pair of ancient stone grain cisterns set

into the earth. We know that Mary possessed sufficient courage to
witness the crucifixion (John 19:25), and beheld and conversed with

angels at the tomb. She readily appears larger than life. Indeed, the

propinquity of Magdalen to so many crucial aspects of Jesus' fate,

particularly the tomb and the resurrection, irresistibly calls to mind
the revivifying ministrations of Isis upon Osiris.

While reference to Magdalen as a prostitute is conspicuously absent

in the Gospels, the confusion is in large measure eXplained by the fact

that a cluster of women and two discrete instances of an anointing of

Jesus' feet have frequently been confounded. The Mary who anoints

the feet of Jesus at Bethany with "costly perfumes made of pure nard"
(John 12:3) is another Mary, the sister of Martha and Lazarus. The

"woman in the city, who was a sinner" (Luke 7:37), who anoints the
feet of Jeslls with tears and ointment, is likewise someone else. And

though attempts have been made, any identification of Magdalen with
the "woman taken in adultery" (John 8:3) is even more strained.

Through an historical synchronicity in fateful 1945, new

documents with deep pertinence to Magdalen came to light. It was

then that a 25-year-old herder, Mohammed Ali es Samman, came upon

a leather-bound collection of some fifty Coptic manuscripts inside an

earthen vessel hidden along a cliff face in the Egyptian desert, where

they had remained since the 4[h century. Lamentably, this original

discovery, comparable in importance only to the discovery of the Dead

Sea Scroffs at Qumran two years later, was known only to select and

proprietary scholars for some thirty years. The Nag Hammadi materials

necessitate a complete reappraisal of early Christianity and, like the

scrolls, dramatically demonstrate that the original Christian message
was a highly visionary one. The Gnostics placed ultimate value on

the individual's experience of saving knowledge or gnosis ("insight").

Expanding messianic expectations in the Jewish community of

Jerusalem characterized the period of the destruction of the Temple

The Nag Hammadi Library introduced fout new sources: the Go~pel

of Thomas, the Gospel of Philip, the Dialogue of the Savior, and the First

Apocalypse of James. These seven Magdalen texts, together with a
description of the creation of the subtle body from the Apocryphon of

John and the revelatory Sophianic poem, "The Thunder, Perfect Mind,"
will serve as primary Gnostic documentation of Mary Magdalen's

personality, visionary experience, intimacy with Jesus, original
teachings, and central role among the disciples. They also shed light

on the mythological framework of Gnosticism, the challenges that

faced Magdalen as a female spiritual authority, and the particulars of
Gnostic ritual. Bear in mind that virtually all these texts originally

derive from a period prior to Augustine, prior to the institution of

the Apostles' Creed by the Nicean Council of 325, and before the
full ascendancy of the Roman Catholic Church.

The fact that Jesus came from an actual family startles even those

long since strayed from the faith. Magdalen appears to have enjoyed
close relations with the historical family of Jesus-a family of highly

observant Jews including at least seven children that stands in marked

hy jilt" I{OIIl:IIISIII 10 (:.1' .. and decisively influenced subsequent Gnostic

dl"Vt"lopmcnts in the following centuries.
Prior to the publication of The Nag Hammadi Library in 1978,

Iherc was scholarly awareness that Mary Magdalen's identity

t'Xlcnded far beyond that of the demure penitent of Catholic

tradition. Antti Marjanen's study, The Woman Jesus Loved, enumerates

the existing sources:

A new viewpoint to the personage of Mary Magdalene was

opened by the discoveries of two new Coptic manuscripts in
the course of the eighteenth and the nineteenth centmy. In them
for the first time, the ancient writings Pistis Sophia, the Gospel of

Mary, and the Sophia of}esus Christ were brought to light. All
three works were revelationdialogueswhich showed their readers
how some second and third century Christians viewed the risen

Lord, his disciples, and his female followers, including Mary

Magdalene. Earlier the conception of an extra-canonical Mary
Magdalene within Christian tradition was based on three rather
brief referencesof the heresiologiststo her connection with some

Gnostic groups and on medievallegends.The new texts revealed
the existence ofanothet Mary Magdalene tradition.17
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11I1tl111('iv;lhililY I1.;11~hcshould have had other children. This
('wlllni JeronK'~younger contemporary, Augustine, in the fifth
«'III1HY,to the assertion reproduced in Muhammad's Koran in
IllesevCllth,that Jesus didn't have a father at all, only a motherp8
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Fig. 2: "Holy Family with Magdalene" Palma Vecchio

A~ we kllow, Augustine would be reassured by the latter contention.

III any case, this is the holy family with whom Magdalen became an
old and intimate friend. She is a companion to both Jesus and Mary

in some of the most intimate moments of their lives. Ancient

documents consistently portray Magdalen as a diligent student and

spiritual seeker in her own right. Her involvement with this influential

circle gave Magdalen the education of a lifetime and will forever
enhance her credentials as a spiritual authority.

By way of contrast, consider the portrayal of Mary Magdalell as

the companion of the traditional Holy Family with Jung's allima

concept in mind-the fascinating 16th-century Italian painting "Iloly

Family with the Magdalene," by Palma Vecchio (Fig. 2). The Virgin

gently holds the Christ child with her eyes lowered toward him while
John the Baptist stands to her left. Mother Mary is unaware of the

provocative interaction transpiring around her. The reclining infant

Jesus strains to gaze back over his right shoulder to Joseph and

Magdalen, whose eyes mirror one another. The child's focus is

(,Nt JS III "'FN II III JNS

contrast to the orthodox Iioly 1;,lIlldl' Nu I,··..·. '''1'.111111.11111'.11.\ \'.111.1111\'

from a basic element of the AI'0~rle~' ( :11'\'11"All.! III k.'.II.\ ( :1111,'.1.III"

only Son, our Lord: who was conceivcd or rill" Iluly '')I,iril, IH/1'I101 rill"

Virgin Mary .... " Already in Luke 24 we /Illd Magd;dclI togctlter wilh

Mary the mother of Jesus, who is there called "Mary the lI\olher 01

James." Magdalen appears again in Mark 16:1 with "Mary the nH>lltcr
of James, and Salome," In a description of the crucifixion ill Iltc

preceding chapter of Mark, Magdalen appears with "Mary the mother
of James the younger and of Joses, and Salome" (15:40), While not

including Magdalen, the most telling of all Gospel references to Jesus'

family appears with the rejection of Jesus as a prophet by the

townspeople of Nazareth, recorded in Mark 6:3 (and almost identically

in Matthew 13:55). The verse reads: "Is not this the carpenter, the son
of Mary and brother of James and Joses and Judas and Simon, and are

not his sisters here with us?" Lost apocryphal gospels, known

secondhand through the Church Fathers, also speak of the family of
Jesus, and particularly of James, the brother of Jesus who was also a

significant spiritual leader. Original texts are as at ease with this familial
information, as are the Gnostics:

.'I() S1.\ 1/11 II I IIV I' 1111 It'll II, I r 1/ I', '''' II,IIV II J ( J IV

In the original accouIHs-the Gospels as they have come down
to us, Paul's letters, and Josephus-no embarrassment
whatsoever is evinced abour this relationship with Jesus, and
James isdesignated straighth)IWardlyand without qualification
as Jesus' brother. There are no questions of the kind that crop
up later in the wak<: of the developing doctrine of the
supernatural "Christ" and stories about his supernatural birth,
attempting to diminish the relationship, These stories about the
birth of "Christ" are, in any event, not referred to by Paul and
appear first in the Gospels ofMarrhew and Luke, thus leading
in the second century to embarrassment nor just over Jesus'
brorhers, but the fact of Jesus' family generally,including sisters,
fathers, uncles, and mothers, Embarrassment of this kind was

exacerbated by the fact that Jesus' brothers ("cousins," asJerome
would later come to see them at the end of the fourth century)
were principal personagesin Palestineand Jesus'successorsthere,
important in Eastern tradition generally,What exacerbated the
problem of their relationship with Jesus even further in the

second century was the theological assertionof Mary's "perpetual
virginity" and with it the utter impossibility-nay,



unquestionably on these two, Noll' dl(' .In',11I1like .111.11IIIOIII,~III••I d\(,

painting: Magdalen is an adult in ./l'SIIS' iIlLtIl\Y, 10,\('1,11\ .1111'11111'('

expression coupled with Magdalen's quizzical look ;111(1 ddilH'l.lIll'(,

touching of her perfume vessel prompts an immediate qllery ;IS10 wll.11
they may know or understand about Jesus and his lllodll'r, or .Ih01l1

Jesus' future and fate. In any case, we encounter the two WOlllell who

playa decisive a role in Jesus' life-his mother and his most personal

companion, Mary Magdalen, The opportunity thus arises to pllrSlle

one of this study's more essential points-about the syzygy, the mother
and the anima in Christian tradition, and about incest. 1:01'

psychologically the difference between a religious system focused on

an incestuous syzygy of mother and son and one based on a syzygy of
loving partners of the same generation makes all the difference in the

world. Jung's crucial observation that this stage of the anima (the

movement of Eros beyond the Virgin Mother to Sapientia) represents

"a spiritualization of Helen [Magdalen?] and consequently of Eros as

such" speaks directly to the psychological point!

Whether a feature of popular devotion or concealed in the more

esoteric contexts of its mystics, most religious systems bring specific

attention to bear on a special male-female dyad, be this a conspicuous

pairing in the god-imago or contrasexual images closer to the individual

soul. As we have seen, where these two meet one another is the very

nexus of deep mystical experience. Psychologically we know that in order

to be satisfYing and true this union must be comprehensive and holistic

rather than a doctrinal makeshift. Rather than being an "upper syzygy"

or a "lower syzygy," it must finally be global, and fully embrace body,

soul, and spirit. What we contl-ont in the primary syzygy of Catholicism

and Christianity generally is the dyad of Jesus and his mother Mary.

Granted, on a refined mystical level the Virgin does recall our First

Mother (Eve) and ultimately coalesces in Sophia's nature, as is amply

demonstrated in Thomas Schipflinger's classic Sophia-Maria: A Holistic

Vision of Creation. On the level of popular devotion and daily example,
however-as an example of how Christian women (and men) are

supposed to be and from a psychological perspective, we are presented

with a thirty-three-year-old celibate puer in incestuous union with his

mother! The emotional and behavioral consequences of this regressive

arrangement are conspicuous in the li(i.~of Augustine. Virtually nothing
in Christian pedagogy equips an individual to differentiate between

III\' ;llIillla and .he mother, that first personification of the anima

.1I11Idype. But in the Holy Family of Palma Vecchio, the artist seems
10 be contemplating just such a thing.

What does Magdalen or, furthermore, what does Joseph as the

earthly masculine of flesh and blood bring to our picture that the

Virgin does not? Here a highly pertinent psychological question is just
how comprehensive or restricted an image of the mother archetype
the Catholic Mary actually presents.

Prominent Biblical materials indicate how Jesus conceived

of and negotiated the incest problem. The most fundamental
reference is a basic text for Christian weddings. Questioned by

Pharisees about divorce, Jesus responds:

Have you not read that the one who made them at the beginning
'made them male and female,' and said, 'For this reason a man
shall leave his father and mother and be joined to his wife, and
the two shall become one flesn? So they are no longer two, but
one flesh. Therefore what God has joined together, let no one

separate. (Matthew 19:4-6)

Departing one's parents to become one flesh with one's spouse or
beloved is clearly the natural course of events for Jesus. Later, when
someone mentions that his mother and brothers are at hand and wish

to speak to him, Jesus responds, "Who is my mother, and who are my
brothers?" Jesus points ro his disciples, saying, "Here are my mother

and my brothers! For whoever does the will of my Father in heaven is

my brother and sister and mother" (Matthew 12:47-50). Uninformed

though we may be concerning the emotional tone of the possibly

brusque statement, "Who is my mother, and who are my brothers?"
the fact that Jesus cites his circle of disciples as fully equivalent indicates

an eros function turning well away from the personal to a symbolic

equivalent of the mother. This is indicative of the anima at work in the

ongoing movement from childhood to community. In the Gospel of John,
immediately prior to his death, Jesus looks to Mary, Magdalen, and
the others, and subtly disavows his maternal bond by arranging a

surrogate son Oohn) for his mother:

When Jesus saw his mother and the disciple whom he loved

standing beside her, he said to his mother, "Woman, here isyour
son." Then he said to the disciple, "Here is your mother." And
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That Jesus effects this renunciation tIt the 11I01111'111 o(hl., .1t/r'Ilt'I'/fi,·1' i"...
both archetypally appropriate and provocativl:. Tlli" i" the preci"c

theme of Jung's most fundamental work, Symbols of Tran~lorm{/tioll,
where the hero renounces the personal mother and offers himself 10

the archetypal Mother. He gives away all that he has to be reborn

through immersion in the Great Goddess, an inescapable prerequisite

to the birth of psychic consciousness. Finally, and superseding any

Gospel reference to the incest problem, Jesus declares in the Gospel
of Matthew:

Do not think that I have come to bring peace to the earth; I
have not come to bring peace, but a sword.

For I have come ro set a man against his father,
and a daughter against her mother,
and a daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law;
and one's f()eswill be members of one's own household.

Whoever loves fuher or mother more than me is not worthy
of me; and whoever loves son or daughter more than me is
not worthy of me; and whosoever docs not take up the cross
and f()llow me is not worthy of me, Those who find their life
will lose it, and those who lose their life for my sake will find
it. (10:34-39)

The terse quality of Jesus' statement recalls his fury with the money

changers at the Temple and, more subtly, the mystery of his

encouraging his disciples (only verses before) to be "wise as serpents

and innocent as doves" (HUG). Jesus addresses the incest problem very

deftly with both its biogtaphical and regressive and its symbolic and

progressive aspects in mind. Magdalen's perfect candidacy for
participation in Jesus' spiritual community further indicates how

appropriate she is as a personal anima. The setup is comparable to Jesus'
famous discussion of rebirth with the Pharisee Nicodemus, whose naive

concretism is conspicuous in the statement: "How can anyone be born
after they grow old? Can one enter a second time into the mother's

womb and be born?" Jesus answers, "Vl:ry truly, I tell you, no one can

enter the kingdom of God without being born of water and Spirit"

(John 3:4-5). Nicodemus struggles to comprehend Jesus' symbolic

The Christian "Queen of Heaven" has, obviously, shed all her

Olympian [sic] qualities except for her brightness, goodness, and
eternality; and even her human body, the thing most prone to

grossmaterial corruption, has put on an ethereal incorruptibility,
The richly varied allegories of the Mother of God have
nevertheless retained some connection with her pagan

prefigurations in Isis (10) and Semele. Not only are Isis and the
Horus-child iconologicalexemplars,but the ascensionof Semele,

the originally mortal mother of Dionysus, likewise anticipates
the Assumption of the BlessedVirgin, Further, this son of Semele
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sl.llCI\lCnl" to "'It II a degree that Jl:SUSpuzzles aloud: "Are you a teacher

ollsLlel, and Yl:t you do not understand these things?" (John 3:10).

In all the foregoing, Jesus is completely canny regarding the

rcgressive pull of old emotional loyalties. Earlier in this study a dream
was introduced where a whirlwind from on high touches open water

10 create a spherical vessel of water that contains the whirlwind. This

is an image pertinent to the psychological mitosis we observe-to

symbolic birth, procreativity of soul, and creation of an interior world

image sprung from water and spirit. Jesus would spurn any

personalized, concretized, or literal interpretation of the Mother-Son

syzygy, for it represents precisely a situation where "one's foes will be
members of one's own household." Jesus renounces it unequivocally.

Where the Virgin is imagined as the penultimate feminine image or
concretized as an earthly model for Christian women (a fixture in

normative Christian culture), opportunities for mutually possessive

emotional claims by mother and child, the regressive pull of everyday

mother complexes, are rife.

e. G. Jung took no small note of the fact that the ASSlIlIlpl ion of

the Virgin, which holds that Mary the Mother of Jl:SllS was taken "I'
bodily to heaven, was declared doctrinal by the Vatican ill I')') I. Ilis

commentary on this unique development in the collect ive psyd\(' is

pertinent not only to our consideration of Magdalen and the Virgin
Mother, but also for its recourse to the kind of pagan parallels Wl' h:lvl'

perforce been referencing. Jung's archetypal approach resembles, and

is applied to, the same storehouse of ancient myths and symbols seen

in the syncretism of Late Antiquity itself. Mindful of the broader

archetypal aspects of the mother complex, he addresses the Assumption

of Mary with these words:
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'I 'his entire investigation represents a clearing of the way to a union

or spirit and matter, in the psychosoma of the individual and in our

uuderstanding of the anima mundi. Jung stresses that the meaning of

the Assumption is contingent upon the conformance of the Virgin to
the mother archetype, then secondarily upon the adoption of concrete

or symbolic perspective. The former is easily dispensed with, given its

conspicuous accommodation to patriarchy:

Understood concretely, the Assumption is the absolute opposite
of materialism. Taken in this sense,it isa counterstroke that does

nothing to diminish the tension between the opposites, but
drives it to exrremes.21

From earth and underworld, from the women's voices I hcard in

Melbourne, Jung's interrogative might echo and resound: Wh:lI 1111,'

become of the relation of the mother-image to thc carth, darkucss,

the abysmal side of the bodily man, animal passions, inst inct uainalllrc,
and to "matter" in general? This is precisely where Mary Ma~dakll

and Joseph, as well as Sophia, must take their righ tful placc in

Christianity today.

Acknowledged or not, the entire edifice of patriarchal eh ris! ia n

dogma, belief, and practice has now been permanently shaken to its
foundations by the discovery of the Nag Hammadi Library and by the

fact that Jesus of Nazareth and Mary Magdalen were Gnostics. These

facts open into another universe, one inconceivable where the Virgin

is held up as the ultimate example of femininity, where the anima as
such is left to Hounder beneath the rubble of Rome or Jerusalem, where

the Incarnation includes no phallic token, or where popular and highly

sentimentalized images of mother-son incest occlude any appreciation

of the numinosity of erotic love.
A far broader understanding of the greater feminine appears

immediately in a poem from Nag Hammadi, "The Thunder, Perfect
Mind," where Sophia characterizes her nature through the voice of Eve:

I was sent forth from [the] power,
and I have come to those who reflect upon me,
and I have been found among those who seek after me.
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is a dying and resurgelltgod .111.1Ii II )'IIII1IJ',1'01," Ii II I )1\'1111'LlII',
Semele herselfseellls 10have 1)('('11,1111',11Ii I J',I"I,I""" ,"',1 ,I',Ii 11

Virgin Mary is the earth hom which (:llIIsl W,I',1'"1II. "111<'I"'III)',
so, the question naturally arises for the psycllllloj',isl: w/,tli /,tlS

become of the characteristic relation of the mother-irlUlge 10 Ihe Crlrlh,

darkness, the abysmal side of the bodily man with his animal

passions and instinctual nature, and to "matter" in general? lY

The reaction of a highly informed and lively seminar group with whom

I shared Jung's "cult of eros" hierarchy (Eve, Helen, Mary, Sapientia)
in Melbourne, Australia, is telling here. The women of the group

spontaneously queried, "Why just Eve? What about Lilith!"-the first

wife of Adam, who does indeed personifY a depth of feminine power

and sexuality beyond the Biblical Eve. The inclusion of Lilith in Jung's

analysis definitely would represent and facilitate a deeper link between

Judeo-Christian materials and the likes of the witch, Persephone,

Hecate, or Kali. Such fateful feminine figures are precisely those that

strike terror in the heart of patriarchy, but precisely therein lies their

neglected transformative and initiatory significance.

Jung proceeds to decry the dead earth of science and technology,

of rationalism and materialism-all products of the one-sided

development of the thinking function, which brought already to his

day the specter of spiritual and nuclear annihilation. (Fate had yet to

manifest as our impending global ecological catastrophe.) The

declaration of the Assumption might have been intended by the

Church as a compensation for the rampant materialism of the age.

Mary the Mother of Jesus might indeed represent the opposites of

matter and spirit unified through the Assumption, but this is a highly

tenuous proposition. Jung also observes that the Assumption is

eq uivocal in its meaning:

The psychologist inclines to see in the dogma of the Assumption
a symbol which, in a sense, anticipates this whole development
[the union of matter and spirit]. For him the relationship to earth
and to matter is one of the inalienable qualities of the mother
archetype. So that when a figure that is conditioned by this
archetype is represented as having beell raken up into heaven,
the realm of the spirit, this indicales a IIl1iollof earth and heaven,
or of marter and spirit.... I HI Ullhis ':,/,iril "will appear divested of

all or at any rate most, o/ils known l/l/ftlilil'.l',just as earthly marter
was stripped of its specificcharactnist icswheu it staged its entIy

( ,N(lS 111 /.'11 !II !1UN)

11110IW.lVl·1I1.15 M;lryI. Never!heless, the way will gradually be
deared I())' a ullion of lhe IWO principles.20
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I'h.dlll npoll<'lll ollh[' Mothcr. The ambiguity of the speaker's self
i.lnll i1lctt ions is piqucd by reference to literally impossible and

lonsilicuously incestuous intra-familial relationships. No better answer

10 t he problem could be desired than what Robert Stein has taught

liS. lie speaks of the potential for the archetypal dyads of Mother-Father,
Mother-Son, Mother-Daughter, Father-Son, Father-Daughter,

Brother-Sister, Brother-Brother, and Sister-Sister to be experienced in

the family. Focusing there on the developing child, Stein states, "While

these archetypes refer to internal images, they are initially released by

and experienced in relationship to an external object (mother, father,

sibling)."23 In "The Thunder, Perfect Mind," in Gnostic ritual, and
in the ambiance of ultimate concerns that surrounds it, the situation

is precisely the reverse: a release from concrete identification with
external objects-psychologically, as an inventory and integration of
one's essential constituent parts, and religiously, for the realization of

one's divine origin and goal. The insight and differentiation reflected

by the poem bespeak an arduous psychological labor, where not only
mother, father, and siblings, but any emotionally significant person

becomes sufficiently known that the contrast between person and the

psychic contents they represent may be clearly distinguished. This is

nothing other than an exploration of projections, a resolution of

personal complexes, and the differentiation of both the intrapsychic
stuff of narcissism and the social stuff of participation mystique. And

thus it may finally be rightly understood that "Incest symbolizes union
with one's own being, it means individuation or becoming a self."24

An additional note on "The Thunder" must be included. Just as

the "I am " formula of the poem derives from traditional self

presentations of the Egyptian Goddess Isis, so the poem's image of
the incest matrix derives from her ancient mythology. The Egyptian

calendar dealt with the discrepancy between the 365-day year and the

360 degrees round the geometric circle by setting five days apart as
hallowed. On the successive days Isis, Nepthys, Horus, Set, and Osiris

are born. In a time-space all their own, the five are not only central

gods of the Egyptian pantheon, but possess an interrelated dynamism

readily comparable to the fourfold mandala of the human self, or of
Osiris, Lord of the Dead, their quintessence. Osiris and Isis are said

to cling incestuously to one another in the womb and to have become
husband and wife following their birth. Who is their mother? Isis

.'. I H S1-.\ {I. II II II N II I /II /0 II f , II II ", 1.\111, I N II /I IN
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and youIH:arcrs, hC;lrIIle,
Youwho are waiting f(Jr\lIC,lake 11\l' III j'"111 ·.,Iv.',",

And do not banish me from your sight.
And do not make your voice hate me, l10rY0ll\' hearing.
Do not be ignorant of me anywhere or any time. Be on

your guard!
Do not be ignorant of me.

For I am the first and the last.
I am the honored one and the scorned one.

I am the whore and the holy one.
I am the wife and the virgin.
J am the mother and the daughter.
I am the members of my mother.
J am the barren one

and many arc her sons.
J am she whose wedding is great,

and J have not taken a husband.
J am the midwife and she who docs not bear.

J am the solace of my labor pains.
J am the bride and the bridegroom,

and it is my husband who begot me.
J am the mother of my hther

and the sister of my husband,
and he is my offspring. 22

'fhe mother plays an essential but partial role in this resonant self

revelation. The contradictory statements with which Eve-Sophia

describes her identity are not only indicative of the range of qualities

("the members of my mother") that comprise her sacred image; but
suggestive of the enormous conflicts that a woman or man will

inevitably experience in any deep confrontation with the unconscious.

Yet again, and in harmony with the spirit of the poem, they suggest

a mysterious coincidence of opposites beneath this veil of language,

such as one associates with extraordinary insight and equilibrium in a
given personality.

The anima always presides over the syzygy. A challenging cluster

of images confronts us in the last five lines of the poem. There the

feminine voice identities herself as both bride tmdbridegroom, recalling

the conundrum of Eros as an independent masculine figure or as a
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herself) Isis indeed represents the most inIJ>Orl;1111i,dIIH'nl COil 1111'

Gnostic Sophia of any ancient figure besides till' Il:lllininc WI,\llolll 0/

Proverbs. A famous epiphany of Isis in Ap,dei liS's I'" u'nllllY

picaresque, Metamorphoses, begs introduction f(:>rthe sheer hr";ullh 01

its references, and as a spotlight on the pervasive role of dll' (;rc;il

Goddess in Late Antiquity. Appearing on the full face of the InOOIl,
Isis states:

My name is One, my appearance manifold. In various rites and
under many names the whole world pays me homage. The
Phlygians, first of the nations born on earth, call me the Mother
of the Gods, under the tirle ofPessinuntica [Cybele].Those who
sprang from the soil of Attica call me Cecropian Minerva
[Athena].The Cypriot tossing on the wavesinvokesme asVenus
ofPaphos [Aphrodite]; the Cretan archer as Diana [Artemis] of

the Nets; the Sicilian in his triple form of speech as Stygian
Proserpina [Persephone]; the Eleusinians as the ancient goddess
Ceres [Demeter]; some as Juno, others as Bellona, others as

Hecate; others again as Rhamnusia; the Ethiopians, the Aryans
and Egyptians so famous fl)r ancient lore, who are all illumined
by rhe morning rays of the infant Sun-God, and worship me
with the rites that arc commonly my own, call me by my real
name, Queen Isis.25

The Isis epiphany reflects the internationalism and religious syncretism

of the Alexandrian milieu. The spectrum of divine feminine forms

includes those forms (in brackets) already discussed in various

contexts~feminine personifications of realms above and below, of

earth and sea, the aerial expanse and the chthonic underworld.

Magdalen cannot be equated with Sophia in the way in which
Jesus is identified with Christ in orthodox tradition, however

powerful the intuitive pull of that association. She is human and

remains so, a paradigm of woman as seeker, companion, and

prophet. For women and for men, Sophia represents soul, both in

an intimately personal sense and an expansive transpersonal sense.

Sophia is also the Holy Spirit and as sllch indicates the spirit in its

specifically feminine nuance. A parallel to Magdalen and Jesus as

well as a provocative parallel fO rlinlOrs that Magdalen was a

prostitute appears in the famous slory of Simon the Magician and
his own mysterious female companion.
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This is a kind of divine anima projection, an all-sustaining emanation

and indwelling of God's spirit in the created world comparable to the

Shekhinah of mystical Judaism. The archetypal descent and return of
the Goddess in this frame of reference conforms to the classic pattern

of creation mythologies referenced earlier, where aboriginal formative

principles emerge from a luminous One and expand as scintillating

bits of light into outer darkness. Sophia appears to Simon as his own

Helena, though she is but one embodiment of lhe unrecognized soul

of the world. The perpetual reincarnation of the II/limll fIIl/llf!i in lhe
transient female forms underscores the psychosoll1;'t ic sign i11c;1IlC<:of

Sophia as well as her intimacy with all things created. SIlt' is 11I;llcri:tlly
embedded in our Birth-Sex-Death equation as zo/'o hili is ;dso .1<Te:tllln'

Silllon Mav,lIs, a Syrian magician and prophet contemporary to

ill<' flrsf generation of Apostles (Acts 8:9-24), drew his inspiration from

;1 I>re-( :hristian strand of Egyptian Gnosticism. He is the first teacher

hisforically associated with "Sophia" as such. Like Jesus, Simon claimed

special spiritual election, albeit with a flamboyance more immediately
reminiscent of certain of the medieval Brethren of the Free Spirit. Simon

traveled around with a woman named Helena, whom he had come to

know in the brothel in the port city of Tyre where she worked as a

prostitute. Her name alone places her in the realm of myth, both that
of Homer's Iliad and that of Goethe's Faust. In the latter, Helena is a

model of the anima, as Jung recognized, even as the Faust legend itself

may be traced to the paradigmatic arch-heretic of Christian history~
none other than Simon himself. Hans Jonas records that "Simon's

Helena was also called Selene (Moon), which suggests the mythological

derivation of the figure from the ancient moon-goddess."26 Another
Gnostic scholar, Kurt Rudolph, further characterizes the Simonian

Sophia in relation to Helena and to Gnostic myth and doctrine:

She is considered to be the mother of all and proceeded from

him [the All-Father] as "first thought" (ennoia) and descended
to the lower regions and created angels and powers. These, in
their turn, created the world and kept Helena captive for envy's
sake, in order to inflict on her every outrage, so that she could

no longer return. Enclosed in a human body, she had to wander
throughout the centuries from vessel to vessel in ever changing
bodies (also in the body of Helen of Troy) until she ended up in
the brothel from which Simon delivered her.2?
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of phos, light-spiril. SiIIlOIl's ps)', Ill' 1I1I1.1I1l1l1,·dl.11 tll.ll I" wlIllld ,1.11111

to rescue a prostitute, strikes olle ;IS 1'1"\111111'111"11"011.1 1111111.111I"v,".

but little of the true character of the pair is kllOW11.( )llt' IlIiglll rn ..11

lung's dream in Memories, Dreams, Reflectiolls when' (·Jijah appears wil h

Salome on his arm, Dramatic oposites are presented; a noteworthy

spirit-man and a classic image of the anima meeting with as much

possibility for antipathy as for a congenial coupling.

Regarding the All-Father (or its synonyms) and Sophia, it is

essential to realize that "All-Father" implies no differentiated gender

at all, unless the aeons emerging from the One are included. This

phenomenal threshold between Purusha and Prakrti is readily

comparable to that we observed in Hindu speculation. The Gnostic

god, like Brahma, is beyond all qualities, but its emanations, the aeons

with Sophia among them, come in androgynous pairs, each half with

its ;yzygos. The classic pattern of creation mythology is elaborated in
the my tho poetic speculation of Valentin us, a Gnostic teacher active
between 120-160 C.E. who was educated in Alexandria, visited Rome,

and lived out his life in Ephesus. His vision begins with Depth and

Silence, proceeds through a series of emanations such as Conscience,
Truth, Reason, Man, and Communion, ete., but comes to focus on a

rank of twelve aeons, which include Sophia as their little sister.

Separated from her original partner, Sophia descends into the middle

space only to give birth parthenogenetically to a surprising offspring,

as it were, from her own residual androgyny. The story joins the
traditional creation narratives of the Old Testament, for in Valentinian

Gnosticism, Sophia is none other than the mother of Yahweh! Referred

to by the Gnostics as laldabaoth, an anagram suggestive of the Hebrew
god as a child of chaos and a result of the fall, he is also known as the

Demiurge-a creative being still further qualified as the "Hebdomad"

given his sevenfold structure. The seven classical planets, the seven

archons ("kings") who preside over the gates of passage on each

planetary shell, and even the structures of the human body all reflect

this germinal figure.

We will shortly see this sevenfold principle in action in both the

original fashioning of the human being as ill the ultimate ascension of

soul in the Gospel of Mary. Gnosticislll displays a fierce ambivalence

towards the Creation. On one hand it cOllsiders the coming into being
of the world to be a tragic error while, Oil Ihe other, the creation of the
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I am the one whom rhey call Life,

and you have called Death.
I am the one whom they call Law,

and you have called Lawlessness.
I am rhe one whom you have pursued,

and I am the one whom you have St:i:tH\.

I am the one whom you have scattered,

and you have gathered me together.
I am the one before whom you have been ashamed,

and you have been shameless to me.28

With the firmament and planets hung in place, let's cOllsider

Sophia's role in the fashioning of virgin Earth, the structure of the
human body, as well as the pairing of Sophia and Ialdabaoth itself

In Proverbs, Wisdom speaks of having existed before even so much

as a clod of earth was formed. In a fine example of the Gnostics'

elaboration of traditional themes, Sophia becomes one with the whole

fabric of the created world. Interacting rhythmically with a series of

compassionate messengers sent to her from the upper world, Sophia

actually generates matter from out of her conflicting passions:

This was the origin and essence of the matter from which this
world was to be made: from her longing for the bliss of the ideal
world the world-soul derivesits origin; earth arose from her state

(,N( J" I I. "'/il II ( ,/I IN"

IIl.ltl',i;d wlldd ,'II.lbles the sOllllO pass through all manner of sensual

.1Il<I 1110ralex periellces f(n the sake of its own education. Sophia's great
('nor cOllsists in her wandering offfrom her most original syzygos on high.

I ieI' ultimate desire, paradigmatic of the Gnostic quest, is to recover the

lost knowledge of her super-celestial origin in the All-Father (the
Pleroma, the Entirety, the Treasury of Light). Sophia suffers every
conceivable emotional conflict and rending psychic opposite. She is life

and death, consciousness and unconsciousness, knowledge and

ignorance-again the living complexity of "The Thunder, Perfect Mind":

I am shame and boldness.
I am shameless; I am ashamed.

I am strength and I am fear.
I am war and peace.
Give heed to me,

I am the one who is disgraced and the great one.
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IIIl 11111 plete for a time. Einar Thomassen recognizes the microcosmic
1I.ltlll'e of this anthropogenesis immediately:

ITJhe first human receivedthe same components as the cosmos
itself.He receiveda material part and a pwchic part, contributed

by the material and psychic powers of the cosmos respectively,
and put together by the Demiurge. The Demiurge was invisibly
moved, moreover, by the Logos, who used him as an
intermediary and rool for moulding the human creature. Into
this creature, however, the Logos inserted a third component

coming from himself: the "breath oflife," which is a soul of
spiritual origin. Thus while he existed in sicknessand deficiency
becauseof his material and pwchic components, the first human

also possessed a capacity for understanding his predicamenl
because of his spiritual souj,3!

Inspiration by the Logos, whose superior power Hows throllgh

Sophia from the Treasury of Light, is required for the human being to
stand, live, and become complete. Thus human beings are prepared

for spiritual consciousness and Christ can eventually take his place as
the New Adam. The familiar descent of the dove from heaven at Jesus'

baptism is the paradigmatic example of the "spiritual seed" of the Logos

being sown in material and psychic Man. And as with the four elements

composing the planet, a soul quality is manifest in every material aspect
of the human form. The multitude of angels and demons (a

combination indicative ofIaldabaotns lower realm) utilize seven divine

powers as the basic organizing principle of the psychosoma to which an

eighth is added. This completes what the Gnostics call the Ogdoad,

an image of wholeness that parallels the quaternary mandalas of

Jungian psychology. In the Indian creation mythology of Rudra
(Shiva) the universe is also sevenfold in structure (earth, fire, water,
air, ether + sun and moon) and also comes to completion as an ogdoad

through the action of "mind." Thus human beings realize their identity
as the microcosm. They have become consciously aware of their

psychic interior! The chakras of Hindu physiology as well as the

upward movement of Kundalini parallel Gnostic ideas.
In summary, emphasis falls first on the Sophia-Ialdabaoth syzygy,

then on a higher Sophia-Logos syzygy which has, in fact, existed in

the cosmic background all along. In Sophia we see the anima archetype

as not only cosmic in scope, but again in her characteristic role of
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ignorance lay concealed in the rhree 1I1 hl'! I'd,',';llI(\,';,"J

From passion comes matter, just as impassioned behavior typically

involves concretism and literal identifications before any psychological

reflection or insight is possible, Sophia's psychic and spiritual substance

lies concealed in all the material elements, just Simon's Helena is a

soul lost in the world. What Sophia suffers is also a major part of her
very identity, as is also the case with each conscious and unconscious

mortal in whom she delights, The vicissitudes of matter and emotion

are precisely what afflict us in states of unconsciousness, just as these

same processes gradually stir us into psychic consciousness. It is little

wonder then that the power of Sophia working through laldabaoth

(the sevenfold Demiurge) is responsible for the original assembly of

the human being. A fascinating account from the Gnostic Apocryphorl

ojJolm describes this fashioning of the "psychic body." It is an elaborate

extension of the Genesis story where Adam is fashioned from the pink
earth of Eden:

And the powers began. The first, Goodness, created a soul of
bone; the second, Pronoia, created a soul of sinew; the third,

Deity, created a soul of flesh; the fourth, Lordship, created a
soul of marrow; the fifth, Kingdom, created a soul of blood; the
sixth, Zeal, created a soul of skin; the seventh, Understanding,
created a soul of hair.And the multitude of angelsstood up before
it. They received ii'om the powers the seven hypostases in order
to make the joining of the limbs and the joining of the pieces
and the synthesis of the adornment of each of the members ....
And all the angels and demons worked until they had adorned
the psychic body, bur rhe entire work was inert and motionless
fix a long time:j()

The refrain "a soul of..." represents an intuitive perception of specific

body parts and their respective psychic aspects-a perfect historical

example of the holistic gestalts of enteroceptive perception described

by Robert Fliess. An alternate version of the Apocryphon cites 360 body

parts and 360 angels, an obvious attempt to correlate the human form

with a perfect geometric circle of the sun. The body of Adam is

specifically fashioned by laldabaoth, which is also why it is lies
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A great portenr appeared in heaven: a woman clothed with the
sun, with the moon under her feet, and on her head a crown of

twelvestars. She waspregnant and was Clyingour in birthpangs,
in the agony of giving birth. Then another portent appeared in
heaven: a great red dragon, with seven heads and ten horns,
and seven diadems on his heads. His tail swept down a third of
the starsof heaven and threw them to the earth. Then the dragon
stood bd()re the woman who was about to bear a child, so that

he might devour her child as soon as it was born. And she gave
birth to a son, a male child, who is to rule all the nations with a

rod of iron. But her child was snatched away and taken to God
and to his throne; and the woman fled inro the wilderness,where

she has a place prepared by God, (12: 1-6)

Note how the dragon sweeps stars down from the heavens and casts

them to earth. This parallels the abysmal vortex in Timarchus's vision

mediator. She is on,' with III(' ('III Ill' ('III III 11111'.1111I"1I11l'1I1.1'.. 1111111.1

and as soul-vessel. This is again d";lrly IIHIII.lIly(, ••1 i111'II'II\IOIIIH'lw('('n

the body-imago ("anthropoid psych •.") .111<1ill(' 111,11111.11,1.IS syndlOl.\

of the Self in Jung's psychology. The individuallitlk souls in the hody

correspond both to the scintillae dispersed through the earth, allnallll'l',
and the surrounding firmament as well. The Gnostics associall'll

laldabaoth (Yahweh) with the baleful planet Saturn, who figures as
both the ruler and devil of this earth. His creation was seen as a mistake,

even as an "abortion" from the perspective of the aboriginal One. Albeit

for purposes of the spirit's education, the planetary archons imprison
souls within the material realm. The God of the Bible is familiar for

his saturnine dominion, jealousy, and propensity to wrath. The

Gnostics understand these traits as the result of Yahweh's ignorance
of the fact that Sophia is his mother, and his own lack of awareness

that greater cosmic powers and processes are at work of which he is

only a part. This goes a long way in explaining the contempt of
patriarchy for the feminine.

The Gnostic laldabaoth is frequently visualized as a serpent, a

dragon, or another zoomorphic image. In the Biblical twelfth chapter

of Revelation a great red dragon appears with a celestial woman. Jung
recognizes this as a Gnostic element in the New Testament. It is selected

for specific commentary owing to its greater potential familiarity for
the reader and for what this may reveal of the Gnostic attitude:

oIl h•. microcosm at the Oracle of Trophonius. The degree to which

individual souls are mingled with the flesh or are capable of rising is

illdicated there by a "quivering around the gulf" of scintillating stars,
SOllle that sink while others dart upward along the world axis. The

(;nostic cosmos is again similarly structured. The same gradations
in this admixture of flesh and scintillae appear along a vertical axis

between upper and lower realms in the Greek example, just as the
concentration of these light phenomena are related in both instances

to speculation on psychological types. (Note: Gnostic philosophy
established three types, corresponding to three of the basic

psychological functions: thinking, feeling, and sensation. The

pneumatikoi could be correlated with thinking, the psychikoi with
feeling, and the hylikoi with sensation. The inferior rating of the

psychikoi was in accord with the spirit of Gnosticism, which, unlike
Christianity, insisted on the value of knowledge.)

We witness in Revelation a comparable threshold between the

upper and lower spheres that underscores the ambivalence of the soul's
intermediary situation. The "Lady in Travail" with her numerous
celestial attributes may be understood as an anima image in just this

position, Presumably this is the Virgin Mary, but she has also long
been interpreted as the Holy Spirit and thus as Sophia. The Lady is
transfixed between the most piqued material and spiritual opposites,

All the elemental tensions and emotions of childbirth appear in the

seven-headed dragon's threat to her nascent child. In accord with
the transcendental inclination of orthodox Christianity, the newborn

child (doubtless an image of the Messiah) goes up to the celestial

regions to the throne of God. This Virgin Birth represents a release
and redemption from the purely earthly conditions over which the

red dragon presides-for the Gnostics, the sevenfold powers of
laldabaoth. The child's birth is the birth of a spiritual body. It

represents the spiritual completion of the material and psychic body
fashioned by the Oemiurge, laldabaoth-the "Most High" of the
Old Testament. The birth of this spiritual body, the essential eighth

principle, is the necessary complement to the sevenfold body.

Together they form the celebrated Gnostic Ogdoad aforementioned
the completion of the whole human being. Thomassen can now
observe of the divine child:
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1('11l.lillSso today. The fact that Paul spoke of its advent within the
Illd illle of his auditors not only exemplifies this fact, but correlates

Illightily with Paul's disparagement of the body, sexuality, and earth.
Alld amidst the banal consumerism of urban America today one may

read a bumper sticker on the back of an enormous Cadillac Esplanade:
"In case of the Rapture the vehicle is yours!"

Indeed, literalism and concretism are the greater part of madness,

just as they indicate a state of inflation, psychological blindness, and
the moral torpor of the "saved." The Christ event, celebrated as the

saving moment of history, came and went without the apocalypse. And
Pentecost-the greatest of all indications that the crucifixion did not,

magically in itself, effect the salvation of humankind--is suggestive
of an ongoing process. Revelation was likely composed in ')') C.I':., bllt ,
still the continuity of earthly life proceeded-just as any number of'

Christian concretists walked back down from their hilltops in 1000

C.E. when the Kingdom did not come. Even as we know today that
visions as exotic as John's may be experienced by countless individuals,

a single two-thousand-year-old apocalyptic vision holds sway over the
collective Christian imagination. The fact that a tongue of flame comes

to rest atop the head of each disciple at Pentecost is so strongly
suggestive of the uppermost (sahasrara) chakra that it cannot escape
comment. This outpouring of the Holy Spirit following the ascension
of Jesus, a conspicuous baptism by fire, resonates with the birth and
the ascension of the child in Revelation and in turn with the birth of

the "spiritual body" as a Gnostic goal. Particularly given that fire is
inherent in all the primordial elements sprung from Sophia in Gnostic
creation mythology, one might compare the Pentecostal tongues of
fire with sahasrara phenomena-the fiery crown of the spiritual body
whose numinous contents have remained dormant in the psychosoma

all along.
Unfortunately again, there is little indication that the child of

Revelation represents any more substance or coherence with its
archetypal roots than the Virgin of Christian patriarchy retains of
the mother archetype. The former actually appears distorted, like an

angry little Yahweh, a new patriarch or a theocratic dictator
brimming with vengeance. Both have been stripped of their specific
earthly qualities. But the Lady of Revelation is not taken up to heaven
(until 19510. Rather she flees to the desert to be protected by God.

!!H S/\I/,III/ 111V11 /ill Inllf,/IIII', 1M 1I,/IVllltJN

[J !clltas l'l'l'll "01111101110111Iill 1\1""1111i',11I Y ..II"'II,
Ialdabaoth]alol1e,as tllOSl'(I('.I11'111l1ill<'ItI'IIII'.·,01/\.1,1111IWH'

createdbytheMostHighalol1e,tlI;'I's,I,y tll<'I kllllllll',,',lellll<'l,
Jesusis the "newman," the one who is lioll) till' Iioly Spiril
<and the most High>, that is, from the Delllimgl', ill slIcha
waythat theDemiurgecompletestheformationandequiplllt:Ill
of his body,but the Holy Spirit provideshis essenceY

In the canonical Bible and in Gnostic experience we find a
common theme. Psychologically, rebirth through the Virgin represents
a symbolic process whereby everything concealed in the psychosoma

that the Oemiurge originally created is reflectively gathered in through
the action of the Holy Spirit to birth a new creature of light. This is
extremely important as a specific transformative event. But the very
moment any of this is taken concretely or literally-as an actual
prophecy of some inevitable historical scenario, for example
everything changes. Taking the mythologem literally would result in
an instantaneous disconnect between matter and spirit-a loss of
reflection and thus a loss of soul. For the book of Revelation presents
us with a phenomenology of the self,' not a collective program to be
fulfilled! The archetypal images and patterns we find in apocalyptic
literature represents something to be experienced by and within the
individual soul, just as the Elder John, the author of Revelation,
grappled with his own transpersonal vision. The experience of
apocalypse ("unveiling") invariably entails a tremendous upheaval in
one's prevailing worldview, as well as an inclination towards the reversal
of all conscious values. We see this in the puer-senex trajectory of the
Brethren of the Free Spirit, where an "innocent" and childlike joy in
fresh religious developments slowly gives rise to a power hierarchy all
its own. Taken literally, who can witness the child of the Virgin rising
up to the throne of God to take up a rod of iron (12:5) and wreak
vengeance upon the planet and its diverse peoples without disquiet?
A cruel enantiodromia is in the making in Revelation. It is no
coincidence that Revelation is largely a struggle between the spiritual
ideals and pacifism of the Elder John and the shadow-the Beast 666,
the numerical value in Hebrew for the I.atin expression Nero redivivus.

This was a collective fantasy of the period in which a return of the
dead Emperor Nero to reconquer Rome was anticipated. Recall that
apocalyptic anticipation is absolutely central to early Christianity, and
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The symbolism of the Terrible Mother draws its images
predominanrly from the "inside"; that is to say, the negative
elementary character of the Feminine expressesitself in fantastic
and chimerical images that do not originate in the outside world.
The reason for this is that the Terrible Mother is a symbol for
the unconscious .... The dark half of the black and white egg

representing the Archetypal Feminine engenders terrible figures
that manifest the black, abysmal side of life and the human

psyche.35

One cannot embrace the fullness of life without experiencing hel'

at some crucial juncture. Such is the diversity of the feminine, and

Sophia encompasses all of it. Given all that is lost where the child
of Revelation's ascent to the throne is taken concretely as a triumph

over the earth, the earthly red beast begins to appear in another more

acceptable light. This seven-headed beast is an equivalent form to
the Gnostic Ialdabaoth, son of Sophia. It represents nothing less than

the phallic exponent of the Goddess. This attribution is also mirrored

by Eve and the Serpent, a zoomorphic image of Christ essential to
the discrimination of consciousness in Gnostic understanding. Recall

that Phanes too is a creator god, an Orphic Greek demiurge born of

the egg that Night lays in the middle of space. He also appears on
an archaic level as a dragon-like, seminal, creaturely, multi-headed

monstrum compositurn with myriad eyes. The myth of Amor and pJyche
describes Eros similarly, before Psyche shines her light upon him.
One thus notes that in both Orphic myth and the fairy tale of

Apuleius this "dragon" also manifests as a shining solar puer and the

golden-winged image of Eros familiar in classical mythology-with
neither throne nor rod, but rather the creative illumination of love!

Thus traditional Biblical and pagan imagery coalesce in an

androgynous amalgam such as we see in Hermes ithyphallos or the
alchemical image of Mercurius, the individuating principles par
excellence. It is thus no coincidence that androgynous Mercurius

figures as the spiritus rector of European alchemy. That science was

subject to perennial charges of heresy for seeking to continue the

I ,/VI is 11/ 'NF/l/t 11/ i/VS

1"'I'Sl'l'llonc, and Kali, the 'Terrible Mother plays a pre-eminent role in

IIIit i:lt iOIl, just as we found with Jung's "Realm of the Mothers," where
till' d ivi nl' child slumbers awaiting his conscious realization. Erich

Nelllllann speaks of the dark mother this way:

In Revelation the red dl';'j',oll .dslI 111'1'. Oil hi", tI\[' .11'1'",1 r-..lh 11.1,,1

casts him out of heaven:

This mother, then, is not only the mother of all abominations,
but the receptacle of all things wicked and unclean .... Thus
the mother becomes the underworld, the City of the Damned.
In this primordial image of the woman on the dragon we
recognize Echidna, the mother of every hellish horror. Babylon
is the symbol of the Terrible Mother, who leads the people into
whoredom with her devilish temptations and makes them drunk
with her wine. 33

.~\() SI'\ll,III1IIIVI' 1/1/ 1.'111,,1/1(1', I""I,INI//I/IV

The great dragon was thrown down, Ihal ;tlllil'lli SLTI ll'lII,wllo
is called Devil and Saran, the deceiver of the whole world hl'

was thrown down to the earth, and his angelswere thrown down
with him. (12:9)

The Oevil's complete expulsion from heaven would suggest a Elf more

radical dualism than appears, for example, in the opening chapter of
Job, where Yahweh and Satan engage in an almost casual conversation

concerning Job's fate. Finding himself cast upon the earth, the dragon
continues to persecute the Lady who gave birth to the child. In a series

of earthly appearances the dragon appears as a leopard with the feet of

a bear and the mouth of a lion, and then as a two-horned dragon, before
finally appearing as a scarlet beast "full of blasphemous names" (17:3).

The Great Whore of Babylon rides upon it, while upon her forehead
is written: "Babylon the great, mother of whores and of earth's

abominations" (17:3-5). While an historical allegory for Rome (as well

as Babylon), one cannot dispense with the psychological

understanding of Babylon as an archetypal image of the feminine

utterly removed from the Lady who births the heavenly child. However

accursed and laden with flamboyant epithets from on high, we have

explicit indication that the Whore of Babylon is pertinent to everything
related to sexuality, body, and earth. Jung speaks of her like this:

Jung notes also a 14th-century miniature "which shows the 'woman,'

beautiful as the mother of God, standing with the lower half of her

body in a dragon."34 Altogether in line with a brand of patriarchal and

spiritualistic prejudice we have observed all along, the image of Babylon
is so encrusted with negative moral epithets as to be occluded as an

essential archetypal image. As we have seen in Ereshkigal, Hecate,



Jealousy and a contentious attitude on the part of the male

disciples crops up in a variety of Gnostic contexts, such as the Gospel

of Thomas:

His disciplessaid to him, "When will the kingdom come?" Uesus
said,] "It will not come by waiting for it. It will not be a matter

of saying 'here it is' or 'there it is.' Rather the kingdom of the
father is spread out upon the earth, and men do not see it."
Simon Peter said to them, "Let Mary leave us, for women are

not worthy oflife." Jesus said, "I myselfshall lead her in order to
make her male, so that she too will become a living spirit

resembling you males. For everywoman who will make herself
male will enter the kingdom ofheaven."38

1 •• 1.11ionship, what Mary found in Jesus contributed immeasurably

I(l ;\ II ongolllg cure.
What the noncanonical Gnostic literature adds to the image of

Magdalen is the erotic quality of her bond with Jesus, her difficult

relationship with the other disciples, and her own prominence as a

visionary. The Gospel of Philip is explicit concerning her personal

relationship with Jesus:

And the companion of the [... ] Mary Magdalene. [.. .loved]
her more than [all]the disciples [and used to] kissher [often] on
her [... ]. The rest of [the disciples... ]. They said to him, "Why

do you love her more than all of us?" The savior answered and
said to them, "Why do I not love you like her? ... "36

Translated here as "companion," the original Greek koinonos indicates

a very intimate friend, a partner in an enterprise. The term may also
indicate a lover. The broken text is the primary document of the

affection between Magdalen and Jesus. The closeness between the two

makes the disciples, all of them male, extremely jealous and bitter.

Beyond the affection they shared, this also springs from Jesus'

recognition of Mary as possessing a more refined understanding of

the light of gnosis than the others, for following without

interruption is Jesus' comment to the group:

When a blind man and one who sees are both together in

darkness, they are no different from one another. When the light
comes, then he who seeswill see the light, and he who is blind
will remain in darkness.37

l,ll SF\lI,III1II1V/1 1111 1.'1///,/(111', /MIl,/NllltIN

ongoing process of redelllfJl iOIl 111.11 till' < 111< illX 11111 11.1.1 1.-11

unaccomplished. The alchemists' concern h)l' i1H' spilll III i1W·,ItIIH'

and in all nature accordingly provides counlkss IIIl'Llpl\(IIS i1l.iI .IIl'

applicable to the religious dimensions of sexualilY, Ihe ,\{'ill/ill",' ;111.1

the Light of Nature central among them.

The earthly suffering of Magdalen reflects the COSlllic slln~'1illg

of Sophia, as do the sufferings of all mortals. The English expressioll

"maudlin" derives from Magdalen, given that her portrayals ill
Christian tradition include every conceivable human emotion. I.ikl'

Sophia, Magdalen also yearns for the illumination that a spirillial

guide may impart. Here our canonical references to Magdalen being
afflicted by demons must be considered in relation to the Gnostic

world creation and cosmology described. Mary may have first sought

Jesus out as her healer. One wonders what moved so daemonically

in Mary's psyche before and after she knew Jesus and the discerning

capacity for relationship he brought to their healing encounter. In

Luke 8:2 "seven demons" are said to have "gone out" of Magdalen.

Did Jesus drive out the demons through confession, exorcism, or some

external agency? As teacher and companion, he surely encouraged
Mary to face her inner world and offered seminal ideas with which

to understand it. But one must not suppose that her healing sprang

merely from a discursive process. A larger psychosomatic

understanding is required. Palsy was an ailment frequently healed by
Jesus. Luke speaks of "evil spirits and infirmities" in connection with

Magdalen. A basic principle of Jungian psychology holds that the

energy needed to heal an illness is concealed within the symptoms

themselves. When the ego is stressed by emotional turmoil or severe

physical sufferings, the unconscious tends to manifest itself directly
to consciousness in symbolic forms. One must thus consider the

casting out of Magdalen's demons in terms of an inner transformation,

a coming to consciousness of what had been present all along but
until now had existed in a pathological state of unconsciousness and

somatization. The fundamental healing factor appears to lie in a

recognition of the soul's deep reality through a fearless acceptance of

both suffering and the psychic experiences that unfold in the process

of that suffering. The healing experience must have touched

Magdalen's totality at the most subtle and essential level. From her

early encounter with Jesus through the development of their intimate
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And desire [states] that, "1 did not see you [i.e., soul]
descending,but now I seeyou ascending.Why do you lie,
sinceyou belongto me?"The soul answeredand said, "1saw
you. Youdid not seeme nor recognizeme. 1servedyou as a
garment,and you did not knowme."When it had saidthis, it
went awayrejoicinggreatly.

Ma!',dalen'sbiographical experience of men and the masculine beyond
lilt' wealthy father we assume and the unknown of her possible
hrother(s): Mary is progressively impacted by an indeterminate series
of' male patrons as a courtesan and is probably fully informed regarding
the dealings of ruthless King Herod's notorious court (via "Joanna,
the wife of Herod's steward Chuza"). She endures significant

psychosomatic sufferings, presents herself to Jesus as a patient in order
to be healed of her daemonic possession, becomes an inspired student

of Jesus, and then his most intimate companion. Mary has her mettle
tested in contentious interactions with the male disciples, and finally

comes to grief with the arrest and public execution by Roman soldiers
of the most important person in her life. All this has transpired, when
the resurrected Lord appears to her as a triumphant and affirming inner

figure. Whether the appearance of Jesus is an objective post-mortem
visitation or a personification of Magdalen's animus, the point remains
the same. The visionary meeting is the high point of a entire biography

of experience for Magdalen, the culmination of her lifelong experience
of men and the spiritual product of a long, highly personalized,
tumultuous, religiously decisive, and individuating love relationship.
Viewed psychologically, the Christ-figure within Mary's psyche
definitely possesses the qualities of a positive animus that supports her
creative endeavors and affirms her mission in the world. Her standing

thus, unwavering, demonstrates that a phallic uprightness and

imperturbability of spirit ultimately knows no gender.
The Gospel of Mary, its text unfortunately damaged, immediately

proceeds to a startling vision of the inner world, Mary's access to which
would be difficult to imagine without her being instructed and

intimately inspired by Jesus-as a man and as a creative personification
of her own spiritual animus. The first principle (prior to "desire" below)
is lost, but it is Mary's dispute with desire and ignorance that concerns
us in this Gnostic vision of soul ascending in the face of the demiurgic
contenders who confront soul:

,'.\1 SI.\I/III1IIIVII 1111 Nl//f,/II/I', 1,"It,IIVll/tlN

The equation or "living spirit" Willi "1I1,d,·" \\"lIdoi ••IIiI., illI' 111,"1"111

ear as misogynistic even without III<' '''1'''' Ii •• dll<"'IV" 111.11 M.II)' II('

excluded. But this "becoming male" rekrs to .1 .", "', Iii, .1.",,'1 i, 1101 iOIl
of receiving gnosis. The essential role of WOllll'lIalld the klllillille ill
other groups demonstrates that this attitude was not charactcrisl it
of Gnosticism as a whole. For example, the teachings of Valentillus
affIrm the equality of the sexes and feature Sophia in a central and
pervasive role.

The Gospel of Mary features the sevenfold imagery of laldabaoth
as an inner experience of Gnostic cosmology. Magdalen and the
disciples are gathered together following the crucifixion in a tense and
disconcerted mood. The jealous Peter places Mary center stage, saying,
"Sister, we know that the Savior loved you more than the rest of
women. Tell us the words of the Savior which you remember-which
you know (but) we do not, nor have we heard them."39 The text
continues with a powerful vision of Christ, who commends her for
her unflinching reception of mystic sight:

Mary answeredand said, "Whar is hidden from you 1will
proclaimto you."And shebeganrospeak1:0 rhemrhesewords:
"1,"shesaid,"1sawrheLordin avisionandIsaidrohim, 'Lord,
Isawyourodayillavision.'He answeredandsaidrome,'Blessed
are YOll, rharYOLI did not waverar the sighrof me."'40

The ensuing account of this conversation between Jesus and Magdalen
evidences Mary's keen spiritual understanding and her capacity to
discuss the intricacies of Gnostic psychology and cosmology. While
the peculiar question of whether Jesus and Magdalen had sexual
intercourse after the crucifixion (which arose in the interrogation of
the radical Free Spirit, John Hartmann in Chapter 3) is left open here,
the meeting of the pair is set in a transitional and liminal ambiance.
This is a time of tremendous bereavement, but also of potentially
profound insights. The visionary reunion thus provides an additional
example of the syzygy in action, this time with a woman meeting her
contrasexual partner. This affords a ripe opportunity to consider the
accumulation of biographical and psychological experience that
steadily raises disparate gendered elements within the personality to
consciousness and works to differentiate them. Retaining the prostitute
component of Magdalen's popular identity for a moment, consider
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M.IIY thell blls siknt before disciples, who are dumbfounded and seek

10 repudiate these "strange ideas." Andrew takes exception to Mary

even as Peter grumbles concerning the Master: "Did he really speak
with a woman without our knowledge (and) not openly? Are we to

turn about and all listen to her? Did he prefer her to US?"43Mary begins

to weep at not being believed. At last the group comes to some
reconciliation and goes forth to preach.

In summary, the Gospel of Mary clearly focuses on soul's free
movement in an intermediary space-gravitating upward towards a

celestial empyrean in a way that appears to activate a counter-reaction
from the lower demiurgic powers of the instinctual sphere, who would

assert their respective claims. Such is the archetypal hinterland of what

we call psychodynamics. Desire arrogantly confronts soul only to learn
that soul cloaks it like a garment of which the wearer is unaware.

Consider the blind immediacy of a physical prompting that is intent

on concrete gratification. Soul's words suggest that those same energies

may be held reflectively within and contemplated as image and
awareness. Such active imagination would reveal the fabric of the soul's

garment. Next, ignorance boldly confronts soul, only to learn that

though it sought to bind soul, soul cannot be bound. Soul's ascending
freedom is triumphant. Soul, as the reflective vessel of consciousness

par excellence, sees beyond the ego and displaces its limi ted col\t:ept ion
of reality. Soul says, "I was not recognized. But 1 have recognized Ihat

the All is being dissolved both the earthly (things) and the Iteavellly."'l"

Clearly, the sudden ascendancy of a perspective based on soul spells
death for the old ego and heralds an expansion of consciOllsness IItaI
is far beyond the ken of the seven powers of earthly wrath.

The influence of these seven powers of laldabaoth is fundamental

to the concretism and literalism of ego that has rejected the

unconscious and remained uninitiated by soul. But it would be

simplistic to say that the ego is synonymous with the powers, at least
without recalling that fundamental psychoanalytic observation that

the body is, to begin with, a "body-ego." However pneumatic and
ascendant Mary's vision, the powers have a distinct bodily reference.

Intuition suggests that they are related to the seven demons that

originally afflicted Magdalen and which we have seen in the psychic

body fashioned by angels and demons in the Apocryphon of John. Most
immediately, the angelic/demonic host pertain to the perpetual

.lIe, "1-\1//11/1 IIV/I "" Inlll./ll/i', /,\lII,/lVll/tiN

Agaill it Clillt' III till· tIlilt 11'"1'1"1, Wlil.I, h. ,dl,.t '1'.1"11"11"
[It (the power) I qucstilllll·d tlll'·,",d. ·..'YIlII'.,'\\/1" II .11. Y'lIli
going? In wickedness arc Y"ll !'olilld. 1\111y'lIl .11'1'"1111,1;,10

not judge!" And the soul said, "Why do YOlijll' Ig"111l·.dtl'ollgh
I have not judged? I was bound though 1 have Illlt bOlilld. I
was not recognized .... "

An occasional feature of Gnostic texts, the principles of desire alld

ignorance are recapitulated in secondary numerical clusters as the vision

proceeds-first three (where "darkness" precedes desire and ignorance),

and then a fourth power, which takes seven forms:

The first form isdarkness, the second desire, the third ignorance,
the fCJUrthis the excitement of death, the fifth is the kingdom
of the flesh, the sixth is the foolish wisdom of the flesh, the
seventh is wrathful wisdom."'

As a whole, these "seven powers of wrath" are once more a typically

pejorative Gnostic designation for the demiurgic powers ofIaldabaoth,

the sevenfold Hebdomad, a comparative form of which appears as the

seven-headed Red Dragon of Revelation. Psychologically, we witness

Mary in a dynamic struggle with the autonomous archetypal powers,

which might also be thought of as complexes or "partial personalities"

on a personal level. The tension is not merely between Mary's ego

consciousness and her inner world but also among a number of

autonomous psychic figures, which interact with one another. Mary,

Christ, and soul, as well as the seven powers, are all decisive

participants. Each figure in the vision possesses its own affective,

imaginal, and ideational quality as well as its own measure of

dispersed consciousness. Magdalen's vision is thus a vivid example

of the psyche as a field of multiple luminosities. The perplexed

seven powers press soul with the words, "Whence do you come,

slayer of men, or where are you going, conqueror of space?" as

Magdalen's vision comes to its lysis. Soul proclaims:

What binds me has been slain, and what surrounds me has been

overcome, and my desire has ended, and ignorance has died. In
a [world] I was released from a world, [and] in a type from a
heavenly type, and [from I the felter of oblivion which is
transiem. From this time Oil I will attain to the rest of time, of
the season, ofthe aeon, ill silellce."!
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We musr nor f(l\'get thaI' many of the diviniries and powers
of rhe Earth and rhe underworld are nor necessarily "evil" or
"demonic." '[hey generally represent autochthonous and even
local hierophanies rhat have fallen in rank as a result of

changes wirhin rhe pantheon. Sometimes the bipartition
of gods into celestial and chthonic-infernal is only a
convenient c1assitlcarion withom any pejorative implication
fl.)r the larter.'5

Pertinent to the foregoing, a distinguishing feature of the Gnostic

outlook, and anticipatory of the charged ambiance of the Valentinian

bridal chamber, the Gnostics emphasize the necessity of experiencing
the Resurrection while still in this lift: "Those who say they will die
first and then rise are in error. If they do not first receive the resurrection

while they live, when they die the will receive nothing."46

Thus, the religious moment in Gnosticism is archetypal,

experiential, and numinous-scarcely something in which one merely
believes! Elaine Pagels speaks to the point:

experiential nllClll;llioll~ 01 0111 ""',.llll'dllli .IW.III·IIl'·.·. ,llId IIICI(I(I.

Magdalen's seven delllou~ aud ill(' ,\,'V,'U 1'''W''I', ,01 111'1V 1.\11III 111.1)'
likewise be understood as essential ~Inlllllll',\ ill.11 111.1111lc.\1dll'lll,\,·lv,·'\

in a variety of ways. They represent a sllhdl' dilllell~ioll or Il':dily ill

which psychic or somatic symptoms are Eltcrully gl'ul'I':llnl or

transformed and which any inquiry into spiritual healing would seck
to comprehend.

In ancient Gnosticism these bodily things are never created by

the ineffable, transcendent All-Father. They are fashioned by the

"angels and demons" who serve the Demiurge. Accordingly, in
Magdalen's vision soul seeks to ascend from this transient "fetter of

oblivion" to the immaterial godhead. At its extremes, such a radical

dualism represents a profound challenge to the psychologist, who
would welcome the rediscovery of the soul but would seek to reunite

the soul with the body and the world. The question is whether the

earthly powers in Mary's vision are destined to appear only as

wrathful, foolish, dark, and deadly. Here we can only note that this

particular ascension motif is intimately associated with death, though
whose soul is rising is left unanswered. In any case, Eliade makes a
more optimistic observation of pantheons worldwide that accords
more with a Jungian outlook:
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Gnostic Christians interpret resurrection in various ways. Some

say that the person who experiences the resurrection does not
meet Jesus raised physically back to life; rather, he encounters
Christ on a spiritual level.This may occur in dreams, in ecstatic
trances, in visions, or in moments of numinous ilIumination.47

(,NUS lit 1.'11/ /( nu/V.)'

The appearance of Christ in the vision of Magdalen is a vivid example

of just such a psychic experience.

Mary is traumatized, a woman in mourning. Her own longing

for recognition and her need of human companionship are apparently

only exacerbated by so grave a loss. The possibility of her regaining

equilibrium is indicated by soul's statement: "The All is being
dissolved, both the earthly (things) and the heavenly," and more

particularly by the statement, "In a world I was released from a world,
[and] in a type from a heavenly type." Depth psychologically this

indicates Magdalen's triumph over concretism and literalism in both
an inner and outer sense. Though fully of the world, her vision features

soul decisively eluding possession by the powers of the world (the

powers of wrath, the archons, etc.). Thus "world" becomes a living

metaphor. Being released "in a type from a heavenly type" is a

reciprocal commentary on being freed from what I term "imaginal
literalism"-that acquisitive propensity to fix images, to snatch them

from the flow of psyche's living current and enshrine them as icons or

idols. This is a first step towards deadly theology. In Eastern traditions

divine images may be embraced provisionally. They emerge with fresh

numinosity, serve their purpose, and fade. For precisely such reasons

a contemporary Gnostic hierophant can offer the eucharistic cup with
the words, "This is the blood of all the slain gods and goddesses from

the beginning of time."48 Mary finds herself in a state of graceful
centroversion in the Gospel of Mary, a detachment of consciousness

resembling Buddhist "mindfulness."

The foregoing rounds out all we actually know of the intimacy

between Mary Magdalen and Jesus. In the face of centuries in which

Magdalen has been rumored to be a former prostitute, it is extremely
ironic that a strict textually based examination reveals nothing of the

kind. Rather than resembling Venus or Aphrodite, the historical

Magdalen is archetypally far more related to Athena, Hestia (the
reflective Greek goddess of the hearth), or even the oracular Pythoness

of Delphi. Of course, even if Magdalen were a prostitute, it would

SF\ /1, 1/ II I , IV I j 1111 1,'/ I /f, II 1/ /I, I'" II, IIV I11I IN.'.\1\
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,IIIIIrogyny of the child, through extended reflection on the dynamics

(.1' tile syzygy working to differentiate masculine and feminine elements

wit hin the personality, and on to the possibility of a numinous and
salvil-lc reunion. One famous passage from the Gospel of Thomas

suggests that we have indeed come full circle, just as it indicates~in

the image of a child of light~so much of the mystery of Gnosis:

Jesus saw infants being suckled. He said to his disciples, "These
infants being suckled are like those who enter the kingdom."
They said to him, "Shall we then, as children, enter the
kingdom?" Jesus said to them, "When you make the twOone,
and when you make the inside like the outside and the outside
like the inside, and the above like the below,and when you make
the male and the female one and the same, so that the male not
be male nor the female female; when you fashion eyes in place

of an eye, and a hand in place of a hand, and a foot in place of
a foot, and a likeness in place of a likeness; then will you enter

[the kingdom]."5o

Psychologically this mystic marriage bespeaks the soothing and

integration of all the conflicting opposites within the personality that
have been differentiated and refined through the raw experiences of

life's forward flow, though we are unsure of how psychological or

concerned with "the development of personality" (in the modern sense)

the Gnostics actually were. On one hand Gnosticism represents one

of the most ardently transcendental religious developments in the

history of Western spirituality. The Gnostics, of course, looked upon
the created world as the prison house ofIaldabaoth. On the other hand,

Quispel can boldly proclaim: "Just forget about all that talk of the
otherworldliness of the Gnostics!" The Gnostics lived lives, bore

children, and considered sex to be extremely important for their

spiritual development. We know little of their sociology. But in any
case, Valentinian Gnosticism generally, and the ritual of the bridal

chamber in particular, is unique in Christian history for its emphasis

on the equality and complementarity of the sexes and for its recognition

of gender and the syzygy as a fundamental religious issue. Again, this
was a transient development of the 2nd century C.E.

The question of origins and ritual reintegration calls up the family
constellation and the child quite automatically. In sharp contrast to

the Holy Family orthodox tradition, the Gnostic Gospel of Philip is

240 SFXII;IUn' II/V/J 1/11- IUI/I/'I(I/IS 1I1I,/I'//VlllrIN

say absolutely nothing about her access to religiolls l'X1','III'II(,'

Perhaps the historical Magdalen might thus bc left ill 1'1',1<", ,llId

spared further distortion by either patriarchy or today's \,1111' lilt iOIl

mill. Crucial to ponder, however, is the fact that Christiall tLldit iOIl

has, through centuries, elaborated a fabulous myth of thc Sl'IISII;II,

beautiful, vulnerable sex woman. As a cultural phenomcnon, lhis

myth is composed of textual misinterpretation, patriarchal slandl'l',

popular legends, and lavish artistic productions. This is itself the

strongest possible testament to the vitality and continuity of Venus

and Aphrodite no matter what Christian doctrine says against them.

The results of our investigation of the historical Magdalen are thus,

in certain respects, quite disappointing for anyone interested in the

future of Christianity. True, Christian women now possesses a

stunning paradigm of spiritual insight and ecclesiastical authority,

just as popular appreciation of both Magdalen and Sophia are clearly

expanding. Still, the "make her male" of the Gospel of Thomas is

haunting and cautionary. The question remains as to what degree

might everything associated with the popular Venusian and

Aphroditic image of Magdalen~the numinosity of the body, sex,

erotic love, beauty, and femininity that these represent~be

comprehensively embraced, and the moral imperative of confronting

the tragic sexual legacy of patriarchy begin.

Tluning flnally to the bridal chamber of Valentinian Gnosticism,

it is the Gospel of Philip from which our knowledge of Gnostic ritual
derives, the final ancient document to be considered here. Rather than

an actual gospel, the damaged text has been described as resembling

catechism notes. The following passage immediately demonstrates that

the bridal chamber is one aspect of a sequential ritual program:

The lord [did] everything in a mystery, a baptism and a chrism
and a eucharist and a redemption and a bridal chamber.

[... ] he said, "I came to make [the things below] like the things
[above,and the things] outside like those [inside.I came to unite]
them in that place." [... ] here through [types ... ].49

The characteristic Gnostic concern I()r reconciling the above with the

below and an understanding of ritual as a play of types and images

are already present in this concise introduction. We might consider

the entire course taken to this !,oin!: from the original psychic
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unapologetic about tlte /'act liLlt ,,"~II," 1..1.\ IWo I.ldll'l,\ .111.1IWtl

mothers-Joseph and the transcendclil AII-I;alher, M.IIY .111.1.lil

pervading Sophia (Holy Spirit). This recognition nol ollly illllll.lll' t".

a realistic and much-needed earthly dimension to the SYlllholisl1i III
the bridal chamber but, more particularly, explains and validates Ihe

works of the Demiurge as foundational to the entire Gnoslic qllesl:

Joseph the carpenter planted a garden because he needed wood
for his trade. It was he who made the cross from the trees which

he planted. His own oflSpring hung on that which he planted.
His oflSpring was Jesus and the planting was the croSS.51

Thomassen observes that:

[T]here can hardly be any doubt that Joseph, the wood-worker
and faxher of Jesus, is interpreted by the Cos. Phil. as a type of the

Derniurge. The "wood" represents matter [hy/e, wood], and the
statement that Joseph's seed hung on the tree must therefore
refer to the father ofJesus in a material body.52

Thus Joseph and Jesus, like Adam and all humankind, possess a body

fashioned by the Demiurge Ialdabaoth. Reciprocally, the text never claims

that Mary was not made pregnant by Joseph, but simply that she was

not defiled by it: "the Saviour himself was not defiled by submitting

himself to physical conception and assuming a human body."5)

A provocative additional element in the Gospel of Philip is the belief

that Adam and Jesus were both born of "virgins." Adam was fashioned

from the virgin earth of Eden, the material fabric from which Sophia

is inseparable. She is also the Holy Spirit who, together with the Logos

of the transcendent All-Father, creates the spiritual body of Jesus. Thus

"the Saviour is a spiritual being in a material body."54 Harmonizing

the two is the primary focus of the bridal chamber. The ritual seeks to

call forth an illuminating consciousness (gnosis) in the initiate, the

"spiritual seed" that fosters his or her awareness of a subtle spiritual

dimension in the body, aligned with the All-Father even as it

harmonizes the material body that the Demiurge originally fashioned

in his creative partnership with Sophia:

The Father of the Entirety united with Sophia and revealed in
the bridal chamber, and from the union of the bridegroom and
the bride issued the Saviour's body.55
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It is from water and fire that the soul and the spirit came into

being. It is from water and fire and light that the son of the
bridal chamber (came iuro being). The fire is the chrism, the

light is the fire. I am not referring to that firewhich has no form,
but to the other fire whose form is white, which is bright and

beautiful, and which gives to beauty.57

Light phenomena of many kinds and various nuances have played
a decisive role in this entire investigation. Phanes is the "coming of

light" and a bearer of the seeds of the gods. Dionysus appears as the

I ./VI )S t JI ' I.' I /I /l III iNS

'I 'he reunion of Sophia with Christ (emissary of the Entirety) is a joyous

pCl'sonal and cosmic event, one sought in the bridal chamber and

allticipated in its full manifestation as a culmination of life and greater

world process. For this reason one contemporary Gnostic liturgy can

say of Christ and Sophia: "He has come for us, but in truth He has
come for She who came for us."56 Sophia is the anima mundi, and as

such a personification of the soul of all humankind, our planet, and
of the Creation itself. Christ's coming for her is his coming to us-an

individual, collective, and superordinate reunion of soul and spirit.

Magdalen's recognition of Jesus in the kind gardener she encounters
in John 20: 16 is an earthly reflection of the same moment of realization.

The elements of the bridal chamber mystery naturally include a

symbolic repetition of the central moments in the life of Jesus which,
in effect, constitutes one redemptive act. Baptism recapilulates llll"

baptism ofJesus by John the Baptist Qohn 1:32), an event that indud('s
the descent of Sophia as Holy Spirit in the form of a dove to vivify Ilis

spiritual body. Anointing (hot oil, chrism = fire) is symbolic of Jesus'

triumph over his demiurgic status prior to baptism and resonates with

the mystery of Pentecost. The Eucharist is a celebration of the bread
of heaven, which Jesus brings to nourish the spiritual body he has

generated. A "redemption" is also referenced in the Gospel of Philip. It
clearly harkens to rebirth, and the re-annointing of Jesus following

his baptism, but is not further described as a ritual component. The

symbol of the bridal chamber itself is laced with the foregoing elements
in overlapping metaphors, but carries special germinal significance for

the birth of a spiritual body, which is envisioned as the epiphany of a

divine child of light. Note how the Gospel of Philip comes to focus on a

highly particular quality of light in relation to the ritual birth:

SF\I/.II/I I INti !II! 1.'/1/11111/'\ IHIII/IVI/I/I/V/'1.',
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Just as Goethe could comment that as a moralist he is a monotheist,
as an artist a polytheist, and as a naturalist a pantheist; so any creative
response to the complexity of lived experience is a highly individual
activity to which the mysteries of personality and the psyche are
fundamentaL Any religious complex, be it a vast global organization,
the most indigenous, or an individual avenue of reflection and ritual
practice represents a localized attempt to approach a religious mystery
common to all humankind. This exploration of sexuality and the religious

imagination has accordingly focused on the archetypal dimensions of
historical and contemporary psychic materials in order to affirm their
universality; trace the imaginal life of the psychosoma in its sexual, erotic,
and relational aspects; and to consider the human and ecological
implications of the patriarchal Christian legacy at this moment in history.

Jung's observation that the instinct to which a culture devotes the
greatest attention is a prime source of religious symbolism is
fundamental in this entire inquiry, The overt expression and progressive
commodification of sex is sufficiently evident everywhere in the culture

to require extended comment. The simple facts that sex is a
psychosomatic phenomenon, that its patterns closely parallel those of
the religious instinct, that soul and body are inseparable from the natural
world, that humankind's relationship with Earth stands at a threshold
where survival itself is at issue, and that body, sex, and the natural world

are alive with divine energies that have been slandered and distorted

through the historical excessesof patriarchy-this is the avenue of your
author's effort and intention. One's erotic identity, inclination, and

imagination are among the most private aspects of life. Insofar as this
investigation offers the reader constructive insights and encouragement
to embrace the totality of their physical, psychological, and spiritual

experience, to discover the relationship of these with one another, and
move fearlessly and joyfully on into their own experience of the sacred,
its intention will be gratefully fulfilled.

2'jij SF,\(I,1I111 .IIVII 1/1/ In III ,I( J{ 1\ li1/11 ,llVll/tJlV

light of archetypal consciollsncss distrihnlnl "11(11)',11 tll(' Illldd\,

organs, like the medieval "light of nature" and 111<' \(/11 I t/I",· 01 ,Ill'

alchemists. A flash of fiery light is synchronons wilh till' (111111111.11111)',

vision of the Eleusinian mysteries. Hermes and Eros arc associ.IIl'<1
with fire and light. Jung's enthroned subterrancan pldlns is
surmounted by a single eye and a strange astral light thai mirrors
the sun's solar phallus (exemplifYing the above and below of 1':li;\(I<-'s
Solar Hierophany). A rabbi in deep mystical identification with [hc
angel Metatron must reckon with fiery torches that emerge from his
own body! But the centrality and ambiguity of light-as the natural
light of day or the archetypal light of the psyche germane to
enteroception, dream, and vision-is most clearly captured by
EzekieL Recounting his historic vision of the Merkabah, the prophet
repearedly refers to "something" like a throne, "something" like a human
form-like gleaming amber, like fire, like the Glory of the Lord
(Ezekiel 1:22), This is the light of numinous visions, which the Gospel

of Thomas also describes most beautifully:

The images are manifest to man, but the light in them remains

concealed in the image of the light of the Father He will become

manifest, but his image will remain concealed by his lighr.5H

Kerenyi tells LIS that "each God is a source of a world that without
him remains invisible, but with him reveals itself in its own light."59
In the bridal chamber Sophia and the All-Father bring the spiritual
seed of gnosis to bodily man and woman, creatures of flesh and blood
who have been carefully prepared by Sophia and laldabaoth for the
dawning of precisely this light. The Valentinian ritual of the bridal
chamber is a drawing together of everything of which the human being
is composed: body, soul, and spirit. Like Magdalen's vision of soul
ascending, the ritual process anticipates what the Gnostics called the
hypocatastasis, the cessation of all emanations emerging from the One,
and a return of the elements of Creation and all awakened souls to the

Treasury of Light. Meanwhile, anyone engaged in serious reflection
on life, psyche, and the light of the spirit may take heart and challenge
from Jesus' beguilingly simple observation that "the kingdom of the
father is spread out upon the earth, and men do not see it."60
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father)

autoeroticism 141
autofellatio 141

Axiom of Maria Prophetissa 99

B

Babylon 24,230
Bacchae (Euripides) 35, ]21
Basic Perinatal Matrices (BPM) 97

99,127
Baudelaire, Charles 72,95

beauty 9, II, 18,34,61,67, 105,
137,150,175,185,200,240,
243

Christian fear of feminine 27

Neumann on 108
of movement 91

power of 81

primal experience of 14
sacred 61

Beghards 63,64,67; See also

Beguines

Beguines 63,64; See also Beghards

"Beyond the Pleasure Principle"
(Freud) 84

bindu 106, 173

25'.1

Birth-Sex-Death equation 43,69,
139,189,221

bisexuality 36,59, 1I5, 1I7, 119,
194

of the psyche 115,128,161,167,
186

Black Isis 161
BlackMan 28,29,57,61,70,81

Blessed Virgin Mary; See Virgin

Mary
Blissful Mother 1n
body 2,4,5,9-11,13,18,22,29,

30,32,33,36,40-42,51,54,
56,57,62,67,77,78,81,83,
85,86,98-100,102,105-107,
110,134,136,137,141, 142,
148,162,163,166,191,198,
212, 221-223, 226; See also

imaginal body; subtle body
and asceticism 66

and complexes 82
and dismemberment 96

and dissociation 126

and ecology 176
and ego 85,88
and logos 118
and scintillae 129
and soul 137

and spirit 90
and the Great Whore of Babylon

230

"anthropoid" (Hillman) 97

as body-ego 237
asmicrocosm 174,178
as mother 108

as temple 5

Augustine's relation to his 55

carnal vs. spirirual/Clystalline ] 30
circulation of Shakti power in 191

corporeal 36, 43
of Christ 41

crucifixion and glorification of
112
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dark 23, I)')

depersonalization oJ; in' I;lI\lric
ritual 188-189

Dionysus and natural fluids of
165

imaginal 46

imaginal reality of 46,77

in chakra system 166, 186

in emeroception 87

in exteroception 86

in goddess religions 176

in Hindu metaphysics 177

in Kaula rnarga ritual 184

in patriatchal sexual morality 23

in proproception 86
in Valeminian ritual 244

Joseph Campbell on 1)6

Jung on 90

living, conrrol of 95

living reality of 82

lower spheres of 165
material 242

merging with psyche 1)4

movemem ofKundalini energy

through ] 1)1)

numinosityof 240
Octavio Paz on 86

of Adam in Gnosticism 224

of Christ 56,73, ] ]6
of De vi 11)0

of Dionysus 116

ofdivine hermapluodite in
Hinduism 186

of Great Goddess 108

of Inanna ]67

ofMetatron 244

of Sophia 116
orifices 8,87, 108, 109

psyche's independence from 99

psychic 224,227,237

reuniting soul with, in psychology
238

IIV/II\

1{"IIl'11 1:1'''',,,,,11 Ile,

~dl,I~,Il.lvllll'. 1""1.'. II. 110
seWawarCIIC,,\ "I "(,
sevellJ (lid (C I 1O,\lll(,\111) .•.• !
spiritual 227, 22,'1, .~/i\

ofJeslls 21\2,21\,\

St. Paul's disparagelll"lll "I .',,',l)

unitary image or 1(1)

vital processes or (,I
vs. world 87,88

body image 86, 87, ] (,3

body language 101

body metaphor 23, %,14]
bodywork 84, 165

body-ego 85-90,92-94, 122,237

body-imago; See imago: body

body-mother 15, 162
Brahma 171,172,175,177,178,222

Brethren of the Free Spirit 63,65,
67, 71, 72, 83,221,228;Seeauo

Hartmann, John; heresy: of

the Free Spirit; Pm'ete,

Marguerite; promiscuity on

principle
and eroticism 70

and monism 68

and mysticism 64
bridal chamber ]68, ] 93, 20] , 206,

238,240-244

bride 63,64, ] 55, 218, 242; See also

bridegroom

mysticism; See mysticism: bride

of] esus, Magdalen as 204

bridegroom 64,218,242

Brimo (goddess) 156
Brown, Peter 47-50, 52, 54

Bullough, Vern 24,35

c
Campbell,Joseph 86, 1I8
cannibalism 74,144

celibacy 38,40,47,56,212

t

INIIF,\

,1 •.do,l(s) 19,149,163,165,167,

1/3, ]86, 188, 191,225,229;
Set: also crown

chakra; Muladhara

chakra; Sahasrara chakra

(:/Itlrtlcter Analysis (Reich) 81

chastity 56,67
Christ 4,55-57,66,71,106,145,

210,216,229,231,234,236,

239; See aUoApollonian

Oni% dnistcie; Je;us; Manichaean

Christ

and Magdalen 8,72, 203, 206,
239

and Minnernystik 64

and Sophia 1I6, 193,206,243
and the devil 31

androgyny of 119
as "Second Adam" 56,225

body of 41,73,116

Jesus as 220
nature of (human vs. divine) 41

one-sidedness of 120

perfect manhood of 39

supernatural 210

vs. Mercury 120
Christ Child 52,211

Christ-figure 54,235
Christerie 63

Christian Devil 59,70

as hermaphrodite 144

Christianity 2,3,6,9, 1I, 12, 18,21,
22,30,34,44,45,50,51,53,

60,62,64,72,134,144,204,

212,215,217,227,240

and patriarchy 3, 23
Catholic 38

early 208,228
fundamentalist 42

Manichaean 53

medieval 59

moralistic patina of orthodox 188

261

Civitas Dei (Augustine) 51
Clement of Alexandria 74

clitoris 26, 166

CO EX systems 97
Cohn, Norman 63,67,70,72

complex(es) 1,80,82,92, %, 106,
236; See auo ego

complex; Oedipus

complex; power

complex; transcendence

complex; witch complex
as constellation 10 1

biographical 101

father, negative 28
mother 1,215

Augustine's 50,55

mystical 74

personal 4,99,219

power; See power complex

religious 4,9, 176,204,245
concretism 6,43,46,224,229,237,

239

of Freud 79

of Nicodemus 214

of Reich 83

Confessions (Augustine) 47,49,55,
80

coniunctio 116

archetypal, of vulva and phallus
101

creative 150

lower 57,60,81

of sun and moon 102

ritual 189

upper 57,81

contrasexual images; See image(s):
contrasexual

contrasexual partners 194,234

Corpus Herrneticurn 108,201

Cowan, Lyn 66

cross-dressing 39, 120, 121

Crowley, Aleister 72
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crown chakra I HI>, I ') I ~,"'t't' ,tlltl

Sahasrara chakra

crucifixion 8,56,98, ] 12, 20'l, lOB,

210,229,232,234

Cybele 51,57,120,134,220

D

Dactyls 161
daena 194,195,199,200

Danielou, Alain 184, 190

Dark Mother 163, 189,231
Dead Sea Scrolls 208

Demeter 23,34, 135

Demeter-Kore 195

Demeter-Persephone 155

Demiurge 222,224,225,227,228,
231, 238,242; See also

Hebdomad; laldabaoth

Demophoon 135
Desanas 128, 129

descent 19,74,166
and return

of goddess 221

of mythical feminine 195

imagery of 127

of dove at Jesus' baptism 225
ofInanna 34,67, 167

of Sophia 104, 106,200,222,243

regressive (nekiytl) 94

ritualized (nekyia) 97
to lower consciousness 34

to realm of Mothers 16,97

Descent to the Goddess (Perera) 54

Devi; See Sri Devi

devil 51,59,61,69,94,159,226,

250; See also Lucifer; Satan

Christian; See Christian Devil

Dionysian 57
medieval 59

Mephistopheles as 60

worship 73

Diagnostic and Statistic Manual of

INIII\

~1"I/I"I""I/IIII'I/I"i11) I., 1,'\

I J/.tI",~:III' ,11 II.,· ',,"'1'" II'l",.
11.1111111.1.11 I ,Ill ,II \') '0'1

I)ialla .'./0

Diana I .lIed"1 a I',')

Dionysus 4, (" '), 22, 2.), 2/, 2'), .I·i,

35,41,52,59-62,66,69,7],

81,84,93,94,96,97,118, 120,

121,145,147,151,154,165,

167,174,175,182,186,215,

243; See a/so Neoplatonic

Dionysus
as creator 94

body of 116

Zagreus 93,94

"Dionysus in Jung'sWritings"
(Hillman) 95

dismemberment 94-96,98,99, Ill,
120

divine child 79,80,97,153,155,

167,227,231,243

Divine Mother 177

Dorn, Gerhard 106,107

Dravidians 175, 176

dream 1,3,7,14,16,18,21,22,25

28,50,34,37,40,41,48,55,

57,60,68,69,77,83,88,89,

92,94,100-102,107,112,119,

120,122,123,125,127,128,

150-152, 154, 135, 157-139,

141-145,147-149,150, 151,

155,157,161-167,189,190,

194,198-200,215,222,239,
244

dreams cited

of body becoming huge eye 108

of galaxies and keyhole 199

of phallic stones 140

of phallus on throne 143

of purple-powdered woman 25,
57

of stepped pyramid 112

I IV""'"

of the cave and enchanted garden

89

oFrhe dancing girlfriend 103

of the floaring sphere 103

of the Green Virgin 102

of victory procession 21,57,60

tigers and lions 14
dualism 42,66,201,230,238

Manichaean 31

vs. monism 42, 66

Dummuzi 33,35; See Tammuz

dyad(s) 130
anima-animus 132

brother-brother 135,219

brother-sister 219

Demeter-Kore 34

familial 133,134

father-daughter 135,219
father-son 134, 219

Jesus and Virgin Mary 212
male-female 212

mother-child 9,49,89

mother-daughter 134,219
mother-father 219

mother-son 134,219

parental 130
relational 132

sibling 133
sister-sister 135, 219

E

Earth Goddess 19; See also Rhea

Echo and Narcissus 82

ego 1,7,10,66,85,88,89,92,102,
112, 195,232,237; See also alter

ego; ego-complex; ego
conscIOusness; ego-

death; ego-personality
dissociated 93

heroic 29,30

mundane 85, 88

patriarchal 30

l()J

Ego and Body Ego (R. Fliess) 85

ego-complex 93

ego-consciousness 29,46,80,85,
101,105,200,206,236

ego-death 97,194,197

ego-personality 80

Ekepada 182
Eleusinian Mother 69

Eleusinian Mysteries 23,29,34,
134,156,201,220,244

Eliade, Mircea 9,14,36,38,43,46,

74,115,120,121,128,174,

238,244

emotion 3,11,18,23,29,54,56,57,

61, 77, 80,128,133,154,163,

165,224,227,232

emotionality 49,51-53

enteroception 85,87,88,92,174,
185,224,244; See also

exteroception; proprioception

Entirety (Gnosticism) 193,223,
242,243

epiphany
anima 200

divine 108

mystical 141
ofIsis 220

solar; See solar epiphany
erection 78,182

EreshkigaI33,34,67, 167, 175, 195,
230

Eros 6,9,13,17-18,28,38,60,80,

81,116,137,147,148,151

155,167,188,202,212,218,

231,244

eros 35,79, 136

and animus 118

and thefeminine 117, 155

cult of 216

feminine 118

function 213

eros principle 117

"
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four sragl:S of 20 I, 202
Eucharisr 239,240,243

Euphorion 16,17
Eve 8,25,38,43,55,57,63,117,

201,212,216-218,231
in Gnosricism 188

evil 13,18,27,38,41,53,61,70,72,
159,203,207,232,238

exrerocepcion 85-87, 185;See also

emeroceprion; proprioceprion
Ezekiel 32,33,40,46,95,104-107,

244

F

famasy(-ies) 4,7,11,12,14,15,18,
36,40,42,43,55,83-85,88,
101,141,147,176

and dissociaTion 126

archerypal 11, 92
cancer 96

collLcrive, re, Nero 228
eroric 148
eroticism of 203
female 124
incest 123-126

masturbarory 24
narural-use, ofSt, Paul 36,44

of Noble Savage (Rousseau) 83

of spiritual progress 39
ofwhoknl:ss 97

orgy (archetypal) 74

patriarchal 73

popular, about Magdalen 203,
204

religious 66

root; See roor hlllrasy
seduction 125
sexual 43, 44

abnormal 43

spomaneous 126,130

IIVI II \
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fertiliLY 2'), 1')1

FirstApoCf1!ypse o./jmnes 20')

flagellation 8,66
Fliess, Robert 85-90, 92, 121, 224
Fliess, Wilhelm 124

Frazer, James George 13

Free Spirir movemem; See Brethrl:n

of the Free Spirit

Freud, Sigmund 9,14,16,78,79,81,
83-85,87,90,109,123-125

and emphasis on phallus 78

and psychosexual developmem
79,80

and Wilhelm Fliess 124
concrerism of 79

rcducrionism of 10

sexual libido in 10

fillldamentalism 3, ]1,12,42,53

Fury on Earth (Sharaf) 84

G

Gaia 153; See also Ge

Garden Serpem 106, 188
gays 38,122; See also

homosexuality; lesbians
Ge 29; See also Gaia

gnosis 6,46, 174,233,242,244
Gnostic Sophia 119,188,197,220
Gnosricism 7,8,42,53,74,90,100,

104-106,116,119,142,186,
190, 193, 195-197,201,222,
227,234,238,241

anciem 238

Anthropos model of (Quispel) 53

Egyptian 9,201,221
influence of mystical Judaism on

201

IlVnl"

1I1yLhoiogicai fi-amework of 209
(lnsian roots of 201

Sophia model of 53
Valentinian 222,240,241

god-imago; See imago: god
Goddess of Wisdom 202

goddess-imago; See imago: goddess
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von 1,

16,17,59,102,110,130,132,
138,159,201,221,245

Gopi Krishna 191
Gospel of Mary 106,209,222,234,

235,237,239

Gospel of Philip 11,209,233,240,
241,243

Gospel of Thomas 86,101,104,
209,233,240,241,244

Graves, Robert 17

Great Goddess 21, 31, 33, 62, 108,
151-154,156,157,161-163,
167,176,179,214,220

Great Mother 43,51,141,151,165,
193

Great Whore of Babylon 230

Groenewcgen-Frankfort, H. A. 91
Grof, Stanislav 97-100,123,127,

128,141,189

Guy II, Bishop ofCambrai 65

H
Hades 23,29,34,61,144,145,147,

148

Hartmann,John 71,203,234
Hebdomad 222,236; See also

Demiurgc; laldabaorh
Hecate 25,156,157,161,216,220,

230

Helen of Troy 117,201-203,212,
216,221

Helena ofTyre 224
Helios 6,38
Hera 131,173

2(,)

hctesy 44, 46
and alchemy 231
and witchcraft 73

hunters 74

medieval 204

offhe Free Spirit 64,65,67
herm(s) 151-154,157,161,162,

174,182
fourfold 157

phallic 152, 153
primal 156
square-based 157

hermaphrodite 119-121,186
Christian devil as 144

hermaphroditism 121
Hermaphrodiros 156
Hermes 59,62,80,118,120,147,

148,151-159,162,167,182,
186,188,197,231,244

hermetism 9,107,174
Hesiod 151,153

heterosexuality 42,201
hicrophany 238, 239

solar 9,36-38,43,129,139,142,
147,148,174,244

hierosgamos 24,116, 193; See also

sacred marriage
l-Iilarion 203

Hillman,James 16,18,22,80,93
95,97,117,120,132,147,148

Hinduism 2,42,79,106,121,171,
173,175,178,184,200,222,
225

holism 92,212; See also holistic

gestalts

experiemial 88

of hermetic epistemology 102
ofliving mythic image 185
of myth os 7
of Otto's vision 78

holistic gestalts 87, 224
holotropic breath work (Grof) 141
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HolySpiril (,'i,')O, 1'.'),'10,"1),
227-22'), 21i2, 21i,\

Homer 151,202,221

Homines inteLligentiae 63

Homo religiosus 42
homoeroticism 35

homophobia 38,39,45

homosexuality 9,24,35,36,40,47,
117

hortus conclusus 138

Horus 215,219

hylikoi 109,227; See also

pneumatikoi; psychikoi

hypocatastttJis 244

Hysterical Personality Disorder 123

I
laldabaoch ]] 9,222-228,23],234,

236,237,24],242,244;Seeafto

Demiurgc; Hcbdomad

idolatry 41, 44, 46

Iliad (Homcr) 69,202,221
illuminatio 160

illumination 98, ] 59, 231, 232, 239

imagc(s) 2-5,8,9,22,28,33,40,46,
54,60-62,80,86,88,91,94,

102, ] 04, ] OS, ] 08, 109, ] ] 5~

] ]7,120, ]27, ]34, 138, 14],

]50, ]61, 165, 167, 178, 190,

194, ] 95,200,2] 5, 218, 237,

239,244

alchcmical ] 59

ofMcrcurius 2:)]

and mcaning, coincidencc of ] 3

androgynons 104
anima 26,48,71, ]48,202,222,

227

animal 94; See also image(s):

zoomorphic

archctypal 88,99,101,110,122,
128, ]34, 139, 149, 178, 190,

228,230
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cosmic I () 1

cross-cui rural 140

devotional 184

divine 201,239

dream 23,101,147,151,155

erotic 5

fantasy 14
feminine 202,215

feminine and masculine 57

graven 31, 32
internal 132, 219

irhyphallic 151

living 89,92

malc, of power 118
masculine ]4 ]

mirror 29, 132, ]66, ]95

mythic 9, ] 17,141,185
numinous 102

of anima and animus 163

of Anuu- Ra 141

of Babylon 230

of body-ego 88

of centrality 148

of child oflight 241

ofCybele 51
of desire 202

of dismemberment 120

of divine child 167

of Eros 231

ofFate 166

of God 106

of Great Goddess 154

of Great Mother 165

ofherm 151,153

of human wholeness, mandala as

97

of incest marrix 2] 9

IN/Jh'X

1I1"j<:alousy32,33
or Kundalini serpent 187

of lingam and yoni 173

of Magdalen 233,240
of masculine uroboros 141

of Messiah 227

of mother archetype 213
of mother-son incest 217

of natural world 138

ofParvati 175

ofPhanes 94, 153

of Plato's androgyne 85
of rotundum 166

of Self 105

of Self, body-ego as 89
of sexual drives 45,62

of sexual pathology 4

of Sophia 202

of spiritual axis 173

of syzygy 116
of the beloved 168

of the world 107

of wholeness 225

parental 10

phallic 148, 15]

primacy of 1]
primoridal, of woman on dragon

230

psychic 1, 11,28,45,48,80,82,
104,115,116

reciprocal, of sex and religion 7

ritual as play of 240
Robert Fliess on 86

sacred 204,218

seeing; See seeing image
sexual 90

souls as 198

threshold 156

trinitarian 156

unitary, human body as 108

visionaty 17
vulture 161

2(J!

world-; See world-image

zoomorphic 40,226,231; Seea/so

image(s): animal

imagery 9,15,17,88,123,133,134,
140,167,231

archetypal 18,200
bisexual 161

classical 154

dream 92,147,161

of anima as daena 200

of childbirth 137

of Dactyls 161
of descent 127

of Eros 117

of gendered opposites 186
of incest 125

ofIsis and Osiris 168

of Self 97

organic 97

pathological 28

perinatal 128

phoenix 98

psychic 93, 110

quaternine 105
sevenfold 234

sexual

and spiritual 130
of dreams 119

threefold 131

imaginal body 46

imaginal literalism 239

imagination 12-15,18,35,42,43,
51,85,101,107,108,119,133,

138,141,144,147,152,245

active 194,237

and incest 124, 125

archetypal 9
Christian 60,229

creative 17,141

erotic, of Augustine 52
heretical 62

ofLeutard 62
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ofMephislophdes <>0

patriarchal, impoverislll'd '1.1

religious 9,41, 43,57, ')0, ] 57,
204,245

impoverishment of 59

Imago

body- 30,97,226
father 122

god- ]0,41,104,145,212

goddess- 195
mother 48,80,88,216

parental 123, 127, 132, 133
self- 57

imago animae 1')4

Immortal Beloved (1 ')<)4) ] 02

immortality 23,1\0, ]36-138, 152
Inanna 33,34,67, ]67, ]75, ]95

incest ]4,25,26,50,71,73,74,

]22-\26, ]32, 133, 140,212,

21')

archetype; See Incest Archetype
brother-sister ]34

fantasy 123-]26

Hermes and Aphrodite 156
Isis and Osiris ]68, 21 ')

Jesus on 213,214

matrix ]23, 132, ]34, 15'),2] ')

mother-son 15')

mother-daughter 7]
mother-son 212,217

prohibition 24, ]2')
survivor 122

taboo \22

victims 126

Incest and Human Love (Stein) 132

Incest Archetype 135
incest matrix; See incest: matrix

individuation 8, ]0, 16,46,57,89,

94,97, ]2], ]25, 129, ]32, ]33,

]35,174,190,193,219,231

in~iarion 16,57,65,80,97,117,

125,133, ]34, 147, 163,231
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and spirit, ,splil belweell 20/1

archetype as 14')

bodily, sacred quality of 33
human 9

religious 10,70,72,121,125,245

repression of 82
sexual 3-5,8-10,70,72,80

Irenaeus of Lyon 74
Isis 9,173,208,215,219,220; See

also Black Isis

and Osiris ]68

idryphalios ]51,155,175,183,231

J

Jerome, Saint 3'),210,211

Jesus 49,51,86, 142, 193,204,206,
208-215,217,225,229,232,

233,235,239,242,243,244;
See also Christ

Jezebel 25,57

Joachim of Fiore 64

Judaism 3,30,53

mystical 38, 20],221

syncretism of 35

Judgement o/Paris 148

Jung,C.G.1,7,9-11,13-]5,18,
28,30,35,46,48,49,52,77,

79,80,84-86,89-94,96,97,

100, 101, 106, 110, 112, l16

123, 126, 140, 142-145, 147,

151,155,158,159,178,185,

193-195,200-202,211,212,

214-217,221,222,226,230,

231,244,245

Jung, Emma 117,118,201

I
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K

I\;lhhalah 105

I<abeiroi 162

Kali 18,31,128,149,161,175,177,

186,190,216,231

Kali yantra 173
Kali-Shakti 178, 185

Kaufa marga 180, 182,185

Keleman, Stanley 137

Kerenyi, Carl 95,118,152-156,244

Khajuraho 176
Khunrath, Heinrich 101

Knossos 27

Kore 34,69,155; See also

Persephone

Kore-Persephone 23, 155
Kronos 6,7; See also Saturn

Kundalini 225

Kundalini energy 166,186,188

Kundalini serpent 186-188
Kundalini Shakti 191

L

Leibnitz, Gottfried Wilhelm von

198

Lerner, Robert E. 64,65,71

lesbians 14,41,117; See also

gays; homosexualiry
Lesbos, women of 34, 135

Leutard of Vert us 62

libertine(s) 38,47,52,55,72,83,95

libido 45,79,83,90

Jungon 90,91
sexual 10,62,78,87; See also

libido sexualis

libido sexualis 10, 79; See also libido:

sexual

light of nature 42,101,106,158,
159,178,232,244;Seealso

lumen naturae

Lilith 3,25,216

2()'}

liminality 116,158

lingam (of Shiv a) 173, 188; See also

shivling
literalism 6,43,46,98, 224

and madness 229

challenged by psyche 102

imaginal; See imaginal literalism

Magdalen's triumph over 239

of ego 237
of Reich 83

vs. the symbolic 120

Lives o/the Caesars (Suetonius) 35

Logos 35-38,225,242

logos 7, 10, 118

logosspermatikos 142
Lucifer 159; See also devil; Satan

lumen naturae 42, 106, 158, 159,

178; See also light of nature

lust 28,39,40,41,55,72,162,206

M

maenads 61,121,151,154,165,182

Magdalen 193,202,204-206,208,
213,217,234-236,238-240,
244

and Christ 203,204,206,208,

209,217,220,234,239

erotic relationship between
2:\3

sexual relations between 234

alld delllon possession 206,207,
J,YJ.,2:l7, DK

alld Mary IlIolhcrofleslls 2\0
alld dll' fllllJle ofi :hrisl iallit y

2/10

alld the l{csmrnli'lIl .'01" l.1'1,

243
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as fHOSlilllll' .'11'1,".01(, !!II,! \'1,
239

associated with south or I:r:lIlll'
205

death of 206

Elevation of 205

identity of 209

ties to historical family ofJesus
209~212

vs. Helen of Troy 202,203,212

vs. Sophia 220,232,240

vs. Venus and Aphrodite 204,
239,240

vs. Virgin Mary 215

Mahalinga Mandala 178
Malena (2000) (Tornatore) 27

nutria 13,14,25,27,112,142

mandala 3,94,97,145,179,180,

219,225,226;Seeauo

Mahalinga Mandala; Mandala
of a Modern Man aung)

Mandala of a Modern Man aung)
146

Mani (prophet) 53
Manichaean Christ 56,57

Manichaean Christianity 53
Manichaeislll 31,47,53-55,74,201

Augustine's 95
Marjanen, Antti 209

Marquis de Sade ]4,72,83

marriage 3,2],22,24,35,38,63,
]28

and Beguines 64
inner, of masculine and feminine

38,71

mystic 24]
of Augustine to young heiress 56
of heaven and earth] 9]
of Shiva and Parvati 173

sacred; See sacred marriage
second-class, of Augustine 53
sexual intercourse outside 67
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Mary, 1110111('1,,11",,11.',; Sn' Vi,,~ill
Mary

Mary of the Desert, Saini 204

masculinity 37, ]50, 156

archetypal ]4]
bodily 49
phallic 188

primitive 71
masochism 66, 68

Masochism: A Jungian VIew (Cowan)
66

Masson, JdIrey 123
masturbation 24,79,14]
mater natura 50

mater JjJiritualis 50, 8]

Maya 90, ]76
McConeghey, Howard 61
Mechthild of Magdeburg 64
Meier, C. A. ]97

memoria 80; See also memory
Memories, Dreams, Reflections 0ung)

93,144,222

memory 1,15,80,82,84,86,92,99,
107,153;Seealsomemoria

perinatal 199
somatic 81,82,97,99

Mephisropheles 59,60, 159
Mercurius 80, 120, 154, 158, 159,

160,167,173,231; Seeauo

Mercury (god)
MercUly(god) 14,120, ]31, 134,

154,206; See also Mercurius
in Goethe 132

Merkabah (chariot) 104,244

Merkabah mysticism 104
Metam01jJhoses (Apuleius) 220
Metatron 106,244

Miller, Alice 125

IIVI IF.\'

luilld-body problem 85
Minddl,Arnold 165

mindfulness (Buddhism) 18,239

Mirmemystik 64

misogyny 71,72
Mithtaism 134,144

Moloch 24,128

Monica (Augustine's mother) 47~
52,55-57

monism 66,68

vs. dualism 42, 66
monotheism 29,175

Judeo-Christian 29
vs. polytheism 30, 31,42

Mookerjee,Ajit 188,189

morality
sexual 24,42

Christian 23

patriarchal; See parriarchal
sexual morality

mother 15,16,34,47-49,69,73,

79,80,90,125,126, 132,189,

202; See auo Blissful

Mother; body-mother; Dark
Mother; Divine

Mother; dyad(s); Eleusinian
Mother; Great
Mother; incest: lIlother

daughter; incest: mother
son; Mother Earth; Mother
Rite; Terrible Mother

abandonment by 100

and primalY narcissism 88, 90
archetypal 214,219
as anima 55,80,89

as underworld 230

Augustine's 48,49,51, 52, 55, 56

body as 108
chthonic 167

dominant 47
dual role of 81

"good" vs. "bad" 98

2/1

intercourse with (Hartmann) 71
of God 230

passive 162

personal 48, 189

phallic 117,142

primal 155

spiritual 202
three essential aspects of 49

mother complex; See complex:
mother

Mother Earth 22,43

mother imago; See imago: mother
Mother mysteries 135
Mother Rite 30,33, 110

mother-image; See imago: mother
Moyers, Bill 118
Muladharachakra 166,186,188,

190,191

mysterium tremendum 78

mysticism 186
bride 64
Catholic 119

erotic 175

Jewish 100
Merkabah 104,106

orthodox 68

N

Nag Hammadi Library 8,208,209,
217

narcissism 79,83,88-90,125,219

primary 83,88
Narcissus 82,88

naturaillse fantasy; See fantasy(-ies):
natural-use, of St. Paul

Near Death Experience 106,194

nekyia 94,97; Seeauo
descent; regression

Neoplatonic Dionysus 94, 120

Nepthys 219
Neumann, Erich 87,108,109,231

Nicean Council 6,209
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N icodelllus 21,j

Nietzsche, Friedrich II, II', 'JI ')',

Night (goddess) ] 16, 151
Nike-Athena 22

nocturnal emission 25, 130

numinosity 239

of beauty 240
of desire 2

of erotic love 217,240

offemininity 240
of sex 10,240

of the archetype 134

of the body 240

of the phallus 142, 144
numinous 4,26,46,70,78,88,102,

105,108,116,138,145,229,

238,239,241,244

numinous accent 87,109

numinous experience 13,25,66,77,
97,152

of sex 189

numinous revealer 106, 194

Nut and Nu 88,119

o
object relations (theory) 9, 14,26,

:30,41,79,99,121,122,125,

132,199

oculus inltlginrltionis 107, 174

Oedipus 49,139,182

Oedipllscomplex 125

Ogdoad 225; See also image: of
wholeness

Olympians 151-153,155,216

orgasm 42,78,83,84,87, 185

"orgastic potency" (Reich) 83

orgies 37,49,57,74,95,99

archetypal 73,74

Dionysian 182
nocturnal 47
ritual 51

secret, ofBeghards 67
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105,1;j'j

Ouranos 155

p

Pagels, Elaine 238

pain 30,61,81,96,98,136,189
Pan 4,59,118,147,154
Paracelsus 10 1

Paradise 8,63,98

pareural imago; See imago: parental
participation mystique 15, 93, 219
Parvati 121,173,175

passion 8,12,29,36,40,41,54,145,
224

animal 216,217

carnal 47

conHicting 223
erotic 203

of blood 26, 150

patriarchal Christianity 21,45,217

patriarchal fantasies; See fantasy(-ies):
patriarchal

patriarchal Father 30,43

patriarchal morality 41
patriarchal order 9,19,30,45

patriarchal prejudice 77,230

patriarchal sexual morality 23,25,
27,38,39,42,61,70,95,118,

136,157

patriarchal slander 204,240

patriarchal tradition 23,57

patriarchal values 39, 124

patriarchy 3,7,11,24,25,27,29,
30,31,38,42,44,54,61,67,

70,73,177,216,217,240

and numinous experience 152
attitudes to sex 137

INI !/:'X

Christian 229

contempt of, for the feminine
226

excessesof 245

literalism of 46

passing of 95
prerogatives of 71
sexual laws of 37
shadow of 45

split worldview of 95
tragic sexual legacy of 240

vs. phallic gods 151
women under 51

Patricius (Augustine's father) 49-52
Paul, Saint 36,39-42,44-46,59,65,

95,105,159,178,210,229

Paz,Octavio 18,86

Pelagia, Saint 39
penis 15,79,127,130,139,141,

147, 148, 151; See aLw phallus
Pentecost 131, 229, 243

Penthesileia, Queen of the Amazons
22

Perera, Sylvia Brinton 34,167,195

Persephone 4,23,25,29,34,62,81,
110,148,195,199,216,231

penona 81,130,165

personalism 90,116
Petronius 35

phallicism 50, 186, 187

phallus 16,78,101,142,147,149,
151,157,158,162,174,188;

See also penis
andherm 154,157,174

as "man-eater" in Jung's childhood
dream 143-145

as sexual token 151

as subterranean God aung) 144
asworldaxis 148,150,151,182,

198

Dactyls as 161

Dionysus as god of 154

2/5

Ekepada as 182
erect 119

etymology of 144
father's 130

Hermetic 155

Hillman on 147

in cults of Dionysus and Hades
145

numinosity of, in Jung's child-
hood dream 142, 144

ofPhanes 156,157

of Shiva 171,174,175

penis- 79
phallic deities 151
severed, of Our anos 155

sphinx's 139

stone, rising in mud (dream
image) 147-148

subterranean, ofJung's childhood
dream 151,159,244

Sun's (solar) 128,148,149,150,
244

tooth- 27, 79

true 118

vs. phallus 27
wind- 79

Phanes 17,19,69,70,80,88-90,94,

100,101,104,110,111,116,

119,120,127,129,139,145,

151,153-156,173,182,186,

188,231,243

phantasma 16,23,32,105
Philo Judaeus 35-39,46,95,142,

201

phos 43, 173,222

Pistis Sophia 209
Plato 8-10,47,85,118,121,153,

201

pleasure 14,27,30,61,72,81,90,
98, 134, 136

lovers 36

principle 191
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pleasure anxic!y (IZeich) HI

pleroma 106, ]45,22.$
Plutarch 198,199

pneumatikoi 227; See also

hylikoi; psychikoi

polytheism 30,31,33,35,40,148,
175

Greek 59,174
vs. monotheism 31,42

POI'ete,Marguerite 64,65,67,68
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 123

power complex 7]
PowerofMyth(Moyers) 1I8
Prajapati 128,184
Prakrti 42, ]77, 186, 222

Priapus 120,147,154
procreation 24,35,36,38,42,43,

47,62,78,83,129,136,137,
153,177

procreativityofsoul 81,136,137,
]39,150,215

promiscuity on principle 68,70
proprioception 85-87; See also

enreroception; exteroception
prostitute 3, 185,204,222

Helena 221

Magdalen as 204, 208, 220, 2:34,
239

male 44

prostirution 27,47
Proteus 69,70

psyche 5,10, ]2, ]7, ]8,22,41,42,
44,54,57,61,92, 1I5, 1I7,
120,126,130,132,147,148,
150,] 58,16],162,166,168,
]7.$,177,200,201,231,239,
244

aerial dimension of ]26

ambiguous nature of time in 137
and overplus (Otto) 14
androgynous matrix of 88, 115
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Christian 2

collective 5, 215

creative core of, and androgyny
120

evangelical 45
expansion of, imo the

transpersonal 90
Hebrew 33

image as fundamemallanguage of
11

independence of: from body 99
Jungon 10

merging of body and 84
multiple consciousnesses of 96
multiple luminosities of ]29,236
objective 116
of Magdalen 232,235
primordial 93
religious function of 91
self-generation of ]39
transpersonal nature of ] 16
vs, literalism 102

Psyche and Eros 118, 155,23]
psychic energy 10

psychic inflation 66,68,84,222
psychikoi 227; See also

hylikoi; pneumatikoi

psychoanalysis 16,89,92,94, ]23,
125

Psychological Tjpes (Jung) ]5
Psychology andAlchemy (Jung) 94
psychopathology 6,22
psychopomp 152;See also Hermes

phallic 147
psychosoma 18,55,77,79,93,95

99,10],160,164, ]67, 178,

I NIJh'X

]88,217,221,225,228,229,
232,235,245

/,uer aeternus 16,70, 102, 106, 110,
130,131,134,145,200,212,
228

solar 17,231
Pure Consciousness 177,191

Purple-Powdered Woman 26,28,
29,57,60,61,81,200

Purusha 177,178,222

Q
Queen of Heaven 215
Quimus Smyrnaeus 22

Quispel, Gilles 43,53, 104, 194,
201,241

R

Ra (Sun God) 139
Ramaluishna,Sri 18,177,190
Ramers 72
Realm of the Mothers (Goethe) ]6

Realm of the Mothers Oung) 80,97,
231

rebirth 26,74,81,89,98,135,165,
214,228,243

spiritual 50
rebis 119;See also hermaphrodite

regression 80, 94, 97-99; See also

nekyia
and incest 71,125,127,132,214

and the mother complex 215
emotional 14]

of St. Augustine 212

psychological 55
regressivepsychedelic experience 97,

99

Reich, Wilhelm 66,80-86,90,92,
110

religion(s) 4,5,21,22,28,42,55,
66,88,176

and faith 6

2/')

and sexuality 3, 203
and the state II
Freud on 9-10
Goddess 33,176
monotheistic ]75

mystery 37,201
of the future, Tamra as 191

"piscean," Manichaeism as 54
vs. sex 7,8, 175
Western 201

Return of the Goddess (Whitmom) 29
Rhea 17,19,69,151
ritual 2,3,8,22-24,30,37,62,74,

98,107, 116, 121, 128, 134,
]35,14],144,150,171,173,
]75-178, ]80, 182, 184-186,
188,189,197,204,240,241,
243

Asmat New Year (New Guinea) 7
attitude towards sex 63
birth 243
bridal chamber (Gnostic) 206,

241,242,244
circle;See ritual circle (Kaula)

coniunctio 189

cross-dressing in cult 120

cycle (Eleusis) 23,34,156
Gnostic 209,219,240

Graeco-Roman, Augustine on 47

hieros gamos 24
incubation 135
murder of children 74

objects 17]
of union 180, 184, 187

orgiastic 51
Orphic 97
rebirth 89
relations with underworld 29
sexual 188,204
Tantric 2,3, 116, 157, 178, 180,

184, 186
Valenrinian 201, 244; See allO
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weeping 33

yogic 188
ritual circle (Kaula) 184,185
ritualism 70

ritualized descent (nekyia) 97

root fantasy 78,84,91
of objectivity 6

Rosinus 159;See also Zosimos

Rousseau,Jean-Jacques 83

Rudolph, Kurt 221
Rudra 173,174,184, 186, 225; See

alsoShiva

Rush, Florence 123,124

s

sacred marriage 24,63, 116, 193;See

also hieros gamos

sacrificium intellectus 185
sadomasochism 66, %, 98

Sahasrara chakra 186,229; See also

crown chakra

Sandner, Donald F. 5, 31

Sapientia 201,202,2]2,216
Sartre, Jean-Paul 95
Satan 40, 41, 142, 230; See also

devil; Lucifer

Saturn 6,38, 128

Srltyricon (Petroni us) 35

SchipHinger, Thomas 212
Schu (Shu) 141
Schweidnitz

documents 67

hooded nuns of 65, 67

trial 67

science 6, 10,78,216
alchemical 231
behavioral 7, 78
hermetic 100
mechanistic 78

natural 95

scintillae 53, %, 100-102, ]06, ]29,
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by hther 121J

byShiva 174
fantasies 125

seduction theory (Freud) 124
seeing image 107,185
Self 34,66,89,97,105, ]06, 147,

177,226
self-castration 51

self-imago; See imago: self
Semele 215,216
semen 24, ] 19,127,130,150,173;

See also nocturnal emission

semen virile 128, 129
Semon, Richard 82

senex 70,228

sensuality 11,18,54,57,60,70,71,
118

and "tcltal depravity" (Calvin) ]3

disparagement of 18

serpcnt 17,69,110,117,144,145,
]49, 158,184,190,214;SeeaLw

Garden Serpent; Kundalini

serpent; Serpent ofEdcn
associated with Shalni 188, 190
laldabaoth as 226
in Gnosticism 188
of Hennes' caduceus 188
Satan as 230

Serpent of Eden 190,231
sevenfold principle 222,224,225,

227,231,234,236,237
sex 3,4,7,8,11,24-26,33,42,43,

57,71,72,81,92,115,117,
129,133,166,176,203,240

act as "the delight of Paradise" 63
and childbirth 189
and Mother 51

IN/Jh'.\

and religion 175
and sadomasochism 66

archetype of 84

divinity of 78
Freud on 9-10,80

imaginal reality of 46
in Gnosticism 241

Jung on 10,90
mystery of 1]5

non-procreative 24,42
psychological significance of
78

numinosityof 10,189
offenders, teenage 133

patriarchal attitude towards 137
restricted to marriage 35
sacramental attitude towards 63

with animals 41

sexism 38,39
sexual abuse 3,26,66,81, 121-123,

126, 127, 162

sexual pathology 4
shadow 31,39,54,61,83,228

amoral 30

and anima 28

aspects of analytical relationship
81

Christian 60

erotophobic 45
Hermes as 158
instinctual 29

masculine 27

Monica's 49

morally repressed 23

personal 42,61
punitive 38
sexual (Christian) 62,72
side of monism 66

side of Mother 51, 52

Shakti 3,116,175,176,178,180,
182,184-188, 190,191;Seealso

Kali-Shakti; Kundalini Shakti

1//

Maya vs. 176
Sharaf, Myron 84
Shekhinah 90,221
Shiva 165,171,173-175,184-186,

200

and Dionysus 174
and Shakti 116

as androgynous 187
as Ardhanarishvara 121, 186
as Bhairava 182
as libidinous adolescent 174

asMahayogi 173,174
as passive (in Tannic ritual) 186
as Rudra 173,174,225
asceticism of 173

lingam 173, 188
phallus of 171, 175
semen of 173

temples 173
shivling 171-173,178,179; See also

lingam (of Shiv a)

Simon Magus 220,221,224
snake goddess 190
Socrates 9, 136, 137
Sodom 47

sodomites 36,44,45

Solar Archetype 128
solar epiphany 128; See also

hierophany: solar

solar hierophany; See hierophany:
solar; See also solar epiphany

Sophia 8,90,100,106,116,117,
119,120,173,193,195,1%,
201,202,212,217,221,223,
224,231,242; See also Gnostic

Sophia
and aeons 222

and All-Father 222,242,244

and anima archetype 225
and Christ 116,193,206,243
and Creation 223-224

and Demiurge 242
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and fire 229

and laldabaorh 224,22'5,211

and Logos 22'5

and Simon Magus 221
as anima mundi 243

as Holy Spirit 220,227,242,243
as mother of Yahweh 222, 226
as soul 220

body of 116

cosmic (SpenraArmaiti) 194

daughter of (daena) 194
descent of 104,106,200,222,243

in Valentinus 234

psychosomatic signifIcance of 221
Simonian 221

son of 197,231

vs. Magdalen 159,220,232,240

"Sophia model" of Gnosticism 53
Sophia of Jesus Christ 209

Sophia-Maria: A HoListic Vision of

Creation (Schipflinger) 212

sorcClY44,46; See aLsowitchcraft
soul 2-7,9,10,12,23,25,26,34,

36,43,46,47,50, '56, 57,61,

64,6'5,67,71,77,92,9:3,100

102,107,117,12],128,1'50,

157,158,168,174,177,195,

198,199,201,205,206,212,

221,223-225,227,236-239,
244

and body 22,36,67, 136, 137,
238

and ego 237

and spirit 243
reunion of 243

ascension of 222, 235, 237, 238

deep reality of 232

duality of 1'58
erotic life of 138

guides of 157
in Gnosticism 226,237
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of soul

psychopomp fl.>r152

sensory aspects of 18

Sophia as 220,243

spiritual 225

suffering of 111

visionary organ of 194,200

vs. spirit 198
soul-stuff 4, 13, 16, 18, 134, 138

SOld-vessel88,102,107,159,161,

195,226,237

soul-work 44, 158

Sphinx 49, 139

Spirit 11,37

"Spirit, Light, and Seed" (Eliade)
128

spiritual sced 225,242,244

spiritus rector 119, 231

spiritus sexualis 84
Sri Devi 176,179,180,185

Stein, Robert 132-134,219

Stevens, Wallace 18

SlOicism,Roman 38

subtle body 16,26,112,209

suffering 3,26,50,101,117,128

acceptance of 232

Augustine's 53,55

bodily 56
of his first agonies oflove 52

cosmic, of Sophia 232

numinous experience of 66
ofDionysius Zagreus 94
of Magdalen 232
of the soul 111

physical 232

psychosomatic 235
Suu- Father 129
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super-ego 30

Suso, Heinrich 68,69

Symbols ofTransJOrmation Oung) 97,
214

Symposium (Plato) 9, 118,136

synchronicity 13,199,208

syncretism 35,119,141,215,220

syzygos 116,222,223; See also syzygy
syzygy 28,43,115-117,123,135,

167,185,212,215,218,225,

234, 241; See also syzygos
anima-animus 29,115,118,120,

123,148,150,159,167,188,

193

Augustine-Monica 51
Black Man and Purple-Powdered

Woman 61,81

Dionysus- Hades and Persephone
81

divine 175, 196

Hecate-Hermes 157

in cosmic aspect 116

Jesus and Virgin Mary 212

King-Queen 135
lower 212

mother-son 212,215

mystery of ]93
Nut-Nu 14]

parental 131
Shiva-Shakti 116, ]85, 186

Sophia and Christ 206

Sophia and her male consort 193

Sophia-Ialdabaoth 225

Sophia-Logos 225
Tanu'ic ritual ]80

upper 212

yage-Woman and Sun-Father 129

T

taboo 14
"Taboo and the Perils of the Soul"

(Frazer) 13
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Tammuz 33-35,4]

Tanchelm 62, 63

Tangaroa 109,110,119,155
Tanrra 74, 175, 176, 178, 180, 182,

186,188,190,191

Tefnut 141

Ten Commandments 29,31

Terrible Mother 190, 230,231

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

(Twain) 22
The Assault on Truth (Masson) 123

The Best Kept Secret (Rush) 123

The Birth of Tragedy (Nietzsche) 11

The Fall of Troy (Qunitus) 22

The Future of an Illusion (Freud) 1°
The Golden Legend (de Voragine)

205,206,208

The Myth of Ana(ysis (Hillman) 147
"The New Paris: A Boy'sTale"

(Goethe) 102,130

The Pursuit of the Millennium

(Cohn) 63

The Rocky Horror Picture Show

(1975) 60
"The Thunder, Perfect Mind" 173,

209,217,2] 9,223
"The Visions of Ezekiel" 104

"The Visions ofZosimos" Oung) 96,
97

The Woman Jesus Loved (Marjanen)
209

Theogony(Hesiod) 153
Thomassen, Einar 225,227,242

"Three Essays on the Theory of
Sexuality" (Freud) 78,87

Thuringian Blood Friends 63
Timarchus 197-200,226

total depraviry (Calvin) 13
Toynbee, Arnold 175
transcendence 95

transcendence complex 11
transdescendence 95
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transvesti tism 121

Treasury of Light (Gnosticism) I '!.I,

200,223,225,244

Triple Goddess 69, 151, 152, 154,
157,167,182

u
undelworld 23,29,70,142,144,

]45,148, ]55,157, ]71, 195,
217,238

chthonic 43, 220

Eb'Yptian 195
in Gnosticism 196

Lord of, Hades as 6]
mother as 230

Queen of, Persephone as 25
unio mystica 68
uroboros 79,83,141, ]90

v

vagina 24,78,79, 129, 134, ]6]
163,17],]74

vagina dentata 79, 127
Valentinians ]94,20],206,222,

238,240,241,244
Valentinus 201
venereal disease 27

Venus 4,27,60,203,204,206,239,
240

Venus cloacina 14
Venus Nudata 18

Venus ofPaphos 220
Vipasana meditations (Buddhism)

]8

Virgin 202,212,228
and mother archetype 217,229
cult of 62

virgin 38,39,71,145, ]66,2]8,242
vs. whore 38,167,204

Virgin Birth 227
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the Yirgill Mary
Virgin Mother 212
Virgin of Guadalupe 88
virginity 71

Christian 167
female 34

perpetual, of Mary 210
psychic 70

Vishnu 149, ]75, 184
von Frauz, Marie-Louise ]7,90,

194,195, ]99

Voragine, Jacobus de 205

w
Wahl, Jeau 95
"When the Music's Over" (Doors)

74

White Man's Burden 23

Whitrnont, Edward C. 29,30, 1]7
whore 24,27,4], 57,218; See also

Great Whore of Babylon

virgin vs. 38, 167, 204
Wisdom 90, 197,202,223

feminine 196,197,220
wisdom 68,197,202,203,236
Wisdom of Solomon 196

witch complex 25
witch craze 65,72,73,101,204
witchcraft 25,46,62,73,167; See

also sorcery
medieval 74

witches 25,57,59,60,61,112,122,
128,164,166, ]80,216

goddess of 157
medieval 69

Woodman, Marion 165
world axis 23,29,148,149,152,
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174,182,198,227

penis-phallus-spine 148, 151
phallic 150

world-image 102,196,197,200,215
Wotan 93,94

y
Yahweh 116,197,222,226,229,230

yogini 31,180

Yogini Chakra 181
Yogini temples 176

z
Zeus 8,17,118,147,151
Zeus Meilichios (Hades) 62, 144

zoe 23,43,173,221

zoe-phos cross/intersection 43, 173
zone(s)

chakras as bodily 79
erogenous 79
erotogenic 79
genital 87, ]88
of consciousness 188
of instinct 191

psychosexual 79, 87
somatic 78,96

zoomorphism 16,17,40,69,110,
139,158,226,231;Seealso

image(s): zoomorphic
Zosimos 159
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